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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation develops from the contention that a significant body 
of the literary acti vi t y of white South Africans since the 1970s can be 
characterised as a form of modernism. This characterisation devolves 
less upon the formal attributes of a body of literary writing than upon 
the particular position it occupies 1n the cultural sphere during this 
per iod . That position is one of political and cultural marginality. 
White writ1r.g is distanced from both the official culture of the state 
and an emergent populist culture associated with the urban social 
collectivities that beg1n to play an increasingly important role in the 
political li t e of South African society during the 1970s. In an 
introductor y section, a comparison is drawn between the responses to 
social marginality within South African white writing and the 
reconsiderations of the pol1t1cal mission of literature by Jean-Paul 
Sartre and Roland Barthes, formulated in post - War France. The first 
chapter sets out a brief description of the cri sis that besets the 
South African social formation during the 1970s. The racial logic upon 
which the South African economy and social order is subtended comes 
under attack from two related sources. The first is the growing 
economic and political instability of the racial-capitalist system, 
while the second is renewed resistance to the manifest racially-ordered 
inequalities sponsored by that system. As discussed in the second 
chapter, this gathering crisis of their society impells white writers 
and intellectuals to question and revise long-held paradigms of thought 
and practices of representation, drawing on the resources of comparable 
revisions of established paradigms taking place in western thought. 
Equally, these writers and intellectuals become concerned with the 
critical re-examination of established accounts of the ethical vocation 
and social function of intellectual and literary work. But white 
writers and intellectuals were, in the polarised political conditions 
of the 1970s, unable to find a home in emergent internal opposition 
organisations predicated, for the most part, on versions of an anti-
colonial nationalism. In the third chapter, consideration is gi ven to 
th€ critique that begins to circulate in the period, of the 
associations of the South Afri can literary and literary-critical 
establishment with the interests of white hegemony. This critique 
leads white writers s uch as Nadine Gordimer and JM Coetzee to reject a 
literary tradition found to be rooted in a colonial past and embodying 
colonial assumptions that are no longer tenable. Th.s reject.on of 
the i r cul tural patrimony leads white writers to seek new ways of 
im3gining the relationship between their writing and their society, as 
well as new for ms capable of representing that altered relationship. 
At t he same time however, this critical reflection upon the colonial1ty 
of established literary practices and forms, distances white writing 
fr om the populist and realist concerns of writers associated with 
emergent opp osit ional cultural formations . Developments during the 
1970s serve to make the cultural sphere an important zone of political 
contestation. In the fourth chapter some of the tactics and manouevres 
in this contest are discussed. White writers adopt a modernist defence 
of their relative isolation from political actuality and their failure 
to ~onform to the requirements of a socially-committed literature. The 
deveiopment of a body of committed literature by black writers is 
discussed. However, the formal inconsistency of this literature ' s 
relationship to "realism" indicates that in the South African 
situa tion, "realism" and "modernism" are less a matter of the formal 
characteristics of a gi ven body of literary work than a description of 
the differentiations in the audience, social function and ambitions of 
white and black writing. The dissertation is therefore aimed at 
provi ding an account of the historical ground that gives rise to this 
racial di vision of literature and literary activity in South Africa. 
Such an account serves to historicise and contextualise the various 
pos i tions on commitment, artistic responsibility, the politicisation of 
ar t and the question of the capacity of cultural organisations to 
prescribe the form or content of artistic production, which are the 
subject of controversy in present-day South Africa. 
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I 
This study turns 1~on three delimitations of the terr3in of recent 
South African literature. First, I am concerned with the South 
Afric3n literary formation--th~ activities of writers, readers and 
literary institutions--in South Africa d1Jring the 1970s and early 
1980s, and, second, with a particular aspect of those activities 
centred on the criticism or defence of a body of literature 
identifiable as "white writing". Third, I am concerned with the 
contention that a significant portion of the white writing of this 
period can be characterised as bearing the features or occupying the 
cultural space of a modernism. 1 My principal interest in the literary 
activity of this period, is the extent to which, 3long the lines of 
European Modernism, it is a narrativisation of a crisis of 
representation. Faced with the growing crisis of their society and 
its authorised systems of representation, Hhite writers and 
intellectuals were confronted with the necessity of finding forms of 
thought and language to replace those once thought natural or 
unavoidable but Nhich were increasingly becoming contested. The texts 
and debates that emerge are, to varying degrees, concerned with the 
social and historical implications 6f liter ary form, foregrounding 
what Adorno described as "the laws of their own forms, laws which are 
aesthetically rooted in their own social content" (Adorno et al, 1977: 
166). Moreover, as a product of its growing cultural isolation, the 
literary activity of the period carries out a critical revision of the 
possibilities and restrictions of its own social and political 
affiliations, exploring the limits of its cultural constituency. The 
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disturbance of the South African social order disturbs in turn Nhat 
Peter Bdrger has termed "the institutionalized discourse about art" 
associated with that social order (1984: 13>. Tha events of the 1970s 
therefore call into question accepted ideas about the definition, 
constitution and reception of "literature". Specifically, I argue, 
the modernist white writing of this period can be read as parforming a 
negative critique of the coloniality of the discredited liberal 
literary aesthetic. White writing sets itself against its own line of 
literary descent, revealing the institution of literature in South 
Africa and the "tradition" it pro~otes to be colonial in its origins 
and in the interests it serves. Further, modernist white writing 
exhibits a more or less critical orientation towards the aesthetic 
di scourses competing to replace liberal-realism: on the on• hand, the 
~etropolitanism or universalism of Western structuralisa, 
poststructuralism and postmodernism, and on the other, the defensive, 
essentialising and inhibitive tendencies of cultural nationalisM. 
Following Gramsci, the existence of a condition of crisis in a 
society "means that incurable structural contradictions have revealed 
themselves" (1978: 178). It is as an atteapt to map the terrain of 
political struggle that develops in response to such a crisis, the 
"occasional, imaediate, almost accidental" terrain of the conjunctural 
(Gramsci , 1978: 177), that this study of some of the literary 
phenomena produced within that terrain is structured. Accordingly, I 
am interested in giving an account of the social and cultural context 
which gave rise to the crisis of representation bodied forth in the 
texts of the period and in the literary-critical field in general. 
The various forms and levels of conflict that develop within the 
context of the crisis are the dynaaic forces which give direction to 
the white writing of the period. But while the texts of the period 
bear the traces of the wider historical forces that shape the•, it is 
clear that they are at the saae time forms of significant action t~ken 
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in response to those forces. Thus, while I argue that this writing is 
not isolated from political struggle or the social terrain it 
occupies, it does not follow that it should be treated as simply a 
more or less accurate reflection of the vicissitudes of struggle and 
historical event. Rather, it is itself a participant in the conflict 
of forces, it is a form of action as well as a form of reaction in 
response to the crisis in which it finds itself. 
To characterise a body of literature as a version of aodernism 
may seem to require a focus on the formal characteristics of literary 
texts. However, I am interested less in literary fora itself than in 
the ideas about literary form and the activity of writing that are in 
general circulation during this period. I am concerned with modernist 
white writing as an intellectual-cultural phenomenon and with the 
context in which it is located, rather than with its literary virtues. 
According to Raymond Williams, the activity of cultural ~tarialism 
entails "the analysis of all forms of signification, including quite 
centrally writing, with the actual means and conditions of their 
production" (1981: 64-5). Williams ' s emphasis is upon the analytic 
act of elucidating th• social ground and the ideological interests of 
texts which, in the case of literary writing, eay give the appearance 
of being remote from historical actuality or political controversy. 
But, in the case of the South African writing of the 1970s, the 
extension of political obligation to cultural activity as a result of 
a general crisis that develops on all levels of soci•ty, necessitates 
that writers give an account of the value and reach of their work, and 
of the interests it serves. My aim here is to examine the 
apprehensions of South African writers of the "actual means and 
cond it ions" impeding or promoting their work during this period. I am 
interested in drawing fro• such apprehensions an account of the 
strategies and conduct of literary Nriters and intellectuals upon the 
Gramscian "terrain of battle" that the cultural sphere beco11es during 
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the 1970s. The questions I ask of both the literature and the writing 
about that literature of the period are: what charges are levelled 
against the activity of literary writing in a situation of crisis?; 
how do writers defend themselves and their work? 
Accordingly, two central ideas about writing that circulate 
during this period form the key terms of this study. The first is 
that the writing of white South Africans is distinguishable from that 
of black. This distinction is the result of, on the one hand, white 
writing's distance from the struggle for national liberation and the 
repression of that struggle by the state, and, on the other, its 
proxi mity to the institutions of white power. The second is that its 
distance from the exigencies of combat allows white writing a liaited 
autonomy from politically-instrumental uses of writing, investing it 
with the modernist mission of, in Adorno ·s phrase, "wordlessly 
asserting what is barred to politics" (Adorno et al, 1977: 194). 
However, this same autonomy makes white writing susceptible to charges 
similar to those levelled by Lukacs against Modernism& it is 
"objectively elitist and thus estranged from ' the people' in every 
practical sense" (Adorno et al, 1977; 14>. Hy aim in tracing the 
development of these ideas is to further an understanding of the 
social function of "literature" and its attendant discourses in a 
context of the systematic crisis of an entire social formation. 
II 
My point of departure is JM Coetzee's characterisation of the 
literature of a group of people inhabiting a situation that ia neither 
colonial nor postcolonial. "White writing"--to give the term its 
broadest definition--is the literature of the whites of South Africa. 
It is an anxious and introspective body of writing, such as could be 
expected of "such unsettled settlers with so uncertain a future" 
<Coetzee, 1988b: 4). While the term embraces th• literature 
associated with the entire history of white settlement, I am concerned 
here with the white writing of what Coetza describes as a "new, 
neocolonial" period in recent South African history, ~ost precisely in 
what can be identified as the terminal phase of that period (1988b: 
11). 
The tentative steps South Africa had taken away from European 
influence since Union in 1910 were inhibited by the country ' s 
participation on the side of Britain in the Second World War <Rich, 
1985: 47>. Then, as Coetzee points out, "Ciln 1948 a party of 
Afrikaner nationalists came to power and began to sever political and 
cultural ties with Europe; as apartheid began to be impleaented, moral 
ties were severed too; and far from being the dubious colonial 
children of a far-off motherland, white South Africans graduated to 
uneasy possession of their own, less and less transigent internal 
colony" (1988b: 11>. The waning political and cultural influence of 
Br i tain and the growing isolation of the new republic from its former 
metropole and the reanants of the Empire, meant that the English-
speaking fraction of the white population was compelled to 11ake its 
peace with Afrikaner nationalism and to contend with the necessity of 
identifying itself in local terms. In 1961, the re11aining formal 
connections with the British Empire were dismantled. By these acts, 
the white settlers of South Africa disconnected themselves from their 
European cultural legacy, becoming Africans in name, though not in 
identity (1988b: 8). In this still-uncompleted period of South 
African history, the settlers continued to write a literature in the 
languages and forms of left-behind Europe. But the appearance of 
decolonisation movements on a worldwide scale, and, closer to ho..e, 
the awakening of militant black nationalisa, was, aore than ever, to 
bring home to them the impermanence of their tenure and its dapendence 
upon practices of doaination and possession th.t were no longer 
defensible. 
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Whatever troubled sense of their identity, origins and prospects 
white writers had hitherto embodied in their literature, was called 
into question by the sense that the colonial order that had 
underwritten it was co•ing to crisis. As a consequence, the white 
writing of the period finds itself sceptically re-examining its 
cultural patrimony, re-evaluating its understanding of its society and 
its place within it. "It is in culture", Edward Said has remarked, 
"that we can seek out the range of meanings and ideas conveyed by the 
phrases Q~lQ09iQ9_!Q or ia a place, being i!_QQ~_iQ_i-Rli,!" (Said, 
1983: 8). It than marks considerable disturbance in a culture and the 
soc i al institutions that support it, when its writers and 
intellectuals dismiss the concepts of belonging they had held in the 
past, and, at times, question even the possibility of belonging in the 
future. 
The term •colonialism" denotes immemorial processes of 
terr itorial ambition and conquest, and the doaination <or, in soae 
cases, the attempted eradication) of subject-populations. According 
to Abdul JanMohammed, the practic• of coloniali&m is best understood 
as occupying two distinct historical phases. In the first, "dominant" 
phase, •European colonizers exercise direct and continuous 
bureaucratic control and military coercion of the natives: during this 
phase the "consent• of the natives is primarily passive and indirect" 
(1985: 80). The "hegemonic" or "neocolonial" phas-e is marked by the 
"natives' internalisation" of "a version of the colonizer's entire 
system of values, attitudes, morality, institutions, and, Gore 
important, mode of production" (198~1 81>. The iaprecision of the 
term "native" should not detract from the correspondence of 
JanMohaamed's analysis of an ideal-typical •colonial situation" to the 
11neocolonial 11 phase of South African history described by Coetzee. 
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The mechanisms of control established by British colonialism passed, 
with independence, into the hands of a creole minority. This minority 
developed a range of material and ideological practices aimed at the 
~a i ntenance of their hegemony. These practices included the 
establishment of ideological mechanisas designed to convince the 
oppressed as well as those identified with the oppressing group of the 
appropriateness and inevitability of their respective positions. 
Included within the mechanisms of white hegemony are~ limited 
repertoire of oppositional positions, including the political and 
cultural tradition of South African liberalism. The 1970s see a 
series of fundamental challenges to that white hegemony, and 
consequently a serious disturbance of the "system of values, 
attitudes, morality, institutions" associated with it. Indeed, the 
escalating social conflicts of the period were to place even the 
survival of the capitalist order itself in doubt. The crisis of 
established practices of white hegemony gives rise to a number of 
rearticulations of the relationship between white domination and the 
ec onomy, attesting to a fundamental crisis of the "neocolonial " order 
and the systems intended to keep it in place. 
The white writing of the period thus forms part of a wider 
process which sees white intellectuals increasingly alienated from the 
structures of cognition and value supplied by a culture associated 
with a "neocolonial" order in terminal decline. I aa concerned to 
situate white writing within the context it shares with other forms of 
elite intellectual production. The 1970s saw the formation of a loose 
affiliation of left-inclined intellectuals across a nuniber of 
traditional academic fields. This affiliation is generally described 
as the "revisionist movement", though the term iaparts a sense of 
coherence of purpose and practice that is inaccurate. Whatever the 
complexities of ideological orientation and disciplinary allegiance 
among its practitioners, this movement was united in its rejection of 
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the liberal-humanist consensus which had dominated oppositional 
intellectual practice in South Africa. But if it was consistent in 
its rejection of its past, the movemant showed no such uniformity in 
its attitude towards its future. The political conditions of the 
period offered little prospect of a self-confidant white intellectual 
practice with organic links to the e111ergent social forces of the 
period. It is not surprising then that both the revisionist discourse 
and the white writing of the 1970s shows all the signs of the 
considerable cultural instability and insecurity that gives rise to 
it. Consequent developments in the cultural and intellectual sphere 
tend to dispose themselves around one of two positions. On the one 
hand, intellectual work gravitates towards a form of avantgardism, 
claiming a deep transgressivity for theoretically-inforaed and 
socially-detached reflection. On the other hand, particularly in the 
case of the modernist white writing I consider hare, it performs a 
scrupulous self-critique, a meditation upon the intolarable situation 
it finds itself occupying and upon its own powarlessness to change it. 
If the crisis of the racial order within South Afr i ca 
precipitated a revision of long-held practices of representation, it 
is clear that this phenomenon has an important analogue in the global 
process of disassembly and reconstruction of colonial systems that 
follows the Second World War. The disturbance of the physical 
structures of colonial power by the decolonisation aovement 
undermined, in turn, the practices of thought and culture associated 
with and maintained by Western dominance. The subsequent efforts at 
the decolonisation of Western culture then form part of the 
contemporary "cultural cri;is" of the West, a crisis 111ost generally 
understood by reference to the reorganisation of the cultural sphere 
of which postmodernism is both product and precipitant <Young, 1990: 
119). The connection between .nticolonial aobili;~tion ~nd the 
exposure of the relations of power underlying Eurocentric And 
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ethnocentric systems of representation has been thoroughly mapped in 
recent work on colonial and postcolonial cultural politics. 2 
According to Said, the practice of Orientalisa <in its widest sanse, a 
discourse aimed at naturalising and replicating relationships of 
domination of the West over the non-West) was made possible by the 
denial of the ability of the non-West to represent itself (1978: 1-
28>. The variety of forms and styles available to the discourse of 
Western hegemony are expressive of the enforced silence of the Orient, 
and the consequent authority of the West to speak in its na•e. The 
result is an effacement of the presence of the Other in the discourses 
of authority, it is present only as re-presentation, as proxy: ·The 
value, efficacy, strength, apparent veracity of a written statenaent 
about the Orient ••• is a presence to the reader by virtue of its 
having excluded, displaced, made supererogatory any such real thing as 
'the Orient'" <Said, 1978: 21). Accordingly, decolonisation entails 
the accession by the objects of Western representation of the power to 
speak for themselves, thereby challenging the grounds of legitimation 
of representative Western discourses which claimed to speak on behalf 
of other cultures, or in some cases, for the huaan species in general. 
Decolonisation overturns the conditions that made possible the 
authoritative representation of the Other, thereby occasioning a 
generalised crisis of the Western sign and of its ideological 
correlatives--"empiricism, idealism, mimeticism, monoculturalism" 
CBhabha, 1985: 166). 
"In the colonial context", claims Fanon, "the settler only ends 
his work of breaking in the native when the latter ad•its loudly and 
intelligibly the supremacy of the white man's values. In the period 
of decolonisation, the colonised masses mock at these vary values, 
insult them and vomit them up" CFanon, 1967: 33>. Fanon's reaarks 
pinpoint two important iniplications of decolonisation for Western 
culture and theory. Instead of a detached sphere of representations, 
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anti-colonial discourse reveals Western culture to be an active bearer 
of power, complicit in the processes of colonisation. This revelation 
then effectively imbues cultural activity with considerable political 
significance. In the hands of the coloniser, culture comes to be seen 
as an instrument for the domination of colonised peoples. In the 
hands of the colonised, it is a vehicle for nationalist •obilisation 
aga inst the coloniser. In both versions, cultural production is 
bel ieved to be closely allied to political and econoaic interests. 
Further, a vigorous application of Fanon's dialectical strategy of 
reversal of the colonisation processes necessitates an uncompromising 
rejection of Western culture, and the eMancipatory credentials of 
Western humanism. The anti-humanism associated with decolonisation 
"questions the use of the human as an explanatory category that 
purports to provide a rational understanding of 'man'--an assumed 
universal predicated on the exclusion and marginalization of his 
Others, such as ' woman ' or ' the native'" (Young, 1990: 122). As 
Fanon ' s metaphor of disgorgement demonstrates, once Western culture is 
exposed as a document of barbarism, none of its emanc ipatory or 
humanistic credentials can be retrieved by, or reassimilated into the 
postcolonial project. 
While the austere dialectical simplicities of Fanon ' s 
theorisation are not matched by the actual history of decolonisation 3 , 
it is iaportant to recognise their power over the ideologies and 
strategies of national liberation. The colonial situation of which 
Fanon writes is one under the rule of the logic of identity. The 
colonial administrative apparatus operates by aarking out an 
identifiable degenerate population: "the objective of colonial 
discourse is to construe the colonized as a population of degenerate 
types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify conquest and 
to establish systems of administration and instruction• <Bhabha, 1986z 
154>. The constitution of the colonial territory by operation of the 
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logic of identity creates identitarian mechanisms of exclusion and 
control, and, in turn dicates the range of available oppositional 
positions that can be taken up by forces opposed to the colonial 
order. Accordingly, anticolonialism is similarly identitarian in 
form, incited and restricted by the ineluctable and highly visible 
factor of race: 
We have said that the colonial context is characterised by th• 
dichotomy which it imposes upon the whole people. Decolonization 
unifies that people by the radical decision to remove from it its 
heterogeneity, and by unifying it on a national, sometimes a 
racial basis. That is to say that the native can see 
clearly and immediately if decolonization has come to pass or no, 
for his minimum demands are simply that the first shall be last. 
<Fanon, 1967: 35 ) 
In South Africa, the rapid spread of communications and market 
systems during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries meant that 
the original fortuitous geography of colonial administration had long 
since acquired the "firmer reality" that gives Haning to national 
consciousness <Anderson, 1983: 54). The exanding and tightening 
s ys tem of r acial exploitation gave f urther credibility to nationalist 
assertions. The state ' s repression of the pluralist Congress Alliance 
whi ch had dominated resistance politics since 1948, encouraged the 
direction of the energies of emergent social collectivities into a 
form of binary nationalism, aimed at delivering an oppressed black 
nati on from the rule of the white state and its benefactors. At their 
most basic, the ideologies of this nationalism reduced the South 
African social formation to a single contradiction: that between the 
white nation and a black nation-in-the-making. More co111plex versions 
he ld that the struggle for national liberation was a necessary and 
prior vehicle for addressing the second significant contradiction in 
South African society, that between classes. A later version held 
that national and class struggle in South Africa ....,-e in fact one, du• 
to the coincidence of race and class in the peculiar South African · 
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phenomenon of "racial capitalism" (Alexander, 198~: 2-3). All of 
these versions attempt to account for the visibility of a central, 
colonial-type division in South African society, and give priority to 
forms of anti-colonial resistance to it. 
During the 1970s, the rise of the Black Consciousness Noveaent 
saw a sustained attack on the destructive and colonising implications 
of white culture. This rejection of white hege111ony included 
nominally-oppositional white elite cultural and intellectual activity, 
condemning the Eurocentric liberal academy as an ideological extension 
of the settler state. Emergent anti-colonial discourses gave 
considerable weight to the capacities of cultural work to overcoaa 
colonial distortions and to foster the self-affiraation necessary for 
liberation. This flurry of antagonistic cultural activity confronts 
white intellectuals with the "disruptive articulation• of people 
formerly the subjects of their authoritative representations (Said, 
1989: 223). Emergent anti-colonial and nationalist forces and the 
destabilisation of the racial order to which they contributed, thus 
undermined the casual habits of identity and orientation of white 
writers and intellectuals, requiring a critical revision of 
established systems of meaning and value. 
II I 
In his survey of South African English literature, Malvern van Wyk 
Smith gives a usefully condensed description of the formal and 
thematic precoccupations of modernist white writing1 
The urgent defa111i liari:zati on of the South African "reality" has 
become a •ajor enterprise of almost all current serious CwhiteJ 
writing. Irony, satire, disoriented narratives, obsessive 
confessionals, fabulation, and aetafictional speculation are soae 
of the 111eans to which contemporary white writers resort. Thus 
they translate the failure of the South African polity to co11e to 
humane and sane acco•odations as a "failure" of traditional 
narrative modes, in which the author/n~rrator occupies a site.of 
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divine omniscience, authority and manipulation. Increasingly, 
therefore, modes of social realis111, chronological narration and a 
detached point of view have been abandoned by deeply destablized 
mentalities. "A state of eniergency" has conae to occupy the 
republic of white letters as well, in sharp contrast to the 
confidence of affirmative socio-political black writing. (1990: 
122) 
Van Wyk Smith ' s account brings to the foreground an i,aportant feature 
of the South African cultural terrain of the past two decades. To 
descr ibe a body of writing as modernist entails setting it against its 
"historical counterpart and its dialectical mirror image" (Jauson, 
1977: 198)- - in this case a form of populist-realism•. The modernist 
tendency in South African literature thus emerges at the same time as 
an aesthetically and racially distinct countertendency. The 1970s saw 
the emergence of a new group of black writers producing "a literature 
aimed at having meaningful political insight and effects" which took 
as i ts content contemporary political events and aspirations, while 
attempting to find a governing aesthetic among African literary •odels 
and notions of black collective experience and consciousness (Sole, 
1983: 39). In its ear liest manifestations this writing took the form 
of poetry and drama, though in the years following the Soweto Revolt 
black writers increasingly turned to the medium of realist prose 
fict i on, written in English (Sole, 1988). 
This surge of black writing can be seen as performing what Jereay 
Croni n has termed a "nationalisation" of the English language and its 
literary forms and institutions (1985: 26). The broadly realist 
aesthetic of the new writing develops out of the demands attendant 
upon its role as ideological work performed on behalf of the eaergent 
urban collectivities that form its public, a role whereby cultural 
acti vity forms "part of the thrust by a black intelligentsia to 
mobilize and unify a black comaunity against the strictures of 
apartheid and the strength of white culture" <Sola, 1988: 85). This 
extension of wider political conflicts into the cultural sphere saw 
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the issue of the relationship between cultural practice and the social 
order become the subject of urgent debate in South Africa. Following 
the establishment of structures and institutions promoting a 
"people's" (or, more recently, "national") culture, consider•ble 
attention has been given to the issue of the artist's or .-iter's 
responsibility and to related attempts to establish a politicised 
aesthetic deriving from a broadly materialist view of the social 
origins and effects of art and writing. The increasing strategic 
weight acquired by counterhegemonic politics during the period led to 
a valorisation of the instrumental potentialities of popular, 
participative and docu11entary cultural foras. Accordingly, de111M1ds 
for a politically-committed and instrumentalist literary practice 
began to circulate in the 1970s, specifying the use of a realist 
literary aesthetic dealing with local and imaediate political 
actuality. Narratives were favoured that retold the story of the 
political present including what hegemonic accounts had left out or 
distorted: history was to be written, to use Said's phrase, "fro11 the 
standp oi nt of i ts victims " (Said, 1979) . 
In such a context the white writing under consideration here 
finds itself occupying the space of a modernism--elitist, 
oppositional, the politically and culturally marginal expression of a 
socially privileged fraction of the population. Like other modernisas 
before it, it is a cultural expression of "aiddle-clas& dissidence" 
<Sinfield, 1989: 40). But, in spite of its avantgardist appearance, 
this writing exhibits considerable scepticism about the social 
function of the writer and about the limited inapact of cultural 
activity in a situation of political crisis. A reason for this 
insecurity can be found in the fact that the modernist white writing 
of the period confronts two opposing sets of pressures. On the one 
hand, the discrediting of the liberal-r•alist tradition ~d its 
association with colonial practices, forms and styles encouraged the 
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development of alternative forms of writing and describing, na. ways 
of telling stories. This new writing began to give space to a variety 
of narrative strategies revealing the sleight of hand by which realisa 
constructs the very reality to which it is supposed to bear neutral 
witness. More generally, the new writing of the 1970s is a 
differentiated reaction to the realisation that the South African 
literary tradition that had preceded it--a mode of writing dominated 
by a liberal aesthetic and its formal realisation in realism--had, 
whatever its oppositional pretensions, failed to distance itself from 
the systems of knowledge and representation inherited from colonial 
practices. The critique of liberalism uncovered the structures of 
authority which underlie and endorse the realist claim to represent 
the real. It confirmed the connections between practices of 
authoritative representation such as realist narrative, and 
colonialist practices of surveillance, appropriation and control of a 
subject population. On the other hand, a powerful oppositional 
discourse arose demanding the use of realism as a weapon in the 
service of the victims of a form of power that has been shown to 
resemble realism itself: "a form of narrative in which the 
productivity and circulation of subjects and signs are bound in a 
reformed and recognizable totality" (Bhabha, 1986: 154). 
While the effect of the disturbance of the West's sovereignty for 
its intellectuals has been t o discredit Enlightenaent narratives of 
legitimation and emancipation <Lyotard's grands_rec:its>, in 
contemporary South Africa variations of the same narrativ.s aobilise 
resistance to the apartheid system, and direct the ideological 
strategies of the liberation movements (cf During, 1987>. The central 
material condition of which Western postmodernism c.n be taken as the 
syaptom, is, in Jameson's theorisation, "a prodigious expansion of 
culture throughout the social real•, to the point at which everything 
in our social life--from economic value ~nd state power, to practices 
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and to the very structure of the psyche itself--can be said to have 
become · cultural · in some original and as yet untheorized sense" 
(1984: 87). But nothing approaching a co,aparable acculturation of the 
political and social realm can be located in the South Africa of the 
1970s. On the contrary, a definitive characteristic of the cultural 
life of this period is its peraeation by political damands and 
obligations, which clai• precedence over theorisations of the cultural 
or linguistic determination of truth and political morality. 
Modernist white writing is ethically unable, unlike its postmodernist 
contemporaries, simply to jettison the practices affirmed by anti-
colonial struggle: "history, representation, evaluation" (Tiffin, 
1988: 171>, in the name of a postmodern celebration of "absolute 
weightlessness, in which anything is i•aginatively possible, because 
nothing really matters" (Connor, 1989: 227). But in spite of its 
ethical proximity to the cause of liberation, white writing, by virtue 
of the whiteness that is the mark of its association with indefensible 
pri vilege and the status quo, is kept at a distance from the emergent 
soci al forces capable of achieving that liberation. In what follows, 
I will consider the ways in which modernist white writing negotiates 
th i s set of opposing impulses. 
IV 
Returning to the particular social crisis that surfaces in the 1970s 
and to its effects on the cultural sphere, I will argue that the 
postliberal white writing of the seventies is a reaction to the 
erosion of white hegemony, including the limited repertoire of 
oppositional positions offered by that hege•ony. In response to the 
racial polarisation of the political and cultural sphere, and in the 
face of the writing-off of the liberal 's role as protester and 
intermediary, the possibility of any ethical adversarial position for 
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the white intellectual becomes drastically attenuated. During the 
1970s , the racial division of South African literature is exacerbated 
by the repressive interventions of the state on the one hand and the 
separatism of the Black Consciousness Movement on the other. The 
white writing of the period finds therefore finds itself occupying the 
unpromising space described by Nadine Gordimer in her essay "Relevance 
and c ommi tment" (1979 ) : 
The white artist belongs to the white culture that rejected black 
culture, and is now itself rejected by black culture. He is the 
non-Euroeean whose society nevertheless refused to acknowledge 
and take root with an indigenous culture. He is the non-Black 
whom blacks see as set apart from indigenous culture. He does 
not know as yet Nhether this is a dead-end or can be aade a new 
beginning. (Gordimer, 1988: 113> 
In such a situation of isolation and aarginality the white writ•r 
is akin to Adorno ' s "intellectual in emigration", for whom "Ctlhere is 
no r emedy but steadfast diagnosis of oneself and others, the att•apt 
through awareness, if not to escape doom, at least to rob it of its 
dreadful vi olence, that of blindness" (1974: 33). Adorno ' s atteapt to 
recuperate some sense of the value of individual critical 
consc iousness in the face of the absence of collective praxis is the 
key t o his valorisation ~f "authentic art" or aodernism. Following 
Neil Lazarus , Adorno ' s assessment of modernism ' s capacity to resist 
the colonising impulses of the "total society" can, with an amount of 
quali fication, be applied to the situation of postliberal whit• 
wr it ing in contemporary South Africa (1987: 134>. 
For Adorno, modernism (specifically, the European High Modernism 
of Kafka, Beckett, SchGnberg) is a form of resistance against the 
situational contingencies it faced--the growing marginality of 
intellectual production, and the iapending dissolution of bourgeois 
sub jectivity under the corrosive influence of reification <Lazarus, 
1987: 137). The formal challenges of aodernisa, its breaking up o~ 
the bland surfaces of conventional artistic and literary fora, 11tare 
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simultaneously a reflection and a refusal of the conditions of the 
"administered world" of triuniphant capitalism: "in telling the truth 
about the world through their own inner violence, modernist works gave 
the lie to the world ' s ideological presentation of itself" <Lazarus, 
1987: 139). Moreover, the uncompromising negativity of modernism aade 
it the last refuge of a critical practice resistant to the 
instr umentalism attending the penetration of the market relation into 
the cultural sphere and the consequent reconstitution of the cultural 
as a commodity-producing enterprise--the "culture industry" (Jameson, 
1971: 34-5). For Adorno, modernism's alienation fro• the world of 
capitalism and any of the social forces defending or contesting it is 
the key to its capacity for critical consciousness. By articulating 
its powerlessness, modernism resists the forces that have rendered it 
powerless: "Even the blossoming tree lies the moment its blooa is seen 
without the shadow of terror; even the innocent "how lovely!" beco111es 
an excuse for an existence outrageously unlovely, and there is no 
longer beauty or consolation except in the gaze falling on horror, 
wi thstanding it and in unallevi ated consciousness of negat i vity 
holding fast to the possibility of what is better" <Adorno: 1974: 25>. 
By an analogous process, postliberal white writing, cut off from both 
white and black culture and interests, grounds itself "in the 
art i culation of negativity, or, more precisely, in the act of ~ying 
no to the burgeoning instrumentalism that surrounds it" <Lazarus, 
1987: 139). 
There are two aspects of Lazarus's arguaent which I have found to 
be of interest here. The first is its identification of a distinctive 
body of recent South African literature as a version of •odernism. 
Following B0rger (1984), the emergence of such categories as moderniSIII 
and the avant-garde are most productively considered as the products 
of historical variations in the social functions perforaed by the 
institutions of art or literature. Accordingly, Lazarus ' s 
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identification is not the result of stylistic analysis of a selection 
of South African literature (noting the presence or absence of 
recognisably "Modernist" textual strategies such as self-
referentiality, narrative disconnectedness, the valorisation of the 
ironic or arbitrary>, but rather that of a description of the cultural 
position and social function of a body of literature, and of the 
historical modifications undergone by "the situation of the writer as 
cr it ical intellectual in modernity" (1987: 141). The second aspect is 
Lazarus's account of the positive potentiality of a modernist writing 
practice in the South African situation that is derived and 
dist inguished from Adorno ' s valorisation of aesthetic modernisa. 
Ad orno ' s commendation of the resistant or countercultural charge of 
modernist works is the product of a theoretical concatenation of the 
aesthetic and political dimensions of the modernist project: as the 
editors of Aesthetics_and_Politics point out, "Adorno's essays were 
not much a Marxist defence of Modernism as the expression of a 
di sti ncti vely modernist Marxism: his positions were, mutatis_autandis, 
th ose of moder nist ideology itself " (Adorno et •l, 1977: 149}. 
Ac cordingly, in Adornian "autonomous art" there is to be found both 
the physiognomy of the whole social order and its negation. But a 
dial ectical conception of cultural activity and its products requires 
that a positive, or utopian element exist correlatively with the 
negat ive. The artistic product constitutes an expression of 
dissatisfaction with the present either on the basis of a metaphysical 
nost algia for what is no longer and cannot be, or, on the basis of a 
sense of what things ought to be, a projected point of resolution of 
the "stubborn negation" of things as they are now (J~son, 1971: 
111 ) . In its outright hostility to the present, autonomous art acts 
as a conscience, refusing to let us forget what has been lost and what 
the present prevents us from regaining: "He over whoa Kafka's wheels 
have passed, has lost for ever both any peace with the world and any 
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chance of consoling himself with the judgement that the way of the 
world is bad; the element of ratification which lurks in resigned 
admission of the dominance of evil is burnt away" (Adorno et al, 1977: 
191). 
But, having outlined the extent to which South African literary 
modernism occupies a position comparable to that described by Adorno ' s 
account of modernism, it is necessary to stress that the two positions 
are not homologous. For Adorno the implacable forces of history and 
totalitarianism reduce the role of human agency to exilic acts of 
refusal and resistance. It is the particular •ark of Adorno's 
aesthetic that it is formed in a situation where a "total society 
has absorbed the opposing voice", where "all cultural products, even 
non-conformist ones, have been incorporated into the distribution-
mechanisms of large-scale capital" (Adorno, 1974: 212, 207). In such 
a s i tuation, art is left with no space to operate ethically except in 
the articulation of negativity: 
The Stendhal formula tart as a eromesse_de_bonheurl takes on its 
power when we stress its constitutive incompletion& art i s not 
bliss, but rather the latter's QC2!!§i• The Frankfurt School 
then rewrite it in their own grimmer idiom: "The secret of 
aesthetic sublimation is its representation of fulfillment as a 
broken promise." ••• This is, then, one crucial thematic 
differentiation between "genuine art" and that oH.,-ed by the 
Culture Industry: both raise the issue and thfi possibility of 
happiness in their very being, as 1t were, and neither provides 
it; but where the one keeps faith with it by negation and 
suffering, through the enactment of its impossibility, the other 
assures us it is taking place •••• <Jameson, 1990: 147> 
It is such a situation that governs Adorno's rejection of Sartre ' & 
attempt to restore the possibility of meaningful adversarial agency to 
writers and their products by arguing for the necessity of a 
litterature_engagae. 
Contemporary white writing or "South African 111odernis•" diHers 
fro• Adorno's v8f"'sion of modernism, argues Lazarus, precisely in that, 
by virtue of its historical situation, it is able to retain a degree 
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of f aith in the future: "where Adorno was writing under the sign of 
the supposed ' miscarrying ' of the revolution, the situation in which 
the South African intellectuals write ••• is a pre-revolutionary one" 
(1987: 146). The particular series of pressures that the contemporary 
South African situation brings to bear upon the white writer is thus 
di st inguishable from that of Adorno's •odernists, since "very much 
al i ve in South Africa, there is in existence precisely what had been 
absent in Adorno's Europe: a militant, self-possessed, disciplined, 
incr easingly powerful force for revolutionary change--the black 
working class, 'the masses · , ' the people'" (1987: 145). In such a 
situation, the responsibility facing the white intellectual is not 
that of a negation of totality, but rather the project of the 
negotiation of the interim. "Clear-sighted enough to see that the 
Adornian labour of speaking for the world against the world cannot be 
undertaken," Lazarus claims, "today's white South African writers 
instead confirm their own marginality in the explicit recognition that 
to the extent that their writings are representative, they are 
repr esentati ve of enlightened white opposition to apartheid, no more 
and no less" (1987: 145). Caught up in the implacable Manicheism 
created by a colonial society see~ingly ready to defend itself to the 
death, white writers turn to the examination of their own paralysis, 
thei r inability to detach themselves from the old order and find a 
home in the new. In the face of the essentialiS11 of racial 
differentiation, the erasure of difference in the nanae of 
discrimination, the white writing of the seventies finds itself 
engaged in the resistant project of dissecting its own ineffectivity, 
its inability to make a difference. 
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V 
The ethical terms with which the situation of the white writer has 
been marked out here make it clear that, in a context where the 
presence of a wider social crisis is visible and unignorable, the 
activity of literary writing cannot consider it.elf exempt from 
pol i tical obligation. Writing is called to account for what it does 
and does not do to uphold or oppose an intolerable status quo. As 
Sartre deaonstrated in What_is_Literature? (1948>, in a situation of 
social crisis the same "gratuitousness" that aakes an artistic product 
"the image of freedom" begins to look like an indefensible luxury 
(1967: 173). The principled aloofness from market popularity and 
commodity production cultivated by the higher reaches of literary 
culture comes to seem like a f or111 of parasi ti s,a: "An author shot is 
one less mouth to feed. The least important producer would be a 
greater loss to the nation" (Sartre, 1967: 172). In such a situation 
the activity of writing is tainted by guilt and the writer is 
confronted with the question--why write? 
Sartre ' s answer takes the fora of an atteapt to find a realm of 
effective and responsible action for writing in order to ward off 
charges of its uselessness in a situation of crisis. The essence of 
Sartre ' s "guilty aestheticism"" is a theorisation of the instru•ntal 
capacities of writing to further the aims of politics. The guilt of 
art, the otiose luxury of artistic production, is offset by claias of 
its political effectivity and its sympathies with th• oppressed. 
Sartre called for writers to withdraw from their long and coafortable 
alliance with the bourgeois classes and instead co1U1it their writing 
towards the class of the future: the proletariat. Though such a 
commitment may entail sacrificing certain coafortably-established 
literary practices and assumptions, this reorientation of ...,.iting is 
necessitated by the culpable inauthenticity of a writing practice that 
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does not admit the guilt of class society. Equally inauthentic is 
writing that does not commit itself both to the overthrow of that 
society, and to the class capable of achieving universal freedom. The 
sacrifices entailed by commitment are thus compelled, for Sartre, by 
the ethical necessity of avoiding the self-deception and guilt 
entailed in a bourgeois writing practice, alienated by its association 
with a doomed class from the only other class that could end that 
alienation. Writing has a responsibility to enable its readers to 
imagine a form of society in which we are free because others are 
free. To ignore that responsibility is to ignore the essential 
purpose of writing and to fail to utilise the potential for freedom 
that lay within certain forms of writing.• Silence on the subject of 
freedom is an inauthentic act which furthers the oppressive status quo 
because it says nothing against it: "I hold Flaubert and 6oncourt 
responsible for the repression which followed the Co11111Une because they 
did not write one line to prevent it" 7 • 
From this summary account, Sartre's theory of co .. itment may see11 
to confront exigencies rather remote from those of this study. 
However, a more precise situation of the theory in the historical and 
national context in which it arises helps to account for the urgency 
with which the issue of artistic collllitment coaes to be do•inate the 
politics of culture in the South Africa of the 1970s and 1980s. 
Raymond Williams has argued that the concept of com.itment is most 
productively examined historically and comparatively: "the first way 
to look at the idea of commitment is not as at so,ae general notion 
about which we can at once argue, citing this or that historical case, 
but rather to see why the notion of commitment was developed and 
against what alternative ideas it Mas directed" (1989: 77>. What such 
a historicisation achieves is not so 11Uch a recounting of the 
adventures of the concept of coauait•ent, as a description of its 
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functionality, how it is called into play in re&ponse to the pressures 
of a particular situation. 
For Sartre, the SQcond World War had irremediably discredited the 
French bourgeoisie, which had not only accomodated the Nazi occupation 
but had colluded with it to further its own antico11111Unist political 
ends. Consequently, any affiliation of the writer with this declining 
and venal class was not only an act of bad faith, but politically 
ineffectiv• (Sinfield, 1989: 86). Writers would act in their own best 
in t erests, Sartre argued, by committing themselves to furthering the 
goal of a classless society and to the class that can bring about that 
soci ety. This is because the achievement of such a society would aake 
meaningless the signals which restrict a literary work to a particul~ 
clas s or racial fraction and which allow it to be read by that 
"public" as addressed to itself and no other, thereby iaplicitly 
just ifying or maintaining the violence of class or racial conflict 
<Jameson, 1988: 68). Sartre ' s adversary in the considerable task of 
di sassociating literary writing from bourgeois culture is literary 
French itself, its history havi ng lef t i t conta~inated by all the 
fl atulent signs of privilege: "a language which a hundred and fifty 
year s of bourgeois domination have broken, vulgarized, slackened and 
stuff ed wi th 11 bourgeoisis1Rs", each of which seems a little sigh of 
ease and abandon" (1967: 123>. With such tainted raw material a 
wr iter ' s gesture of commitment is necessary to offset the associations 
of a literary product with luxury. Notably then, it is only a 
specific form of writing, clear enough to permit reality and situation 
to be visible through it, which will fulfil the demands of 
responsibility. Poetry thus cannot redeem itself by ,aeans of 
commitment: "Perception through prose is iMaculate, and praxis ii. 
cl ose at hand ••• Poetry, by marked contrast, pa55es rough panes of 
glass between man and the sun of truth in the world ••• • <La C~pra, 
. 
1978: 72). The air of privacy ~nd aelf-~sorption attaching to such 
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forms as poetry and the poeticised prose foras of the avant-garde, 
restricts them to elite, specialised consumption. For Sartre, a 
writing practice exclusively concerned with internal, aesthetic 
rebellion, puts itself out of reach of the agencies of real rebellion 
in the world, thereby condemning itself to social inutility. 
While Sartre theorised that commitment and affiliation to the 
pro l etariat was essential to ethical intellectual activity, his own 
fulfilment of this prescription was frustrated by i s distance from 
the principal organisational representative and affiliative structure 
to which he would otherwise have been directed--the French Comaunist 
Party. Instead Sartre found himself caught in a narrow zone of non-
al i gnment between, on the one hand, the Stalinism and the Zhdanovite 
commissars of the Party and, on the other, the guilt-ridden freedoms 
of the bourgeois culture he had rejected: "But we others, though we 
have nothing to mediate at present, are none the less in the position 
of mediators. Pulled from both sides, we are condeaned to suffer this 
double exigence as a Passion" (1967: 205). Seen in this light, 
Sartre ' s defence of the sal vational capac i ty of writing seems like an 
attempt to reconcile the contradictory pressures placed upon him by 
his historical situation. Though as a writer he was cut adrift from 
affiliation to either his public of origin or choice, this could be 
compensated for by his theorisation of the particular powar of writing 
to exemplify the condition of freedom. The status of coauaitted 
literature as the embodiaent of the promise of freedo• and the 
engagement of that writing with the concrete struggles of the working 
classes, meant that isolated, private acts of reading and writing 
could become quintessentially social acts: for Sartre "Cco .. ittedJ 
literature was now a ' conducting wire ' leading to socialist deaocracy" 
<Aronson, 1980: 142). 
Faced with the guilt of writing and the margin•lity of 
intellectu•l production in conditions of conflict, privation and 
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crisis, Sartre was able to defend the social utility of the activity 
of writing. Similarly in South Africa, a deaand began to circulate 
that writers justify their activity in a time of need by deploying the 
instrumental potentialities of their work and recognising the primacy 
of the political over the aesthetic. This de•and originates from the 
cultural revival encouraged and directed by the organisations of Black 
Consciousness during the 1970s, and is taken up with aini,aal variation 
by succeeding nonracial organisations during the 1980s (Sole, 1983: 
67 ) . Occupying an ethical and political position analogous to 
Sar t re ' s "proletariat" in the South African version of commitment are 
the rising classes of the disenfranchised and exploited, while 
occupying the position of Sartre ' s "bourgeoisie" is the white ruling 
fraction. Accordingly, the demand that writers co11111it themselves to 
the legitimate cause of the people entails disassociating th .. selves 
fr om the white order and from its institutions and adherents. 
But, for the white writer of the 1970s, the emergence of a social 
agency capable of transforming the society that gave rise to it, 
mobi lised by a versi on of nat i onalism privileging blackness as its 
central principle, makes at once necessary and impossible the 
injunction to white writers to write for the group which could free 
the~.· Faced with the choice between further affiliation to a 
dec lining white order and rejection by the emerging class of the 
f ut ure, white writers found themselves in an unattached and unfixed 
place. Thus, in Nadine Gordimer ' s Burger ' s_Oaughter (1979>, Rosa 
Burger registers the confutation by Soweto ' s schoolchildren of her 
fat her ' s Leninist theorisation of the intellectual ' s duty to bring to 
the consciousness of the oppressed their own political potential: 
"They seea to know what is to be done" <348). This experience of 
superfluity informs much of the white writing of the period, 
generating a critical revision of liberal-huaanist conceptions of the 
soc ial function of literary writing and its participation in the 
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wor l d. Equally however, the Sartrean relocation of writing in a 
posi tion where it is at once necessary and secondary to social 
struggles cannot be unproblematically taken up in a society so "deeply 
and calculatedl y compartmentalised 11 that "the writer ' s potential has 
unsealable limitations" (Gordimer, 1973a: 52). 
Sartre ' s dismissal of atelic and self-absorbed Modernist works in 
favour of a form of writing that is accessible and concerned with the 
concrete returns us to the question of the ethics of form. For 
Sartre, it was necessary to avert the tendencies of literary writing 
towards style, personal utterance and private language in order to 
deflect the association of the literary product with a discredited 
bourgeois individualism. Siailarly in conteaporary South Africa, a 
po li ticised aesthetic requires the suppression of the "literary" 
at t ributes of writing in favour of an engageaent with social reality. 
Commitment demands a writing practice that is concerned with the here 
and the now in a form unobscured by the signs of textuality. As 
l iberal literary culture comes to be stigmatised by its colonial 
origi ns and its fai l ed polit ics , writing that continues to show signs 
of i ts af fi l iation or preoccupation with the institutions of 
l iterature is disposed of as elitist, conservative and, in the end, 
wh ite: 
It is, I think symptomatic of Coetzee ·s liberal patty bourgeois 
class position and self-identification that his fiction reveals 
an enor~ous preoccupation with problems of consciousness, with 
exef11Plifying the experience of a ~risis of consciousness. 
Symptomatic, in that Coetzee indicates in this way his critical 
alienation fro• the dominant interests in Wes"tern society, and at 
the same time his inability to make a aatarial change of role, of 
identity, on the basis of this critical awareness: he remains ·a 
part of the system· •••• As a consequence of tha prominence given 
to a state of agonised consciousness, material factors of 
oppression and struggle in contemporary South Africa receive a 
subordinate attention. (Vaughan, 1982: 136-7> 
A productive foraulation by Gordi•r in her asuy "The essential 
gest ure" (first published in 1984> indicates the degree to lllhich the 
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issue of form and the issue of commitment are linked. Following a 
description of the racial division of literature in contemporary South 
Africa, Gordimer asks: "To whom are South African [white] writers 
answerable in their essential gesture if they are not in the 
historical and existential situation of blacks, and if (axiom•tic for 
them in varying degrees) they are alienated from their · own ' , the 
historical and existential situation of whites?" (1988: 245>. 
Gordimer ' s uses a term drawn from Barthes's Writing_Degree_Zero 
(1953), "the writer ' s ••• essential gesture as a social being" 
(Barthes 1967: 10). As glossed by Gordimer, the term sets out the 
dialectical relationship that exists between the writer as an 
individual engaged in the i solated act of writing and the 
quintessentially social material of language: "Created in the couon 
lot of language, that essential gesture is individual; and with it the 
writer quits the commune of the corpus; but with it he enters the 
commonalty of society, the world of other beings who are not writers" 
(1988: 245). The word "commonalty" touches upon the question of the 
guilt of literary writing in a class society that is the problematic 
of Barthes's book (Jameson, 1988: 68). The isolation and privacy 
required to write entails not only the isolation of the writer from 
the mass of "other beings", but also, in a society where privacy is 
equated with luxury, writing comes to be associated with the class and 
racial privilege that enables it. Accordingly, writing is dissociated 
from the social realm where it originates, instead occupying a realm 
of the specialised and privatised consu,aption of cultural products. 
Gordimer adverts here to the 11Utation of writing into what 
Barthes terms "Literature". According to Barthes, the more or less 
open class warfare that begins in France with the revolution of June 
1848 results in a growing ideological distance between the writer and 
the bourgeois reading public. This isolation, combined Nith th• 
material distance of the writer from the rising proletariat, rasults 
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in a shift in the fundamental problematic of writing from that of 
communication (or content) to that of language Cor for111), creating "a 
set of signs unrelated to the ideas, the language or the style, and 
setting out to give definition, within the body of every possible mode 
of expression, to the utter separateness of a ritual language• 
(Barthes, 1967: 2). The institutions and discourses of Literature 
function to relegate writing to the harmless confines of the artistic: 
"society stamps upon [the writer] the unmistakable signs of art so 11s 
to draw him along the more inescapt1bly in its own process of 
al i enation" <Barthes, 1967: 40). The ethical question that confronts 
the writer in the face of this process can be said to be a a11tter of 
form: "as soon as the writer ceased to be a witness to the universal, 
to become the incarnation of a tragic awareness (around 1850>, his 
fi r st gesture was to choose the co11mitment of his form, either by 
adopting or rejecting the writing of his past" <Barthes, 1967). 
According to Gordimer, the same question of the commit,aent of 
form confronts the writer in South Africa: "The [writer) ••• has still 
to decide whether ••• he can fufil his essential gesture to society 
on ly by ready-packaging his creativity to the dimensions of a social 
realism those_who_will_free_hi111_of_his_situation have the authority to 
ask of him, or whether he may be able to do so by work George Steiner 
defines as ' scrupulously argued, not declaimed ••• informed, at each 
node and articulation of proposal, with a just sense of the coaplex, 
contradictory nature of historical evidence'" <Gordiaer, 1988: 246-7, 
emphasis original). While one need not necessarily accept Sordiaer's 
specification of the alternatives available to the white writer (set 
out, significantly, in the terms of Lukacs ' s distinction between 
"socialist" and "criticaP realism>, this formulation demonstrates the 
crucial significance of- the form taken by the writer ' s "nsential 
gesture", the question of the responsibility of form: for whoa are we 
writing? by whom can we be understood? what is the usa of our 111riting? 
VJ 
The particular p3rameters occupied by the controversies reJ3ting to 
artistic responsibility and to attempts to establish a politicised 
aesthetic· deri ving from a bro3dly m3teri3list vi ew of the social 
origins and effects of art and writing-- controversies that so dominate 
the cultural scene of the present day--are s e t in pl ace by the 
cultural and political events of the 1970s. Moreover, as I have 
attempted t o s how , the opposing positions taken up over these issues 
are form ulated in terms and c at egori es comparable to thos e employed in 
the deb at e s within French lit e r ary culture after the Second World W3r, 
pre-eminently associated with Sartre's argument for the necessity of 
f ounding a "litt~rature_eng3g~e". Equally, in the context of attempts 
to formulate a politicised aesthetic which would be 3ppropriate to the 
demands of the present conjuncture, one can note ~hat seems to be a 
reissuing of the Re3lism versus Modernism controversy th3t developed 
within and beyond the Frankfurt School from the 1930s to the 1950s. 
The value of m3king such comparisons is, I would argue, that they 
are able to provide a sense of the context and setting in which ''the 
politics of interpretation and the politics of culture are enacted" 
(Said, 1983: 141). Gi ven that, as Said has noted, "ideas and theories 
travel--from person to person, from situation to situation, from one 
period to another", it is then productive to examine "whether a theory 
in one hi storic al pe r iod and nati on~l cu ltur e becomes alt ogeth er 
different for ~nother period or situation" (1983: 226). In such an 
examination, ideas and theories come to be seen as called into play in 
response to the shaping of perio~ and situation; their appearance and 
subsequent disappearance from view in one context, their turning up in 
another, serve to destabilise the seeming fi xity and universality of 
theories and to raise the question of "the relationship between theory 
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and criticism, on the one hand, and society and culture on the other" 
<Sai d, 1983: 230). 
It is thus interesting to note the centrality to this study of a 
ter m which, though common to both the post-War France of Sartre and to 
cont emporary South Africa, did not travel from one to other, instead 
or i ginating in each situation with a set of associations quite 
specific to its context: "white writing". In both situation., the 
relationship between writing and the immediate historical present 
comes to be seen as oppositional. Writing and politics are seen as 
contending categories. The pressures of this contention in each 
si tuation gives rise to two reconciliations, which can be compared and 
dist inguished by the associations they impart to the term "white 
wr iti ng". For Sartre, a mode of coapensation for the discounting of 
the value of writing in a situation of political crisis lay in an 
acknowledgement of the instrumental capacities of writing to further 
the aims of politics. The guilt of art, the otiose luxury of artistic 
pr oduc tion, is offset by claims of its political effectivity or its 
sympathies with the oppressed. But this is a fragile reconciliation, 
at ti mes requiring that writing acquiesce to the greater effectivity 
of militancy to bring about change in the world. Barthes, setting out 
f rom Sartre ' s position, theorizes a "white writing" which is a way of 
cont inuing to write without guilt in an intolerable situation, a mode 
of wr it i ng that does not look like writing: a "zero degree", 
"co l ourless" or "neutral" form that negotiates between between the 
demands of reponsibility and the demands of writing. In conteaporary 
South Africa, by contrast, "white writing" is~ reductionist 
cat egorisation which turns writing inside-out, into~ allegory of the 
rac i al origins of its writing. In the earlier situation, "lllhite 
IIR" it ing" appears as a reconciliation of the conflicting demands made 
upon it by its situation. In the l•t•r, it is a situation in the faca 
of which a reconciliation must be found. 
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Describing the innovative style of Casus's L' Etranger <1942), 
Sartre noted its exemplary clarity, serving to efface almost 
completely the signs of the writer and the obstructions of form: 
"consciousness [conscience] is interposed, a pure transparency 
Ctransluciditel, a pure passivity which registers all factsh (Sartre, 
1943: 115). The broad teras of this description were adopted by 
Barthes in order to define a mode of writing between Literature and 
the World. According to Barthes, L' Etranger inaugurates "une_ecriture 
Q!.2£!~b~" (1953: 111, 1967: 78>, a "transparent form of speech ••• a 
styl e of absence which is almost an ideal absence of style; ••• a sort 
of negative mood in which the social or •ythical characters of a 
language are abolished in favour of a neutral and inert state of form" 
<1967: 77). In both Barthes's and Sartre's case the pared-down style 
of Camus's novel functions as the strategic solution to the problea of 
the ethics of writing in the midst of an intolerable situation. 
For Sartre, Camus's mode of writing in L' Etranger appears as the 
sol ution to the contradiction between the self-effacing demands of 
clarity and communicability and the individuated vision of the world 
that constitutes writing. While one is able to see through the 
transparency of Camus ' s writing to the absurdities of alienated 
existence, it is nevertheless only through the narration of those 
absurdit ies that one is able to see the alien reality of the world. 
Camus's writing is, both solid and transparent, givimg lllhat Sartre 
terms a "substructure" to the narrated events. Accordingly, rather 
than a mere symptom of absurdity, the novel in fact both distances 
itself from and resists the absurdity it narrates: it is "a work of 
order, written about the absurd CcomQosee_a_QrOQis_de_l 'absurdel and 
against the absurd" <Sartre, 1943: 121>. C~s ·s skill thus lift at 
once in his recreation of reality and his concealment of that 
recreation. What is left for the writer in such an aesthetic is the 
responsibility to conceal as creatively as possible the signs of 
creation. 
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But, at times, the overbearing pressures of a writer ' s situation 
over power the capacity of even the most commited writing to ameliorate 
it . War is an occasion saturated with the need for diract and visible 
commitment: "When the enemy is separated from you by a barrier of 
fire , you have to judge him as a whole C~Q_Q!QSl, as the incarnation 
of evil; all war is a form of Manicheism" (Sartre, 1967: 53, 1947: 
120) . In such a situation the need for commitment at tiaes exceeds 
the possibilities of writing. It is at such moments that writing must 
be abandoned in favour of more direct forms of action, failing which, 
the gratuity of literary writing, the ethical distance from commodity 
production it attempts to maintain, will become a fora of parasitism: 
"An author shot is one less mouth to feed. The least iaportant 
pr oducer would be a greater loss to tha nation" (Sartre, 1967: 172>. 
Simi larly, another 11 for11 of Manicheism" at which the project of 
li beration by means of literature falters is the colonial situation. 
I t was in t he face of th is pr ecise situation that Sartre was to 
abandon his own literary writing in favour of directly political 
wr iti ng and other acts of solidarity with the decolonisation struggles 
be ing fo ught in the Third World <Aronson, 1980: 158-9): "This is the 
end of the dialectic; you condemn this war but do not yet dare to 
decl are yourselves to be on the side of the Algerian fighters; never 
fear , you can count on the settlers and the hired soldiers; they ' ll 
11ake you take the plunge" (Sartre, 1963: 26). 
Similarly, Barthes's Writing_Degree_Zero <the two sections of 
wh ich were first published in essay form in Camus's journal ~2mq91 in 
1947 and 1950) can be read .s set out in terms of the problematic of 
the demands of situation upon writing. Barthas ' s book should, like 
Sartre ' s, be pl.ced within the context out of which both .arise: that 
of the guilt of writing and the aarginality of int•llec:tual production 
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in conditions of conflict, privation and political crisis.• But in 
contrast to Sartre, Barthes ' s response is formal, textual, remaining 
within the realm of writing itself. We saw that for Sartre the 
language of literature was replete with "bourgeoisisms", the signs of 
an affiliation to one class or social fraction and the consequent 
marginalisation of the others. To employ literary forms, then, was 
for writing to associate itself with the fallen world of class-
division, limitation and fracture. Barthes proposed the use of a mode 
of writing which would have the same effect as Sartre's Utopia (the 
unification of "real" and "virtual" publics> yet could do so within 
writing itself, obviating the need for the extra-literary coaaaiitments 
required by Sartre's program. The solution was found in a practice of 
reduced literariness, a "zero-degree", neutral, colourless writing. 
To write could be ethical, but only if one wrote in a certain way: 
Barthes ••• ingeniously imagined a rather different way of 
escaping from "the nightmare of history," namely the projection 
of a kind of writing from which all group and class signals had 
been eliminated: white or bleached writing, the practice of a 
kind of Utopian neutrality, which would enable an escape on this 
side ••• from the collective guilt inherent in the practice of 
any of the literary signs as such. Ironically, the whitest 
writing always slowly turned into a literary institution and a 
practice of literary signs in its own right, over time: Barthes 
contemporaneous example, Camus, no longer looks very neutral to 
us today, nor do the later practitioners of the then nouveau 
roman. (Jameson, 1988: 68> 
Thus the Utopian desire for a mode of writing beyond class and 
politics, beyond History, is sabotaged by the ineluctable situation of 
writing in the world. What both creates the desire for, and prevents 
the realisation of, both Sartre's attempted reconciliation of writing 
and solidarity and Barthes ·s realm of neutrality within writing is the 
existence of historical situations which threaten to silence writing 
altogether. Such a situation is that of colonisation. The work of 
Camus is implicated in the French colonial advantura in Algeria to 
which he is the unwilling, but by no aeans neutral, witness. Once 
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that context is restored, Camus ' s position appears as that of the 
mar ginalised intellectual in the face of the nightmare of a colonial 
hist ory, the seemingly irresolvable situational paradox of a aoral man 
in an immoral situation (Said, 1990: 87). Camus coaes to be read as a 
representative of that marginal and unhappy figure, described by 
Albert Memmi as the "colonizer who refuses", his political sympathies 
towards the colonised rendered nugatory by the iron logic of the 
co lonial apparatus which implacably returns him to the very section of 
soci ety he wishes to be distanced from: "There are, I believe, 
impossible historical situations and this is one of them" (1'1eAM1i, 
1965: 39). What is generated by this restoration of a colonial 
hi st ory and situation is a reading of Camus as a unwilling colonizer, 
behi nd whose "neutral and inert" sentences is found the ideological 
consciousness of his situation, the almost casual habits of thought 
and orientation of a European in a colonial setting which were to come 
to t he surface in his notorious declaration of de facto support for 
the French "pacification" of the Algerian national struggle (Thody, 
1989: 8-9 >, his denial of Algerian claims to nationhood (Said, 1990: 
91 ) . This is a reading against the grain of the canonical 
metr opo li tan reception of Camus ' s work (as a dramatisation of 
essential and universal existential preoccupations, the ultimate 
subject of his writing as la condition humaine> (Said, 1990: 92>, and, 
indeed, against that of Barthes ' s approval of CAlllJs ' s mode of prising 
hi s writing loose fro• the deterainations and judgeaient of History. 
In the process outlined above, the dynamics of the colonial 
si t uation overpower any compensatory capacity ...t,ich private, 
uncomaitted acts may have had in other situations; a style seeaingly 
neutral, cleansed of the signs of writing as privilege or as private 
ut t erance, is read as the product of a consciousness which is 
unco111411itted and hence coaplicit with colonialisa. In such a 
si t uation, the contradiction between ...,..iting and •ilitancy see,ns 
irreconciliable: the demands of militancy overpower tho&e of writing, 
wr i ting becomes the subordinated term of a violent hierarchy. It is 
worth setting out a brief description of the ideal-type of the 
colonial situation within which the private realm of writing can find 
no space to exist ethically. 
The colonial social formation is one where relationships of 
oppression and domination are on the surface, signalled by the blunt 
fact of racial difference: "When you examine at close quarters the 
colonial context it is evident that what parcels out the world is to 
begi n with the fact of belonging to or not belonging to a given race, 
a gi ven -species" (Fanon, 1967: 30-1). It is a situation where race is 
the fetishised and indelible mark of privilege or of oppression. The 
coloniser who wishes to resist this racial disposition can only 
demonstrate that resistance by an act of commitment visible enough to 
cancel out the implications of his or her race. It is only in acts of 
mani fest commitment to the cause to which they are ethically directed 
that any of the systeaic detractions of the colonial structure are 
avoi ded. Accordingl y, in such a situation commitment necessaril y 
entails sacrifice: "The European who has been tortured has behaved 
l ike an authenti c mil i tant in the national fight for independenceu 
<Fanon, 1965: 151 ) . The alternative--to atte,apt to occupy a space 
bet ween the metropolitan power and the nationalist--antails only 
mar ginalisation: "it can be said of Algeria ' s European detiocrats what 
has been endlessly repeated of the French parties of th• Left: for a 
long time history is aade without thee <Fanon, 196~: 149>. 
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Fanon ·s description of the visible stratification of colonial society 
grounded upon the inerasable physical marker of race returns us to the 
similarly balkanised social territory of conteaporary South Africa: 
When one crosses the mountains separating the Atlantic Ocean from 
the Indian Ocean, by the Old Cape Road, one arri ves at a vantage 
point above the Silvermine Southern Atlantic Naval Headquarters 
(largely sunk into the mo untain) from ~here one can look down 
upon the maze of Pollsmoor Prison Command: Maximum_Securit~--
stark and inaccessible, with its watertower where pigeons nest; 
~§1i ~m--an agglomeration of bungalows enclosed by two fences of 
wire netting; the_white_Male_erison; the Women's Prison; the dog 
comp6und; the general stores and the workshops; the 
administrati ve block; the staff accomodation; the acres of 
carrots and cabbages and the Boere's playing fields; the 
watchtowers; the encircling wall ••. 
South Africa in a n1Jtshell. With all the demarcations and 
barriers afflicting that totalitarian society--racial, sexual, 
the hierarchy of rulers and subj ec ts. (Breytenbach, 1986: 213, 
ellipsis in or iginal) 
Breytenbach's image of a carceral ne twork of r11lers and ruled gives 
appropriate weight and intractability to the colonial problematic that 
so taxes white writing and intellectual production during this period. 
It is the visibility of racial differentiation and inequality, the 
translation of the racial principles that order South Africa 
poli tically and economically into the disposition of people in space, 
that frustrates attempts by whit~ writers to disassociate themsel ves 
and their work from white power and pri vilege. The revisionist 
writing of the 1970s can be analysed as grounded upon the attempt to 
find solutions to the problematic imposed by the ongoing coloniality 
of South African society in the face of mounting anti-colonial 
pressures. 
In his influential account of the new writing of the 1970s, 
Michael Vaughan states that although twentieth-century South African 
fiction in English has been dominated by a liberal aesthetic, "[t]here 
are signs that this dominance is now on the wane" (1982b: 119). Two 
distinct aesthetic tendencies emerge in the 1970s as contenders for 
liberalism's paramountcy. The first of these Vaughan describes as 
"modernism", the second "populist realism" (1982b: 118). The 
modernist aesthetic modifications succeeding liberal-realism are, with 
a measure of qualification, ascribed to white writers. Vaughan 
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dismisses Coetzee's fiction as paying "privileged attention to the 
predicament of a liberal petty bourgeois intelligantsia" (1982b: 137). 
Moreover, he maintains, it is without "scope for collaborative 
interaction with other work, of different racial-social origin" 
(1982b: 134>. This criticism can, given the long history of congruity 
between race and class in South Africa, be decoded as~ attempt to 
deracialise the terms of ascription of the new writing to its writers, 
while nevertheless conceding that a racial division exists in 
postliberal literature. Thus Coetzee and the white moderni5ts write a 
.fiction expressing the "agonised duality" experienced by intellectuals 
unable to disassociate themselves categorically froa a systea they 
reject (Vaughan, 1982b: 137). Meanwhile "populist" writing turns out 
to be as ~uch of a product of the alienated petty-bourgeoisie as its 
~odernist contemporary, the expression "of a petty-bourgeois culture 
that is by no means equivalent to a popular literature" <Vaughan, 
1982b: 137). 
It is Vaughan ' s discomfort with the close articulation of writing 
and race that is of interest here. Vaughan r•grets that the new 
writing is unable to relinquish its obession with race in order to 
connect with the real conditions responsible for the present 
predicament of South African society. According to Vaughan, the 
"i•plication of both Coetzee ' s novels and l'latshoba's stories is that 
oppression in South Africa derives its essential impulse from the 
imperative towilrds racial domination, rather than froa froa a systeai 
of class-economic exploitation. The result of this is that their 
projects aake no real connection with forms of class struggle grounded 
specifically in modern industrial conditions". This omission leads 
both writers to a "relative neglect of social criticisa" in their work 
(1982b: 136>. Vaughan ' s critical strategy, drawn fro• general 
revisionist scholarship, entails the location in the literature of th• 
period of ideologically-conditioned errors relating to the description 
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of the socio-historical situation in South Africa. This allows him to 
question the relation of the literary work to truth, and to expose it 
as inadequate or dissembling in its relation to the ethically-
necessary task of "social criticis•"· Such criticiu would involve 
the fictional embodiment of a theoretically-informed analysis of South 
African society, akin to Luk~cs ' s "correct understanding of reality" 
that is the hallmark of socially-useful literature <1963: 100). 
Arguably more productive than Vaughan's corrective intepretation, is a 
recognition of Coetzee ' s and Matshoba ' s focus upon racial matters 
(and, equall y, of Vaughan ' s impatience with it) as a reflex of the 
ef fective socio-cultural ambience of the period. This would recognise 
that the "imperative towards racial domination", or what I have 
descr ibed as the coloniality of the South African situation, rather 
than constituting a unhealthy fixation of the regrettable ideological 
consciousness of its writers, constitutes the central problematic 
producing and inhibiting the writing of the 1970s. 
In the opening chapter, I will trace so111e of the material 
underpinnings of both the perceived coloniality of the South Afr ican 
situation and the perception that this coloniality was rapidly 
occasioning a fundamental social crisis. In the face of this crisis, 
white intellectuals and writers sought ways to decolonise themselves 
and the i r work. In the succeeding chapters I will examine soaie of the 
resultant revisions of South African intellectual and liter~y 
pr actice. 
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I 
The first of the deliaitations of the general field of South African 
literature I outlined in the introduction--that of historical period--
is largely uncontroversial. The years after 1970 inaugurate a 
distinct and significant phase in South African history. The decade 
sees a process, unprecedented in its intensity, of politicisation, 
mob i lisation, insurrection and of a counter-process of repression, 
attempted co-optation and reform. By the end of the decade there 
existed a state of overt crisis of all levels of the social for•ation-
-economic, political, ideological--a state of crisis which placed the 
survival and future of the entire racial-capitalist ordar into doubt 
(Saul & Gelb: 1986) . 10 
The most visib le economi c and political manifestat i ons of th i s 
crisis are well documented and can be abbreviatively noted. Broadly, 
there are two interrelated components to the crisis which struck the 
South African state during the 1970s and which directed responses to 
it : critical internal economic instability, and a aassive increase in 
the level and effectiveness of ~ass-based resistance to apartheid 
(Lodge, 1983: 321-62; Stadler, 1987: 161-184). After almost two 
decades of growth since the Second World War the doaestic economy 
entered a period of sustained decline, the effects of which began to 
be felt in the early 1970s <Stadler, 1987: 1>. Massive industrial 
expansion enabled by high levels of foreign investment in th• 1960s 
meant that South African industry required for its continued growth 
far larger and aore lucrative aarkets than the doinestic economy could 
provide. In order to compete in an export aarket South African 
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manufactured products would require increased labour productivity, 
which in turn required a more skilled and productive workforce, which 
the white population was numerically incapable of supplying. The 
social i111plications of this requirement for economic growth were 
considerable, marking "a decisive shift away from the reliance on 
cheap, unskilled migrant labour so long characteristic of South 
African industry, towards the consolidation of a stable, semi-skilled 
workforce" CO'Meara, 1982: 3). Such a workforce required better wages 
than those provided by existing wage levels, in order to reward 
training and provide incentives for productivity. The implications of 
raising black wages and levels of skill and productivity would be the 
creation of a larger internal market, coupled with the potential for 
an advanced degree of political and economic inst~ility <increased 
capital intensity leading to increased unemployment, the political 
repercussions of black workers competing with the politically powerful 
white workforce). Nevertheless, the impulse towards intensifiad 
, pr oductivity within the economy led to the calls from certain sectors 
of the business community both internally and internationally for 
pragmatic, reformist measures to alleviate the skills shortage and to 
remove internal barriers on the economy <Lodge, 19831 326). 
The social struggles of the late 1960s and 1970s gave direction 
and momentum to a body of revisionist and radical literature in the 
fie lds of history, anthropology and political economy. The 
revisionist movement developed initially among expatriate South 
Afr ican academics in Britain and the United States in the wake of the 
countercultural movements and "new left " revival of the late 1960s 
(Bozzoli & Delius, 1990: 22). The central object of critique of thi» 
li terature was the liberal-modernist theorisation of the relationship 
between the South African state and economy, Nhich held that the 
racial superstructure operates in contradiction to the rational, 
modernising tendencies of the capitalist economy <Wolpe, 1988: 26). 
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The central tenets of the radical counter-position are well known: 
apartheid is not merely a mechanism for the irrational perpetuation of 
wh i te domination, but a complex articulation of ideology, racial 
pol i tical practice and the economic system, an "instrument of class 
rule in a specific form of capitalist society" <Wolpe 1972, 429). The 
system of apartheid, in its developed form guaranteed and perpetuated 
by a massive legal-repressive machinery and a structured co11plex of 
ideological apparatuses, is the product of a close alliance between 
the state and capital. Yet the sustained crisis of the 1970s and 
1980s allowed liberal-modernist theory at least a certain 
impressionistic descriptive accuracy and a degree of influence upon 
state strategy during the period. By the early 1970s what had 
formerly been a productive interrelationship--between the apartheid 
system and capitalist growth--was increasingly becoming a barrier to 
the further growth of the economy (Gelb, 1990). During this period 
the long-standing co-operation between the state and its capitalist 
all i es as well as alliances within the ruling party began to come 
under considerable strain as ideological differences erupted over 
appropriate economic and political responses to the crisis (O'Neara, 
1982: 5-6). This growing divergence of interest between the racial 
and capitalist features of the social foraation is of great 
significance both to the forces seeking to maintain or refora the 
present order and those seeking its replaceaenta 
in contemporary South Africa, for certain llthite class fractions, 
the maintenance of capitalism has becoae detachable fro• the 
mai"tenance of white domination. Provided that is, that this can 
be effected without endangering the reproduction of a reforaed 
capitalist order. In this situation, the arguaent that white 
doaination is a necessary and inescapable condition of the 
survival of capitalism, begins to be put in question. (Wolpe, 
1988: 27) 
Reformist attempts at a correction of incipient econoaic 
stagnation were unable to prevent the recession llthich comaencad in'the 
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early years of the decade. The recession occasioned a ri5e in 
unemployment and a sharp upswing in the inflation rate, while a 
serious balance-of-payment deficit becaae evident (Marks L Trapido, 
1988: 19). The inevitable social effects of econoaic deterioration--
unemployment, inflation, recession, rural iapov11r-ishment and 
consequent urbanisation, the dwindling of economic possibility--
portended an unprecedented intensification of political conflict in 
the country <Stadler, 1987: 1>. In response to signs of structural 
strain in the edifice of apartheid society the state increased, 
modernised and refined its already considerable coercive and 
repressive powers. In opposition to this tendency the period saw a 
dramatic increase in the scale, moaentum and effectiveness of aass-
based internal political resistance, an increase that both reflects 
the existence of a deep structural crisis and which is itself a 
substantial component of that crisis <Lodge, 1983: 321). 
The political effects of the economic crisis were therefore 
considerable. The period saw a transforaation of the intensity And 
content of political conflict, new social forces entering that 
conflict, and a definitive end to the near-decade of political 
quiescence that had followed Sharpeville. But the social antagonisms 
and structural contradictions that ~ade their appear~ce in South 
Africa during the 1970s, had been programmed into the social formation 
well in advance. The processes of industrialisation and urbanisation, 
particularly after the Second World War, had given shape to dynamic 
new social forces. The destruction of pre-capitalist •odes of culture 
and economy by the penetration of m.rket forces and the interventions 
of the state set off a series of uneven transitions. Segregationist 
policies left the subsistence economies of the reserves intact, in 
order to offset the cost of the reproduction of labour power and the 
necessity for the creation of political and social infrastructures in 
the urban areas. The systea of labour regulation was intended to 
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permit the existence of the urban labour force necessary for economic 
growth, with none of the attendant political and social costs. But 
the central contradiction of this policy was that the 
proletarianisation it at once promoted and denied undermined the 
social and economic systems in the reserves, thereby eroding the 
ability of the reserves both to subsidise the costs of labour and to 
deflect the political aspirations of the rising proletariat (Wolpe, 
1972; Stadler, 1987: 89). By the 1970s the growing unviability of the 
reserve economies and the labour needs of a massively expanded 
industrial sector had led to the establishment of a perm.nent urban 
proletariat, whose political aspirations lay not in some impoverished 
rural backwater but in the cities and in the modern economy. 
The 1970s thus saw the rise to political self-consciousness of an 
urban working class, as well as the related social forces with which 
that working class existed in a col!plex syabiosis: an increasingly 
substantial petty-bourgeoisie and a largely gt£lii!! population of 
students, scholars and unemployed youth. Co,npeting aaong these groups 
to fill the gap created by the destruction of the systems of self-
identification and aspiration that had been provided by older social 
forms were the two ideologies and forms of organisation that were to 
have a definitive impact upon the political scene: the cultural 
nationalism of the Black Consciousness Movement and the socialis• of a 
burgeoning trade union movement. 
Two central events of the decade, the strike wave of 1972-1976 
and the Soweto Revolt of 1976, made visible the extent of th•se 
economic and political developments. Following the Durb<in dockworker 
strikes of 1972 and abating only in the aftar11t1th of the Revolt, over 
200 000 black workers were involved in "the most extensive strike 1r1t1ve 
since the early days of the second world war, [affectingJ aost of the 
major urban centres" CHirson, 1979: 133>. Perh.aps the most 
significant consequence of the strikes was the considarable 
advancement of the fortunes of a •ilit&nt trade union moveaent. 
Coming as they did after nearly a decade of the ~sence of any 
significant worker organisation and activity, the ltffect of the strike 
wave upon the economic and political scene has been suggestively 
described, using Rosa Lux81lburg's phrase, as •a complete revolution in 
~iniature" (Saul & Gelb, 1986: 160>. While the degree of overlap 
between the econoaic and political coaponents of the resistance 
struggles of tha period is difficult to chart, so,ae of th• momentum of 
the labour movement and the forms of organization and consciousness it 
developed spilled over froa working-class struggles into co11M1Unity 
struggles, contributing to the political clia.te which precipitated 
and pUstained the Revolt <Hirson, 1979: 282-307). The rise of Black 
Consciousness and its rapid deployment aaiong eaergent urban elites is 
an indication of the failure of the apartheid system to deliver 
sufficent material advancement or credible ideological positioning to 
reconcile the new social forces it had created to their do•ination. 
The divisions in the black population that the apartheid systaa had 
attempted to create by mobilising ethnic ideologies and fostering an 
emergent black middle class and bureacratic elite were bypassed by the 
single, visible connecting factor of blackness. The danger to the 
status quo of an economic revolution deriving iapetus and appeal 
beyond the ranks of the working class fro• nationalist grievances 
became abundantly clear: "Our money fro• the townships takes a one-way 
journey to white shops and white banks, and all we do in our lives is 
pay the white aan aither with labour or in coin. ·capitalistic 
exploitative tandencies, coupled with the overt arrogance of whita 
racisa have conspired against us" <Biko, 1979: 96>. 
In effect then, the economic crisis had Colle to be suppleaantad 
by a crisis of white idaologic~l hegeaony. As the decade unfold~ the 
costs of ~ttenipting to a.intain political ~nd econoaic doaination 
without hegemony ware to become clear to the st~te, the aconoaic 
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sector and to the forces challenging both. These factors are of 
particular importance to understanding the increasing centrality 
during the period of the issue of hegemony and the cultural events and 
initiatives of the period. 
II 
An additional geopolitical and military crisis unfolded during the 
early 1970s, a direct result of the decolonisation struggles being 
fought elsewhere in the Southern African region. The collapse of the 
colonial regi•es in Angola and Mozallbique in 1974 posed a considerable 
threat to the military stability of South Africa and to the regional 
balance of power. 11 The intensification of the liberation struggle in 
Zimbabwe (and, slightly later, in Naaibia> signallad iapartant shifts 
in the regional orientations and concerns of the South African state. 
A two-pronged policy was adopted, which amounted to a fora of regional 
neo-colonialism. Alliances were cultivated Mith the coaprador regiaes 
of Malawi and the Ivory Coast while an interventionist military role 
in the various Southern African decolonisation struggles was assumed, 
most dramatically evidenced by the invasion of Angola in 1975. The 
forced withdrawal of the South African aray froa Angola in the face of 
Soviet/Cuban intervention and the failure of expected military support 
fro• the United States to ~aterialise, led to a scaling down of direct 
involvement and a shift to unconventional tactics ~d operations aillMld 
at destabilising the newly-installed Angolan and Hozaabiquean 
governments <Davies, 1989). These developaents were to acquire 
considerable internal significance, foraing the underpinning of the 
state's strategy of "reform from aboveu aimed at countering the •total 
onslaught" waged against it fro• both within ~d without its borders. 
The visible presence of hostile regiaes and ~raies in neighbouring 
states, aided and equipped by the Soviet Union lllhich at the ti11& WAS 
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enjoying considerable diploaatic and ideological success in the 
region, was enough of a self-evident threat to enable the mobilisation 
the white population and sections of the black in a "total strategy" 
against a perceived "total onslaught". This repressive-reformist 
strategy entailed enlarging and considerably refining internal and 
external security apparatuses at the same tinae as extending limited 
political concessions to sections of the black population in order to 
counter the appeal of revolutionary or insurrectionist ideologies 
(Swilling & Philips, 1989). 
The successful decolonisation struggles in the region allowed an 
increase in the scale of internal guerrilla operations mounted by the 
liberation armies from bases located in the newly-independent states. 
The immediate effect of this development was to allow the heightened 
visibility of guerrilla operations that is re-fleeted in the content of 
the literature of the second half of the decade. 12 
III 
It can be noted that the steady decline in the South AfricMi economy 
that has continued unabated since the 1970s was precipitated by global 
economic developments (notably the dramatic rise and fall in the gold 
price, the Middle East oil crisis>, which revealed and exacerbated 
existing structural weaknesses in the South African economy (Lodg• 
1983: 326). However, this does not aean that the general relationship 
of the region to the world syste• can be reduced to one of siaple 
dependence. Following Stadler, it is necessary to maintain a sense of 
the simultaneously global and parochial dimensions within which the 
South African social formation is situated: "Despite the truiS11 that 
the [Southern African] region is unique in its political 
configurations, it represents a variation on the history of that part 
of the world which lies outside of the .. tropolitan areas, sh41pad by 
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rather than shaping, responding to rather th~ initiating, the major 
developments in contemporary world history" (1987: 10). This 
formulation would tend to place South Africa Nithin the territory of 
what Samir Amin has described as the "peripheral capitalist model of 
development", which operates by the alliance of capitalist int•rests 
at the centre with the "parasitic" classes of the periphery, a co,aplex 
of unequal relationships which results "in a transfer of values from 
the periphery to the center" (1976: 359). However, the dominance of 
South Africa in the region and the advanced state of internal 
capitalist development, particularly following the Second World War 
has meant that the country has "exercised an influence, 
not~ithstanding its international isolation ~d precM"ious internal 
political structure, far beyond its borders" <Stadler, 19871 10). 
The semi-peripherality of South Africa within th• contemporary 
global order, generally experienced as marginality, provincialiS11 or 
isolation, tends to give a heightened appearance of iaportance to the 
domestic. In the face of international marginality, the national 
gains central importance. In the case of South Africa this t1tndency 
is exacerbated by the political and econoaic crisis which bacue 
increasingly overt during the seventies. The growing political, 
cultural and economic isolation of the country as a result of the 
sanctions aovement, coupled with an aggressive caapatgn to ensure the 
do•inance of South Africa over its regional neighbours coabine to give 
centrality to the local; the local tends to appear as untouched by the 
international. The obsessive focus upon doaestic politics that 
results serves to obscure the relationships of peripherality, the 
wider lines of force that impinge upon the doaestic situation. What 
Spivak calls "a fixation on national scenes" results, which forn part 
of a process of production of "screen-allegories that foraclosa A 
reading of the broader narratives of iaperiAli .. " (1988: 290-1). It 
is iaport~nt to see that this sc:reRning out of the fact of a.rginality 
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is both a resistant and a conservative pheno .. non: at once a fora of 
pr otectionism and a fora of denial. By analogy with certain foras of 
nati onalism, a fixation on the national can appear as at once a 
st r ategy of containment and exclusion Cas conservative) and as a 
necessary defence against neo-i,nparialism <as resistant). 
Ac cordingly, the political discourses of the seventies return again 
and again to the national problematic, the question of the usouth 
Af ri can situation". This national problematic co .. s in turn to inform 
the cultural discourses of the period. At least one sy111ptoa of this 
process is the literary-critical prescription that South African 
wr iti ng give attention to "material factors of oppression and .truggla 
in contemporary South Africa" (Vaughan, 1982b: 137>, and the 
conc omitant tendency to take a. a mark of pathology the fact that a 
parti cular text does not. The national problematic informs in turn a 
defensiveness towards what are defined as "foreign" or Nwestern• 
di sc ourses, as well as, by a contradictory process, illlbuing th•• with 
al l the desirability of the "developed" or the •advancedN. In the 
cultural sphere, this nation-centered focus tends to ob&Cure the 
international markets, circuits and networks ~ich both inform South 
Af rican culture and within which it is received and consuaed. 
In his description of the shifts in cultural practice in South 
Af ri ca since the 19~0s, Tony Horphet identifies "two principal forces" 
at work in the fora•tion of "cultural" or "social iaagination": 
The first is the need to coaprehend, to express and to judge the 
all too obvious conditions of oppression. The second is the naed 
to understand and work with the concepts of iaagination entering 
the South African cultural discourse fro• abroad--espac:ially of 
course Western Europe and North Aalerica--but els..«,are as well. 
(1990b: 133) 
Pr ior to the 1970s, the •dialectic" between these two forces h~d bean 
kept under control by what Horphet ter•s the •Iiberal-foraalist 
settlement", which derived fro• British and Aaeric~ New Criticisa ·an 
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aesthetic maintaining that "the function of the [artistic] Nork was to 
carry, to the fullest degree possible, the variety, coaplexity and 
density of human experience and to organise its experiential freight 
into a universalising moral pattern" (1990b: 134). But by the 1970s, 
funda11ental shifts in the direction, intensity and content of both of 
Morphet·s "principal forces" necessitated the establishaent of a new 
settlement, identified as "revisionist". For Morphet, the 
characteristic of revisionist intellectual and cultural practice 
distinguishing it fro• "liberal-formalism" is its association 111ith 
political activity: 
During the period of [revisionist] settleaent one of the aost 
striking features of intellectual practice was the aigration of 
practitioners towards positions of significance. These 
•igrations were both material and syabolic •••• The second 
feature of cultural practice was a steady foreshortening and 
narrowing of the perspectives of enquiry. This was in essence a 
product of the assumption underpinning the settleaentJ that 
cultural expression had itself a material character--it ~ii 
history and iD history simultaneously. History could be directly 
apprehended and intervened upon through cultural works. The 
powerful e11pirical thrust of revisionist historical 111ork gave th• 
warrant for, and secured the assumption. It was this lllhich 
provided the point of closure for the settlement and as a result 
placed culture "in the struggle". (1990b: 138) 
While I would agree that the period of revisionisa is indeed 
marked by the politicisation of culture, there is nothing to indicate 
that, in the case of white intellectuals, their "•igration ••• towards 
positions of significance" is as straightforward or successful a 
journey as Norphat's abbreviative account might suggest. The 
revisionist discourses of the early 1970s reveal th• consider.tile 
insecurity of their practitioners over the aattar of the social 
significance and reach of their work. In the next chapter, I will 
outine the course taken by revisionist intellectu~l practice following 
its eaergence in the early 1970s. The renovations of liberal 
par adi gas effected by revi ai oni sa are a responN to changing social. 
and political conditions which made those paradig•• no longer tenable. 
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Initially draMing upon the resources of structuralism and its 
successors and upon the version& of Harxi&11 then current in Western 
Europe, revisionist intellectuals atteapt to resolve the question that 
equally taxes ~odernist white writing--that of the social and 
political consequence of their activities. 
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"White writing", notes Coetzee, "is only white insofar as it is 
generated by the concerns of people no longer European, not yet 
African" (1988b: 11). To consider white writing to be the product of 
people not tgi African assumes the historical <or, at least, 
narratological) inevitability of African identity. The narrative that 
governs Coetzee ' s formulation can be elaborated as follows: beginning 
with the structuring, problematising iCSb! of colonial settlat1ent, 
proceeding through an interi111 internal-colonial (or "neocolonial") 
period, to a t~l~i, the resolution that co11es with decolonisation and 
the postcolonial period that follows. Contained in Coetzee ' s "not 
yet ", then, is the promise and the presrmt frustration of this 
resolution. White writing will cease to be distinguishable from any 
other African writing once the people who produce it have themselves 
become African. Until then, white writing will be a phenomenon of the 
interval, neither here nor there. In the unsettled "not yet" of South 
Africa's present, a form of writing identifiable as white can be 
expected to show all the symptoms of the uncertainties infecting its 
writers. In addition, it can be expected to reveal considerable 
anxiety about the whiteness that marks its continued association with 
a doomed colonial order. 
Coetzee·s definition relies ·on a f.aailiar .account of the South 
African political order. According to this account, the present South 
African state traces its origins to the initial colonial 
systematisations in British-held parts of the country in the 
nineteenth century and remains colonial in its politic.al character 
(Wolpe, 1988: 60). The segregatory policies of the British colonial 
administration, designed to ensure white and capitalist dominance, 
were implemented on a national scale with the Act of Union in 1910, 
and subsequently acquired a local logic of development in confluence 
with the ~nterests of Afrikaner nationalism. These initial economic 
impulses came to be translated into a sophisticated system of control 
and subjectification, underwritten by a complex and self-sustaining 
ideological apparatus--a narrati ve of superior and inferior racial 
types and cultures, of natural moral and intellectual domination, 
~hich explained away the repressive and segregated structures of South 
African society. This ideological apparatus both evolved out of, and 
itself helped to shape the concrete structures and divisions of the 
state in the years following the mineral discoveries in the late 
nineteenth century. Variously moder-ni sed, ener9etical 1 y adapted to 
changing circumstances, continuously renamed, segregatory ideology 
stamped its forms upon on all levels of the iOcial formation during 
the century that followed (Dubow, 1989). 
Accordingly, the South African socia l formation, to the extent 
that it is a system of domination effectively excluding a racially-
identified majority from political power or rights, continues to have 
the appearance of a colonial society, "resembling almost in caricature 
form the defunct colonial regimes of sub-Saharan Africa'' (Stadler, 
1987: 10-11). The Act of Union ,..,as thus a mere "official 
decolonisation 111 , effectively reinforcing the political subjugation of 
the black majority and allowing its continue~ exploitation by foreign 
and white-01,ined national capital (Stadler 198?, 11; liJolpe, 1988: 29). 
The apartheid state, founded in 1948 and constitutionally entrenched 
in 1961, is the outcome of an attempt to ground every level of the 
social formation upon the logic of racial domination. But, as has 
been outlined above, the past two decades have seen a bringing to 
overt crisis of this racially structured social formation. As if in 
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obedience to the descriptions of liberal-~odernist political theory, 
the i mpulses and directions of the racial superstructure came to 
c ontradict the laws of motion of the economic substructure. The 
interests of racism and capitalism, which for nearly a century had 
been partners in a productive alliance, were to become increasingly 
divergent. The period sees ever more urgent attempts by racial 
capitalism to deracialise itself, as the crisis of capital 
accumulation occasioned by racial restrictions on economic expansion 
as well as the extreme instability occasioned by growing resistance to 
the system of racial domination meant that the costs of maintaining it 
could no longer be justified <-Saul & Gelb, 198b). 
This abbreviated account of a complex history serves to gloss 
what Coetzee has described as the unew, neocolonialu period following 
official decolonisation and the consequent distance that opens up 
between the apartheid state and its European antecedents. Coetzee 
identifies this period with a term drawn from analytical accounts of 
South African history that hold that what follows official 
decolonisation is a form of ttinternal colonialism". This term i s 
employed to account for the fact that in South Africa the value 
e>:tracted from an exploited class tends to circulate aaongst a 
racially-distinct local capitalist class, rather than being exported 
to the metropole as is the case in ideal-typical colonialism. l.flile 
South Africa exhibits the national oppression characteristic of 
colonial societies in general, the South AfricAn case is distinguished 
by the fact that the doainant nation occupies the same territory as 
the dominated nation <Hudson, 1989: 346). The term thus describes the 
disposition of relationships of domination and exploitation in the 
post-decolonisation period, thereby directing the attention of the 
1 iberati on 11ovement to its principal target. "On one level, that of 
' white South Africa ' ," declared the 1977 version of Stritag~_and 
Tactics_of _thj_ANC, "there are al 1 the features of an advanced 
capitalist state in its final stage of industrial monopolies and the 
merging of industrial and finance capital". "But on another level," 
it continued, "that of 'Non-White South Africa ' , there are all the 
features of a colony ••• non-White_S0uth_Africa_is_the_colon~of_whit1 
South_Africa_itself" <Wolpe, 19881 30; emphasis original>. 
What Coetzee terms 11 neocolonialis11" is a thus the process of 
transfer of "possession" of the territory, its inhabitants and the 
products of their labour, from a metropolitan possessing class to a 
national one. Coetzee's version of recent South Africa history could 
thus be said to describe a form of introversion--tha increasing 
concentration of an entire set of colonial relationships within 
national borders. Coetzee ' s description of a historical process and 
group of people immobilised between colonialisa and post-colonialisa 
is thus set out upon a theoretical model accounting for the 
contradictory pheno•enon of an independent, non-•etropolitan state 
which nevertheless demonstrates the major features of a colonial 
society (Stadler, 1987: 11). Any aovement out of the situation 
Coetzee describes would entail a fora of decolonisation. The white 
ruling fraction would have to be persuaded to relinquish its grip upon 
power, and to face llfhat~ver consequences followed the loss of colonial 
certainties. 
The characterisation of the South African social foraation as a 
fora of internal colonialis• or "Colonialisa of a Special Type" (CST>, 
was endorsed by the SACP in 1962 and by the ANC in 1969 and continues 
to be the official doctrine of the alliance. As such, the term serves 
as a description of present-day South African society as well as the 
theoretical underpinning for the alliance's strategy of pursuing 
initial national liberation as a vehicle for the subsequent attainaent 
of socialist objectives. CST is the result of a confluence of racial 
and class-based perspectives on the apartheid systaa 41nd its 
overthrow, the product of a long collaboration bat11Nten nationalist and 
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communist liberation organisations (Hudson, 1989: 347-8; Wolpe 1988: 
28-35). The theory evolved during the 19~0s within the SACP, proving 
during the years of exile to be a "pragmatic theoretical tool" which 
could provide an "ideological glue" able to hold together the 
nationalist and communist arms of the alliance <Everatt, 19901 J3). 
The workings of the theory can be followed in a central text of 
alliance historiography, Simons and Simons's Class_and_Colour_in_South 
8f(i£2 (1969), which plots "the convergence and growing mutuality of 
socialist and nationalist politics which would be destined ulti~ately 
to pull together a movement 'national in fora, socialist in content ' " 
(lodge, 1990: 174). Within the ANC itself, CST could be eaiployed to 
explain away the divergence between the movement ' s present socialist 
interests and such "disjunctures in its own history" as its earlier 
espousal of a bourgeois nationaliS11 <Lodge, 1990: 184). 
However lengthy the period of service of the doctrine of 
Colonialism of a Special Type in the strategy and tactics of the 
liberation movements, its particular theoretical implications failed 
to have any significant impact on acadeaic research and analysis 
within South Africa until the 1970s <Bozzoli & Delius, 1990: 1~). 
While I have outlined some of the uses of the concept to the cause of 
nonracial alliance politics, it reaains unclear what part it plays in 
what David Attwell has termed "the various revisionisas of South 
African literary-intellectual culture of the early seventies• (1990: 
96). The series of rebellions and innovations within established 
academic discourses during this period indicates the challenge which 
the rapidly shifting social and political terrain presented to 
intellectuals. Following Attwell, an account of the "acadeaic 
discursive context" surrounding the literature of the period can 
provide a sense of the wider social pressures to Nhich both academic 
and literary revisionism are a response (1990: 119-20). 
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In a process that begins in the late 1960s, an increasing 
polarisation of the political situation between an intransigent white 
state and a radical and racially-exclusivist black opposition alerted 
white intellectuals and dissidents to the need to formulate 
alternatives to the dominant liberal accounts of their predic.aient. 
The liberal hold upon intellectual practice in a nutaber of disciplines 
in the social sciences and humanities began to be substantially 
loosened during the 1970s by the rise of competing paradigms. The new 
paradigms developed from, on the one hand, the reinterpretations of 
African history, political and economic systems and culture ...tlich took 
their impetus from the decolonisation struggles of the 1950s and 
1960s, and the rise of structuralism in Europe and the "new left" in 
Britain on the other (Bozzoli & Delius, 19902 20). These stimulants 
encouraged the formation of a loose assembly of "scholars of the 
left", a "group of university-based and mainly white sociologists, 
historians, anthroplogists, political scientists and literary 
theorists" <Bozzoli, 1990: 237). 
Bozzoli · s list of job-descriptions perhaps creates the impression 
of a discrete series of disciplinary reconsiderations. Yet, it is a 
definitive feature of revisionist practice that it does not restrict 
itself to the methodologies and networks of citations that mark a 
disciplinary habitat, instead priding itself on its cross-disciplinary 
versatility. So, for Marks and Atmore in their introduction to one of 
the seminal works of the new history, Econom~_and_Societ~_in_Pre-
Industrial_South_Africa (1980>, the collected essays are "all, in some 
sense, an atteapt to come to grips with what the 0GO!!!i school have 
felicitously called 'total history ' . They are are written in the 
belief that the division of history, and indeed the social sciences, 
into fragmented, specialised branches of knowledge is at best 
inadequate, at worst grossly misleading" (19802 3). 14 
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The revisioni&ts atte111pted to find new theoretical •odels to 
explain the impact upon the South African political economy of the 
peculiar version of capitalism that develops from colonial conquest, 
and to chart the complex and interlocking relationship between race 
and class it established. In addition, renewed attention was given to 
the role of blacks in the establi.hment of the apartheid order and in 
its overthrow, and to the composition, function and reach of the 
authoritarian state <Bozzoli & Delius, 1990: 13-4). Accordingly, the 
new accounts of South African history and political economy that 
develop out of revisionism tend to oscillate between four key terms: 
colonial conquest, capitalist development, racial oppression and class 
domination (Bundy, 1986). By attempting "to establish the credentials 
of Marxism in a society which at first sight appears to be constructed 
racially, and to set itself against the prevailing assumptions of 
evolutionism and integration", the historical materialist analyses of 
the revisionist school were able to find a way out of the exclusionary 
dyadism of nationalist politics and the self-serving complacencies of 
liberalism (Boz zoli & Del ius , 1990: 21 ). 
It should be noted that the term "revisionism" is generally used 
to cover a variety of paradigmatic innovations in a wide intellectual 
field over a period of two decades. Bozzoli and Delius remark that 
the "various intellectual strands indentified and discussed" in their 
account of revisionist history "do not for• a single, cumulative, or 
coherent body of work". Instead, they add, "[tlhere have been sharp 
discontinuities between the approaches of different periods and 
groupings" (1990: 13). Nevertheless, a single factor uniting all 
these strands is the influence of historical aaterialism. This factor 
gives rise to analyses that, however divergent their content or 
theoretical basis, .are broadly concerned with "the socio-econoaic 
basis of societies and its relationship to ideology .and politics" 
. 
<Marks~ At•ore, 1980: 3). My own interest in revisionism covers the 
period of its earliest emergence during the 1970s. During this 
period, revisionist production came to be doainated by a form of 
Marxism which, according to Lodge, 
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is heavily economistic, in which culture and consciousness 
tightly correspond to a series of stages in economic development. 
The oppressed society has no internal topography, all share in a 
common experience and all resist equally in response to the calls 
of a prophetic vanguard. The society is ideologically uniform 
and socially homogenous, its struggle is national because the 
ruling class in certain respects resembles a colonial order, not 
because it has specific cultural characteristics. In this view 
culture becomes epiphenomena!, something which can ba taken 
virtually for granted, "national in form, socialist in content". 
( 1990 : 184) 
I wi ll argue that revisionism, in its vanguardist or "structuralist" 
phase, rather than being, as it may appear, an index of the confidence 
of i ts writers, is a product of considerable cultural insecurity. 
Thi s insecurity both provokes the initial revisionist impulse and 
i nfl uences its subsequent course. The literary activity of this 
peri od reacts to the uncertain historical environment it shares with 
academic revisionism in similar ways. 
There is an additional reason for examining the precipitants of 
thi s earl y phase of revisionism in some detail. The expanded range of 
pol itical possibilities -of the late 1970s and 1980s enabled 
r evi sionism in a variety of disciplines to move from rigid 
t heoreticism towards attempts to popularise both the content and the 
r each of intellectual work. 18 Nevertheless, the revisionist tendency 
within literary studies was to retaain strongly influenced by a version 
of Althusserianism for a longer period (Visser, 1990: 73-4). The 
str ained and, in some cases, antagonistic relationship between white 
wr i ters and a "prophetic vanguard" of Marxist-inclined literary 
cri tics was to dominate literary-critical discourse during the 1980s, 
and strongly influence literary developaents during this period. 
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It is worthwhile examining at some length the operation of the new 
revisionist paradigms and their relation to the concept of internal 
colonialism in Richard Turner ' s The_E~e_of_the_Needla (1972), 
described by Attwell as the "exemplNy book of the period" (1990: 
120>. Some of this exeaplary status derives fro• the fact that the 
book derived from Turner ' s contribution to the political coamission of 
the Study Project on Christianity in Apartheid Society (SPRO-CAS>, one 
of the "major discursive events of the early seventies• <Attwell, · 
1990: 121). SPRO-CAS took the form of a series of six commissions of 
inquiry held between 1969 and 1973 under the auspices of the Christian 
Institute and the South African Council of Churches, centrally 
concerned with a perceived need for "change" to the aparthaid 
system. 1 • While the Project attracted the participation of a number 
of radicals as well as representatives of the Black Consciousness 
Movement, it nevertheless ended up dominated by whites and by liberal 
interests (Stadl er , 1975). The centrality given to the issue of 
"change" by the Project is a measure of the disturbance felt by 
liberal orthodoxies threatened with a deterioration in political 
stability. The Project saw the liberal meliorist conviction--that the 
logic of capitalist development and economic growth would, of its own 
accord, bring the oppressed into positions of political and economic 
competitiveness--replaced by a variety of aore intarventionist 
proposals. The co-ordinated reports that emerge from the 
deliberations of the various commissions are thus preoccupied with the 
need to promote structural reform of the racial restrictions on access 
to political rights and economic advancement. Additional urgency, a~ 
well as a sense of its own redundancy, was lent to the Project by the 
perception that, in the words of its director, Petar Randall, "changes 
would be initiated by blacks; increasingly initiative was passing Into 
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black hands" (quoted in Stadler, 1975: 103). Nevertheless, the 
Project ' s arguments for reform led from above by the existing 
institutions of white power, would, in the course of the decade, be 
replicated by the official reform prograllllle of the state. As such, 
and in spite of the hostility it attracted fro• the state during the 
course of its deliberations, SPRO-CAS can be considered an 
anticipation of subsequent shifts in "the centre of gravity in white 
po l itical opinion" (Stadler, 1987: 162-3). 
But Turner ' s book represents a significant departure from the 
anxious reformism of most the SPRO-CAS publications and co11111issions. 
Indeed, Turner disassociated himself from the final report of the 
pol itical commission to which he had been contributor, choosing 
instead to set down his views in The_E~e_of_the_Naedle, published 
under the auspices of SPRO-CAS (Rich, 1989: 11). For Turnar, the 
per ceived need for change which had animated the Project did not 
en t ail merely softening the blows the system dealt to those it 
expl oited. "Political and economic power is concentrated in white 
hands " , Turner stated bluntly. As a consequence, "real change can be 
brought about only by a fundamental redistribution of wealth and 
power" (1980: 76 ) . In concluding that significant social 
t r ansformation in South Africa can only be achieved by the vary 
pr ocesses that the SPRO-CAS project was concerned to prevent, Turner 
di s tances his analysis from the general tenor of a reformism which 
s ought ways to free the benevolent capitalist economy from the 
pat hological encumbrance of racism. 
The revisionist character of Turner ' s book can be seen •ost 
clearly in his unseating of the concept of racisa from its central 
pl ace in analyses of South African society. The obtrusive and 
seeaingly intractable problematic of South African society, •racial 
ol i garchy" (1980: 6), is revealed to be an effect of the foundation of 
an advanced capitalist econoay upon the initial stratifications 
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established by colonial conquest. Turner argued for the necessity of 
a process of critical historicisation that would uncover the roots of 
racial pathology in South Africa. Contrary to all appearances, racial 
domination did not originate in an immemorial division of the world 
between civilised and non-civilised peoples. The fetishized 
analytical category of race obscured both the colonial origins of the 
present crisis and the fact of racism ·s functionality to capitalist 
development. According to Morphet, Turner ' s analysis is distinctive 
in its context in that it shows the racial banality of South African 
society to be interpretable. Turner dismantles racial mythologies by 
revealing them to be the products of historical development and hence 
susceptible to change. This process of interpretation is conducted by 
means of "a double perspective or (to use Paul Ricoeur ' s term)--a 
double hermeneutic: the hermeneutics of hope ('where it could go ' ) and 
the hermeneutics of suspicion ( ' what it is and where it is going ' )" 
(Morphet, 1990a: 94). 
Returning to the general themes of the internal colonialism 
thesi s, it is notable that, for Turner, the present racially-
di ff erentiated access to economic and political power in South Africa 
is a function of its col_oni al past: "Occupation of 1 and by the whites, 
resulting in pressure on the land resources of the local people, 
conflict between the local tribes, war, and white victory, followed by 
a ' lack of inclination ' to return the land: That is the history of 
South Africa" (1980: 24>. Colonialism is described as a rapacious 
process of conquest and acquisition, enabled by superior military 
technology and fueled by the accumulative logic of capitalism. Turner 
implicates the project of "civilisation" in the processes of 
subjugation and reorganisation of the colonial territory and its 
inhabitants, revealing it to be as auch a docuaent of b.rbari»a as the 
benighted social systems and values from which it di»tinguished itself 
(Morphet, 1990a: 91-2): 
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Until white South Africans come to understand that their present 
society .nd their present position is a result not of their own 
virtues but of their vices; until they come to see world history 
over the last five hundred years not as the "triumph of white 
civilisation", but simply as the bloody and ambiguous birth of a 
new technology; and until they come to see these things not in 
guilt for the past but in hope for the future, they will not be 
able to communicate with black people, nor, ultia.tely with each 
other. ( 1980: 92> 
By implicating capitalism and colonialism equally in \he long history 
of dispossession and exploitation in South Afri~, Turner deprives 
wh i te rule of the ideological solacM of the liberal tradition which 
maintained that, witho~t the retardation of racism, the advance of 
capitalism would evenly distribute the benefits of "civilisation" 
through society. 
In accordance with the positive pole of Turner ' s hermeneutic, the 
highly visible contradiction between the collective nature of 
pr oduction and the racial nature of appropriation in the South African 
ver sion of capitalism should generate the social forces capable of 
bri nging about a revolutionary break with the present systea. It is 
i n this regard, argues Morphet, that Turner identified the latent 
transf ormative power of the black working class (1990: 92>. But 
Turner ' s anal ysis is not as orthodox as it may at first appear. It is 
s ignificant that Turner, in response to the question "who is going to 
change society?" (1980: 84>, gives initial emphasis to co11101unal and 
egalitarian cultural values of pre-capitalist or "tribal" society 
wh i ch resist the ideological conditioning associated with the 
capitalist economy (1980: 85-7). A similar centrality is accorded to 
the nationalism of the Black Con~ciousness Movement, which, Turner 
argues, is capable of mobilising a racially-defined •co,naunity of the 
oppressed" against the tainted cultural values of white society (1980: 
87-90>. Rather than pinning his hopes on an eaergent working class, 
Turner gives centrality to broadly anti-colonial political iapulse?· 
Working-class consciousness .nd socialist tr.nsfora.tion of society is 
• ; 
accorded a supplementary, or, at best, consecutive position in 
Turner ' s assessment of South Africa's revolutionary prospects. 
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It is clear that Turner recognised the success of ideologies of 
national liberation in African decolonisation struggles and their 
transformative potential in South Africa. But in spite of this 
initial success, it had become evident by the 1970s that national 
liberation had fulfilled few of its revolutionary promises. The new 
nationalist regimes of postcolonial Africa failed to effect 
significant changes to the relations of econoaic domination and 
exploitation definitive of colonialism. The political structures of 
colonialism were disaantled only to be replaced by the decentered and 
transnational apparatuses of neocolonialism, demonstrating that there 
is no inevitable connection between national liberation and social 
transformation. Accordingly for Turner, the useful ideological 
impulses of national liberation had to be supplemented by an attention 
to the need to transform the underlying economic structures enabling 
colonial exploitation: 
Thus an assertion of the dignity of blackness is not enough. It 
must be accompanied by an analysis of the conflicts of interest 
among the black people and by a positive orientation towards a 
future society. And it is necessary that this should include a 
specific rejection ·of the values of capitalist society. For in 
South Africa it is the acceptance of such values that is the most 
potent threat to the unity of the black people. (1980: 89-90) 
Whereas a more orthodox Marxism would uphold the centrality of class 
conflict to the history and the future of "all hitherto existing 
societies", Turner relegates class analysis here to a position where 
it is merely a "necessary" (ie, required rather than inevitable) 
accompaniment to nationalist assertions. Nationalist ideological 
mobilisation of a putative "unity of the black people" against the 
values of white society, is given precedenc• over proaoting working-
class consciousness and over the mobilisation of organised labour ~n 
directly economic struggles. This conc1tntration on nationalist and 
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precolonial iapulses in Turner's survey of the di~osition of 
oppositional forces shows up the resellblanca between his conclusions 
and the two-phased logic of the internal colonialis• thesis. 
Central to Turner ' s account is a vindication of the socially-
transformative potential of alterations in individual consciousness, 
and a commitment to finding forms of thought which escape the 
strictures of the dominant: 
Unless I can see the way in which social forces i11Pinge upon me 
and structure my relationships with other people, I cannot escape 
from mere role-playing, from patterned responses to the other. 
The stereotypical reaction of white to black is only the most 
obvious expression of a society in which all relationships, from 
courtship to commuting, become stereotyped. All relations become 
rituals •••• But these patterns can be broken. And it is 
important to show the whites what they have to gain fro• a free 
democratic society. Once cultural preservation and development 
become freed from the preservation of privilege it becomes 
possible to visualise a society in which cultural identity does 
not imply exclusivity and fear. (1980: 91-2) 
Turner stresses here the necessity for a critique of the colonial past 
and present of the South African social order. By determining the 
nature and t he factors that condition the present system, a sense of 
its limits can be obtained and alternative modes of thought and action 
can be retrieved from cultural amnesia. It is important however to 
underline the ambiguity of the position that is set out here. While 
Turner is concerned with the need to defamiliarise and ultiaately 
displace the "stereotypical " intersubjective relationships conditioned 
by apartheid, he nevertheless retains the potentially divisive 
cat egory of "cultural identity" in his projected society. We h~ve 
seen that, for Turner, the best chance for move•ent out of the 
un t enable stasis of apartheid society lay in the central nationalist 
asp i ration for restoration of the stolen land to the indigenous 
people. Such a nationalism was mobilised by appeals to the social 
val ues and arrangements of precolonial society and by deaonstr.tio~s 
of the illegality of the white presence in South Africa. But ~nti-
colonial struggle of this sort offered no secure place for white 
intellectual activity and for any social alternatives that it a.y 
propose. While the increasing racial antagonism generated by the 
apartheid system provides the potential for its downfall, it is 
precisely this antagonism which restricts the capacity of l!Jhite 
intellectuals to distance themselves from the system, and to survive 
its destruction. 
Morphet has pointed out the extent to which Turner's analysis is 
grounded in "the traditional conceptual bastion of liberaliS11--the 
individual conciousness" (1990: 98). In a situation where collective 
forms of organisation are routinely frustrated by the well-developed 
repressive apparatuses of the state, individual action tends to becoaa 
the repository of oppositional impulses prohibited everywhere else. 
In addition, the increasing polarisation of South African society into 
two monolithic racial categories as a result of the activities of the 
state and its opposition, gives little hope for white dissidence to 
consolidate itself into a substantial and useful collectivity. Turner 
is accordingly concerned with defending the value of individual 
intellectual labour in an untenable social situation. However 
monolithic the system, it is the duty of the intellectual to keep 
faith with the idea that it could be overthrown. We have seen that 
Turner ' s rigorous historicisation of the present situation serves to 
reveal the hidden fissures in the see111ingly i11penetrable surface of 
lllhite power. A positive or utopian analytical orientation then 
directs the oppositional impulses so detected towards the goal of 
socialism: 
I must come to see the world as able to 
to see myself as having the c.apacity to 
it. And I must see that my c.apacity to 
only in co-operation with other people. 
be changed. 
play a part 
do this can 
(1980: 85) 
I Ill.1st COIi& 
in changing 
be realised 
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But in the stratified colonial situation, the capacity of white 
dissidence to realise its goals in "co-operation with other people" is 
drastically restricted. Accordingly, Turner tends to give 
compensatory weight to the potential of individual critical 
intellectual activity: "Perhaps the most import~t step in bringing 
something about is that of becoming aware that it could_exist. And 
probably all I can hope to do here is to convince you of this" (1980: 
84 ) . 
But where the most significant forms of oppositional 
consciousness and organisation in South African society are directed 
against white institutions and values, any moral stature white 
intellectual acti vi ty may gain from its oppositional stance is offset 
by its association with white cultural domination and the discredited 
project of "civilisation": 
We are aware of the terrible role played by our education and 
religion in creating amongst us a false understanding of 
ourselves. We ~ust therefore work out schemes not only to 
correct this, but further to be our own authorities rather than 
wait to be interpreted by others. Whites can only see us fro• 
the outside and as such can never extract and analyse the ethos 
in the black community. (Biko, 1979: 53) 
Biko ' s rejection of white intellectual activity in the naae of a 
populist valorisation of "black" communal values is reainiscent of 
Fanon ' s critique of the deployment of western intellectual values in 
the service of colonial authority and power: 
The colonialist bourgeoisie, in its narcissistic dialogue, 
expounded by members of its universities, had in fact deeply 
implanted in the minds of the colonized intellectual that the 
essential qualities remained eternal in spite of all the blunders 
men may make: the essential qualities of the West, of course. 
The native intellectual accepted the cogency of the.e ideas, and 
deep down in his brain you could always find a vigilant sentinel 
ready to defend the Graeco-Latin pedestal. Now it so happens 
that during the struggle for liberation, at the aoaent that the 
native intellectual comes into touch again with his people, this 
artificial sentinel is turned into dust. All the Mediterranean 
values--the triuaph of the huaan individual, of clarity and of 
beauty--become lifeless, colourless knick-knacks. All those 
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speeches seem like collections of dead words; those values which 
seemed to uplift the soul are revealed as worthless, simply 
because they have nothing to do with the concrete conflict in 
which the people is engaged. (Fanon, 1967: 36) 
Although the "Mediterranean values" of enlightened indi viduali Sil 
develop out of the struggles of the European bourgeoisie against 
feudal absolutism, Fanon rejects them on the basis of their Western 
origins and their association with the colonial project. The category 
of the "human individual", which once vindicated rebellion against 
arbitrary authority, is tainted by its complicity in the divisiva 
strategies of colonial pacification and its consequent destructive 
impact upon precolonial subjectivity. At the same time as Turner 
reveals the glamorised values of enlightenment, progress and 
civilisation to be complicit in the lucrative subjectification of 
colonial populations, he finds it necessary to defend a western 
intellectual tradition grounded upon the critical capacities of 
Fanon ' s derided "human individual". Fanon ' s or Biko's turn to the 
al ternative values of "the people" is, in Turner ' s case, highly 
restricted. 
Perhaps the best index of the ambiguity of Turner ' s analysis lies 
in his insistent defence, throughout the book, of "the necessity of 
utopian thinking". Utopianism indicates a sense of dissatisfaction 
with the present either on the basis of a metaphysical nostalgia for 
what is no longer and what cannot be; or, on the basis of a sense of 
what things ought to be, it is a projected point of resolution of the 
"stubborn negation" of things as they are now (Jaaeson, 1974: 111). 
While Turner defends his work by characterising it as utopian in the 
positive sense of the term, his analysis is vulnerable to the charge 
that its utopianism renders it impractical and unlikely, distanced 
from what is possible. Morphet reports that a metaber of the SPRO-CAS 
Commission thought the book to be "a hundred yeMs before its ti11e~ 
(1980: xxiv). The comment expresses disapproval of Turner's 
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idealistic detachment from the possibilities of the present, as much 
as it does admiration for his prescience. 17 Certainly, whether 
approval or censure of Turner's farsightedness, the co111111ent testifies 
to the baleful grip of the present upon political analysis and 
projection. That, viewed from the early 1970s, the goal of a 
deracialised democracy in South Africa could seea like science fiction 
says something of the apparent intractability of the racial logic 
governing both the status quo and the limited repertoire of 
oppositional positions included within the mechanisms of white 
hegemony. According to Attwell, Turner attempt. to Nproject ethical 
and political alternatives as being thinkable, in a culture which 
blocked them" (1990: 121). Turner ' s insistent characterisation of his 
analysis as a form of utopianism indicates the apparent totality of 
the system that shields what is possible ("where it could go") froa 
view. His critical distance from both white and black .ainstream 
political thought enables him to see the blockage and beyond it. But 
any political force his analysis may have is neutralised by the very 
distance that enables it. 
II I 
The preceding discussion has located Turner ' s work as an anticipation 
of the content and themes of the wave of revisionis• within the 
academic fields of historiography and the social and political 
sciences. Turner ' s rejection of the claims of the present South 
African racial capitalist order to represent achieved "civilisation• 
or to have any capacity to create an equitable society in the future, 
is neutralised by a political and cultural distance fro• the 
oppositional forces which possess the capacity to counterpose or 
overthrow this discredited order. As. result, the book perfor•s. 
negative critique of the situation in which it finds itself, while"any 
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way out of the well-entrenched status quo remains the object of 
"utopian" considerations. Turner's defence of the c.apacity of cl.ass 
analysis to reveal the hidden fractures within the apparent 
seamlessness of racial polarisation is nevertheless consigned to a 
supplementary role to nationalist assertion and mobilisation, its 
usefulness is by no means assured. 
Turner ' s perception of the limited political reach of his 
analysis makes it an exception to some of the more confident 
theorisations that follow it. The book is a product of considerable 
cultural insecurity, as its ambiguity about its own cultural status 
demonstrates. Yet, the contrasting tone of much subsequent 
revisionist literature, expressing confident f.aith in the tot.alising 
instruments of class analysis and the modes of production narrative to 
penetrate beneath the racial superficialities of South African 
society, can equally be interpreted as a product of the sa,ae 
insecurity. The obvious, "colonial" racial divisions of South African 
society generate obvious "anticolonial" solutions to it. By 
sc ornfully rejecting the obvious, revisionist intellectuals could 
assure themselves of the necessity for scientific analysis of the 
situation, employing the developed instruments of Enlightenment 
thought. The task of the intellectual could become that of 
theoretically-informed direction of what would otherwise be merely 
impulsive mass action. Intellectual work would h.ave the task of 
bringing to the attention of the masses the historical agency that 
theory has predicted for the•. The revisionist intellectual could 
take comfort from Lenin ' s insistence that "with out ravoluti onary 
theory, there can be no revolutionary moveaent" <1947: 26). 
Accordingly, unless a given movement displayed theoretically-correct 
characteristics, it could, reassuringly enough, not be considered 
revolutionary. The leitmotif of revisionis•--th.at, contrary to all 
appearances, the enemy was not white rule but the capitalist economy--
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served to keep white intellectual production, in Foucault's phrase, 
"somewhat ahead and to the side" of populist conceptions and struggles 
<Foucault, 1977: 207-8). "There was a contradiction", as Bozzoli and 
Delius note in their assessment of revisionist historiography, 
"between the theoretical analyses which procaimed the death of ·race' 
on the one hand, and on the other, the social aoveeents of 1976 
onwards--movements which were based in coMUnities as well as at work 
places, which erupted in townships as well as through trade unions, 
many of which were black, youthful, and implicitly or explicitly 
nationalist in orientation" (1990: 28). 
Noting the failure of revisionist studies of the history of the 
South African peasantry to have any effect on the urban fixations of 
the self-consciously politicised black writing that emerges in the 
1970s, Njabulo Ndebele comments: 
For historical reasons, only the whites have some access to the 
best educational facilities. This means that any research of 
radical interest which, by definition, has to emanate from, and 
its evaluation be situated in, the very current of the African 
struggle as it evolves, has no organic relationship with that 
struggle. So it cannot enrich the struggle in the i11111ediate 
instance. This is so from the perspective of information giving 
as well as the assimilation of that information (1984: 43). 
Recognising this, Turner had maintained that white intellectuals 
should associate themselves with the concrete struggles being waged in 
the country, particularly on the industrial front. He established an 
organisation aimed at enabling white student involveaent in labour 
issues, and maintained contact with the trade union movement in spits 
of obstruction by the state CFrederikse, 1990: 138>. But the climate 
of extreme repression during the early 1970s a.de even the aost 
gestural white participation in trade union activity difficult. The 
influence of Black Consciousness served to shut would-be white 
activists out of populist movements, while the liberation aoveaents 
were to remain out of sight and preoccupied with internal politics 
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until the late 1970s <Lodge, 1983: 295-7 >. As a consequence of these 
i nhibitions, much of early revisionist production barric•des itself 
behind the rigidities of theory. 
However much Turner anticipates Mld influences the development of 
revisionist historiography and political econoay, it is particularly 
hi s preoccupation with the pervasiveness and tenacity of colonial 
c onsciousness that separates his account from the later career of the 
movement. 1 • Structuralist revisionism was at pains to demonstrate the 
mer e epiphenomenality of what the "Revolut i onary Programme" of the ANC 
had identified as "the national sense of grievance" (quoted, Lodge, 
1983: 300) . Turner, however, attached considerable importance to the 
col oniality of the South African social order and to the forms of 
cul t ure, subjectivity and consciousness it established. It is this 
preoccupation that connects Turner's book to the modernist white 
l..,- i t i ng of the 1970s. Like Turner, this writing is deeply concerned 
with the colonial attributes of its social and cultural environment. 
Equally, this writing is preoccupied with the necessary and difficult 
task of f reeing itself fr om t he obstructive weight of r ecei ved 
practices, assumptions and institutions. 
"Every individual experience is in some way unique," Turner 
claimed, "and in this uniqueness lies the possibility that the 
s oci alisation process may fail" (1980: 84>. This defence of 
i ndi vidual capacity to escape enclosure by agencies of 
s ubjectification, when taken together with Turner's largely uncritical 
valorisation of the communalist values of precolonial society, shows 
up the extent to which his analysis is influenced by the ideology of 
t he Black Consciousness Movement, its strat9CJies of "conscientisation" 
and "psychologism" and its celebration of a aythical precolonial past 
<Ri ch, 1989: 11; Stadler: 1987: 171-2>. But this tentative 
endorsement of Black Consciousness ought not to obscure the trawnatic 
relationship that existed between the Movement and the white 
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intellectual establishment. The fluctuations of this relationship 
were to have a profound effect upon the conduct of intellectual 
practice in South Africa. Accordingly, before atte,apting to &ituate 
white writing within the general context sketched out for academic 
revisionism, it is necessary to consider some of the implications of 
Black Consciousness for both revisionism and its literary 
contemporaries. 
IV 
As white revisionists denounced their intellectual patrimony and began 
to inventory the habits of domination in which they had been schooled, 
an ideological upheaval of similar magnitude struck black 
intellectuals and students. The self-censure of much early 
revisionism contrasts with the new-found spirit of positivity and 
assertiveness that is the product of an ideology celebrating black 
culture and achieveaent. In this section I will outline the origins 
of the Black Consciousness i deology, and the extent of its deployment 
among the political organisations and discourses of the period. ~y 
interest in doing so, however, is not in charting an institutional 
history of the Hovement. 1 • Rather, I am concerned with assessing the 
impact of Black Consciousness upon the intellectual and cultural scene 
during the 1970s, particularly upon hege•onic practices of thought, 
analysis and discourse. Black Consciousness contributed to the 
delegitimation of liberal paradigms and attacked their institutional 
power. At the same time, it exercised a substantial influence over 
the new forms of thought attempting to establish themselves in 
l iberalism 's place. If the Movement helped to ensure that liberali~m 
was untenable as a white intellectual practice during the 1970s, it 
helped too to ensure that the viability of any successor could not be 
an easily settled matter. 
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The 1970s saw a qualitative change in the configuration of the 
political terrain and the disposition of social forces within it. The 
processes of urbanisation and proletarianisation gave rise to 
ideologies competing to fill the gap created by the destruction of tha 
systems of self-identification and aspiration provided by older social 
forms. Such an ideology was Black Consciousness, a version of the 
cultural nationalism that had given expression to the political 
impulses of the African decolonisation struggles following the Second 
World War. In postcolonial Africa, the acquisition of formal 
independence saw the stark polarities of racially-ordered exploitation 
and domination replaced by other less visible categories: internal 
class domination and the transnational polarities of the international 
division of labour (Amin, 1976: 194-196, 359-361>. Accordingly, 
cultural nationalism began to decline in Africa at large just as it 
began a brief but important resurgence in South Africa in the form of 
Black Consciousness. The ideology of Black Consciousness is shaped by 
a series of selective importations from the writings of the African 
an t i-colonial Movement, particularly Fanon ' s analy.es of the 
destructive psychological impact of colonialism. A secondary and more 
contemporary influence on Black Consciousness was found in the Black 
Power tendency of the civil rights ~ovement in the UnitlKf States 
(Gerhart, 1978: 274). 
The Fanonian model of decolonisation as a vindicatory turning of 
the tables upon the former colonial order has important correlatives 
in the cultural movements that give expression to ·tha political 
impulses of the post-war decolonisation struggles. Fanon described 
the colonised as imprisoned in the Sartrean paradigm of being-for-
others, a state of being where meaning is possessed by the Other: 
"Every colonized people--in other words, every people in whose soul an 
inferiority complex has been created by the death of and burial of its 
local cultural originality--finds itself face to face with the 
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language of the civilizing nation; that is, with the setropolitan 
culture" (Fanon, 1982: 14). The colonised are held hostage by the 
monopolisation of the right to speak and the llE!ans of intelligibility 
by the colonizer: in Gordinter ' s formulation, "Blacks have seen white 
culture, naked, for what it has proved to be, for blacks: posited as 
an absolute value and eternally withheld from them" (1976: 116). 
Decolonisation then entails the violent rejection of the Other in the 
name of the self, an overturning of the Manichean logic in which the 
colonised has been instructed: "as I begin to recognize that the Negro 
is the symbol of sin, I catch myself hating the Negro. But then I 
note that I am a Negro " <Fanon, 1982: 140>. The cultural 
manifestations of decolonisation, Negritude and cultural nationalism, 
amount to a positive affirmation of blackness in the face of the 
negative terms imposed upon it by colonialisa. 
The appeal of the South African manifestation of the id•ology was 
at first limited to relatively privileged sectors of the black 
population--the .students and intellectuals of the new segregated 
universities. As it gravitated into the organisational for~s ~d 
discourses of the Black Consciousness Moveaent, the ideology Nidened 
into a form of "popular-~emocratic" nationalisa20 aimed at 
establishing a more co,nprehensive support base (Lodge, 1983: 322). 
But, in spite of its attenapts to forge links with other sectors of the 
population, and particularly the working class, the org~isations of 
Black Consciousness largely retained a class composition aaong 
students and the black petty bourgeoisie (Hirson, 1979). However, it 
is necessary to emphasize that although the ideology aay have been 
restricted in its immediate support base to an aspirant urban middl• 
class, its fundamental tenets and iapulsas achieved a far wider 
circulation: 
Of course it could be cont1tnded that the probleas of self-
identity and cultural eaasculation Nere of relevM1ce only to 
those who were most affected by "white• cultural h.g .. ony, that 
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the concerns of Black Consciousness were rather precious in the 
light of the daily struggle for existence of working-class men 
and women. This may have been the case but it scarcely diminshas 
the movement's importance. If its influence was li•itad to the 
urban intelligentsia this would have guaranteed its imprint on 
almost any African political assertion of the ti11e. Distilled to 
a basic set of catchphrases Black Consciousness percolated down 
to a much broader and socially amorphous group thiln African 
intellectuals. <Lodge, 1983: 325> 
As the decade progressed, cultural and ideological aspacts of popul~ 
democratic "national" struggle came increasingly to inform and to ba 
interlinked with worker's issues, serving to reduce fissures created 
by the class structure of the black population and contradictions 
betNeen the interests of the black working-class and those of other 
class-fractions (Saul & Gelb, 168-77). Thus while it Ciln be claimed 
that Black Consciousness elided substantial distinctions within the 
black population, it should be recognised that the ideology in fact 
helps to create the situation it describes by easing the conacious 
iapact of class and ideological fractures within the ranks of "the 
people". 
Any hopes of a fit between black consciousness and working-class 
politics were cut off by the murdttr in detention of Steve Biko and the 
banning of 17 Black Con$ciousness-affiliated organisations in 1977. 
Though the Black Consciousness tradition was continued after th• 
bannings by AZAPO and its affiliates and the ~tional Forua, the 
bannings substantially retarded the orgilnisational moaentua of the 
Movement, and it did not recover the political centrality it had held 
during the period of the Revolt and its i..ediate afteraath (Hirson, 
1979: chaps 4, 16; Fat ton, 1986>. 
Notwithstanding the ~terial and organisational liaitations of 
the Moveaent, its ideology providad the expressive foras Wlich would 
shape a nullber of the cultural iapulses of the period. Indeed, the 
Movement gave considerable weight to issues of culture, and consi~&d 
cultural activity as a key instruaent for the proaotion of its 
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political aims (Sole, 1983: 60). According to Hirson, the young 
ac t ivists of the Movement saw themselves as "going to liberate people 
fr om the ' psychological oppression · that kept the• quiescent; they 
wer e going to bring back ' black culture·, let people 'rediscover their 
hi story ' , bring the message of a god that would liberate, and in fact 
let each black man and woman discover anew their ' personal identity ' " 
(1979: 290). Though verging on the parodic, Hirson ' s account does 
br i ng home the extent to which political strategies of the Movement 
wer e centered upon (or, restricted to> the concept of consciousness. 
Since oppression was a psychological state induced by the cultural 
mechanisms of white hegemony, the process of liberation entailed a 
fo r m of debriefing of the oppressed subject, followed by a corrective 
process of "conscientisation". Once made aware of their history and 
their potential and the distorted account of themselves prograaaied 
int o them by white culture, black people would realise "the need to 
r al l y together ••• around the cause of their opprassion--the blackness 
of their skin--and to operate as a group to rid themselves of the 
shackles t hat bind t hem to perpetual servitude" <Biko, 1979: 92 ) . 
Hirson compares the impact of the Movement ' s consciousness-
ra i sing to Fanon ' s ambiguous appraisal of the nationalist movements of 
Afri ca: "The [nationalist] politicians ••• make the people dream 
dreams. They avoid the actual overthrowing of the State, but in fact 
they introduce into their readers · or hearers' consciousness th• 
terrible ferment of subversion" (Fanon, 1967: 53; Hirson, 1979: 292, 
112> . That Black Consciousness should concentrate its energy on the 
creation of "dreams" rather than the "overthrowing of the State•, 
ref l ects the unavailability of more confrontational forms of political 
acti on in the repressive 1970s, as much as it doas the fact that tha 
Moveaent drew most of its support fro• an aspirant intelligentsia: 
students, clerics, writers and journalists associated Nith the 
segregated universities (Stadler, 1987: 170>. 
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Black Consciousness confronted "1ite intellectuals with the 
dialectical implications of the processes of domination and 
subjectification that had long ensured their cultural ascendancy. The 
apartheid system and its predecessors identified .nd targetted a group 
of people, setting the• aside as constitutively different. But this 
process went further th.n aere differentiation, instead turning non-
whiteness into the necessitated and subordinated term of a violent 
hierarchy. It is by an analogous process that the adainistrative .nd 
discursive apparatuses of colonialism permitted, according to Bhabha, 
"a form of governmantality that in 11arking out a ' subject-nation·, 
appropriates, directs and dominate. its various spheres of activity" 
(1986: 154). Denied any capacity to represent itself in the systeas 
established by colonial rule, the subject-population aust therefore be 
represented: "The colonised population is ••• dee11ed to be the cauu 
and effect of the systea, imprisoned in tha circle of interpretation" 
(Bhabha, 1986: 171). The logical first stage of resistance to this 
process involves the inversion of the hierarchy, turning the divisory 
and subordinating structurations against themselves <P~ry, 1987: 
30). "As far as the native is concerned", Fanon wrote, "•orality is 
very concrete; it is to silence the settler's defi.nce, to break his 
flaunting violence--in a word, to put him out of the picture". This 
version of decolonisation thus entails the retributive application of 
colonialism ' s strategies of exclusion .nd silencing: "[the native] has 
al r eady decided to eject [the settler] and take his place" <F.non, 
1967: 34) The racialism of the colonial syst .. thus gives rise to its 
negation: the politicised assertion of a coawnunal identity set off 
against that of the oppressor. Those aade other by racial 
differentiation recognise their difference, but use this recognition 
as the strategic basis for a countervailing assertion of positivity. 
"Merely by describing yourself as black", wrote Biko in a aanifnto of 
the Movement, "you have started on a road tow.r-ds eeancipation, you 
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have committed yourself to fight against all forces that seek to use 
your blackness as a stamp that aarks you out as a subserviRnt being" 
(1979: 48). 
The acquisition of political consciousness by the new historical 
agents of the seventies presents a resistance to the silencing, 
repression, and subjective distortions effected by the discour&es and 
practices of racial authority. Black Consciousness attempts the 
setting up of a counter-discourse to the discourse of white racis~: 
"in all fields Black Consciousness seeks to talk to the black man in. 
language that is his own" <Biko, 1979: 32>. This discourse, 
constructed around nationalist narratives of the r&deA1ptive 
emancipation of the self by the coauaunal overthrow of an oppres&ing 
power, can offer no place within its narratives of belonging for the 
wh i te settler: "So blatantly exploitative in terms of the aind •nd the 
body is the practice of white racis• that one wonders if the interests 
of blacks and whites in this country have not become so autually 
exclusive as to exclude the possibility of there being 'roo• for all 
of us at the rendez vous of victory ' " (Biko, 1979: 61 ) . Moreover, the 
logic of ·collective identity requires the principled rejection of the 
par ticipation of anyone falling outside that identity. Even on an 
i ndi vidual basis, the implications of membership of one or other of 
t he antagonistic racial blocs in South African society could not be 
coun teracted: "in the ultimate analysis no white person can escape 
be ing part of the oppressor camp" <Biko, 1979: 23>. 
Following the Fanonian model of decoloni~tion, establishing the 
capacity to speak for yourself is attended by a diS11issal of the 
int ermediaries who claimed to speak for you (Jaaeson: 1988: 181). It 
i s not surpri»ing therefor• that Black Consciouanass had the effect of 
drastically reducing the available space of feasible or productive 
political activity for white intellectuals. In th• enforced absence 
of the liberation aoveaants, liberalisa occupied the centr• stage of 
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oppositional politics, playing out a self-written role of defender of 
the defenceless black population (Fatton, 1986: 63). 21 Untroubled by 
any significant competition, liberalisa had, in spite of its failure 
to make political headway, ~naged to win over an important seg11ent of 
elite black opinion to its project of racial integration <Rich, 1984b: 
123). In addition, it had established a degree of hegeaony over 
oppositional intellectual and cultural production. However, the rise 
of Black Consciousness gained much of its initial momentum from 
widespread disillusionment with the liberatory pretensions of largely-
ritualistic liberal politics (Stadler, 1987: 171). The Hoveaent 's 
efforts at setting up cultural mechanisms and institutions aimed at 
promulgating its ideology presented a direct challenge to the control 
of the liberal establishment. 
V 
Something of the content of that challenge and its disturbance of the 
co111Placent stability of the oppositional cultural sphere, can be 
extrapolated from Gordimer's Academic Freedom address to the 
University of Natal in 1971: "Speak out: the necessity for protest" 
(1988: 73-86). 
Perhaps the most telling context to Gordi111er ' s address is 
provided by its occasion: the annual Academic Fraedom Lecture22 of a 
liberal university. The i•age projected by the liberal universities 
as islands of political principle and opposition was, at the time of 
Gordimer's address, under attack from two quarters. The ongoing 
harassment by the state had recently intensified as a result of 
widespread protest on white ca,apuses over the Nafeje affair in 1968 
(1988: 77; cf Hirson, ·1979: 65-8). A second challenge caae from the 
~.cendant Black Consciousness movement. The Black Consciou.ness-
influenced student org~nisation, SASO, h~d, shortly ~ftar its 
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formation in 1969, disassociated itself from the nominally-multiracial 
but effectively white-dominated liberal student organisation, NLJSAS 
<Hirson, 1979: 65-73). 
The burden of Gordimer's speech was a defence of the value of 
protest a\ a time and in a situation where only sustained disrupti ve 
or violent forms of oppositional act ion seemed to stand any chance of 
moving the state or bringing about any change to the status quo. 
Gordimer maintains the "necessity" of speaking out in defence of 
freedom in a place and time where freedom had been shown itself to be 
"almost infinitel y divisible", apportioned unequally along r acia l 
lines (1988: 74). However, as Gordimer herself realises, there is 
little material evidence to underwrite her claim for the necessity and 
efficacy of non-violent protest. Against the cynical use of power by 
the State, the range of oppositional tactics which Gordimer is able to 
endorse is seemingly despairingly limited and of questionable 
effectiveness: "students ..• have declared fhemselves unequivocally 
against all forms of racial discrimination. They have marched, sat-
in, picketted, held forums and seminars, spoken and written on many 
issues .•• " (1988: 77). The prin~iples of protest, rooted in liberal 
presumptions of the inherent rationality of the b~dy politic 
(" ' protest' implies acceptance of an ear of authority and power to 
hear and take heed" [1988: 78]), seemed hardly tenable in the face of 
the violent intransigence of the state. The moment of non-violence 
had, it seemed, passed, and the historical landmarks of its recession 
are mentioned by Gordimer: the bloody end of the Defiance Campaign at 
Sharpeville, the banning of the ANC and PAC, the implementation of a 
' 
network of laws designed to stifle any effective opposition (76-7). 
The range of practices available to non-violent opposition had 
been drastically circumscribed by a plethora of laws designed to 
outlaw and criminalise such activities, making any but the most 
symbolic opposition to the state illegal. For Gordimer, the injustice 
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of this position necessitates the abandoning of the concept of rule of 
law which governs liberal political morality. In its place, the 
authority for permissible oppositional activity becomes "the unwitten 
charter that exists inside you and me just as surely as the aechanism 
that keeps us balanced on our two feet" (76). This 11 univitten 
ch~rter" is associated with nature: the absence of freedom runs 
counter to the needs and demands of the body, and, in response to the 
body's promptings, it wi 11 be rejected. "That sick taste at the back 
of the throat is protest," claims Gordimer, Nthe protes.t of an 
organism at what it knows it shouldn't, can ' t sto11ach without ht1r11 11 
(74>. The "unwritten charter" thus has origins outs.ide the contingent 
realm of the political. Its i11pulses .ind directions .ire felt r.ither 
than intuited, located in "the deepest source of collective knowledge 
and experience" (77>. 
Protest, Gordi,aer asserts, ht1s a vital cognitive function: "If 
student protest were to achieve nothing but this, the shock of 
recognition of things as they really are, affecting the daily lives of 
real, flesh-and-blood people, instead of rows of statistics or 
incomprehensible clauses in a statute book, or strange abstractions 
li ke 'Other Coloured ' or 'Surplus people'--if protest were to achieve 
nothing else, it still would be performing an absolutely vital 
function in our society" (1988: 80). For Gordimer, the s.tatutory 
manifestations of apartheid are grotesque contrivances, 
"incomprehensible". Apartheid is a u5e of language turned against 
nature, a cynical "abstraction" from the real. The task of protest is 
thus to expo5e the fleshed reality that underlies the written 
contrivances of the .ipartheid systea. Protest is allied, in this way, 
to the bodily and natural directions of th• "unwritten ch.irter". 
Apartheid is distanced from th•t natural order by the obfuscations of 
its written categories. Protest--essentially syllbolic political 
action, the "demonstration" of political opposition--is designed to 
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awake the sense of the real in a cowed social subjectivity. Protest 
draws attention to a natural and i11minent "flesh-and-blood" reality 
beneath apartheid's obfuscations. It is therefore appropriate that 
Gordimer valorises an unwritten charter: its sovereignty and self-
evident truth contrasted with written law which can be unscrupulously 
written to restrict freedom. 
This formulation of the political impact of the act of bringing 
to consciousness, serves also as the grounding for an assertion of the 
necessity and form of a politicised culture: "So you can see that 
there is something to be said for my fellow novelist Gilnter Grass ' s 
choice of a crowing cock as the sylllbol of what 's needed in a society 
burdened with the legacy of a shameful past--as his and ours is--and 
(in our case) a not less shameful present" (80>. The crowing cock of 
fiction will serve to wake up consciences dulled by repression and 
ideological obfuscation: "We shall need to see our efforts not so much 
as attempts to right wrongs on behalf of the blacks, as to set society 
free of the lies upon which it is built" (84>. Literature is allied 
to protest which in turn is allied to the bodily pro,raptings of 
political morality: the unwritten code. 
But Gordimer's metaphorisation of the inco,apatibility of 
apartheid with good health and as a for• of language turned against 
nature tends to detract from her defence of the necessary cognitive 
function of protest and committed literature. While protest could 
speak the ill-health of South African society, it was itself powerless 
to heal it. That power belongs instead to the organisations of the 
Black Consciousness. Gordimer defines Black Consciousness as 
analogous to the Negritude movement and "defined most siaply as black 
cultural nationalisa" (82>. Gordimer suggests that, although the 
historical moment of Negritude its•lf has passed ("rather old hat, 
now" C82l>, there wer• cogent reasons why blacks in South Africa 111ere 
"rediscovering" the idea. Blackness is the singular and overb•aring 
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burden of individual life in South Africa, the principal and visible 
determinant of social existence and destiny: "It is to blau for all 
one endures" (82>. Apartheid effects in its victims a crisis of 
identity, a "shame of being black" (82>, requiring a countervailing 
assertion of the positive essence of blackness in ordar to combat it: 
"one can see how n~gritude, the prideful assertion of blackness as a 
positive value, is the only antidote to this spiritual sickness" (83). 
The black oppressed had found a means to heal the bodily damage caused 
by apartheid ' s toxicity. That means lay in the rejection not only of 
the oppressions inflicted by white rule, but in liberal attempts to 
ameliorate the harshness of that rule. 
A key criticism of liberalisa in the early writing of Black 
Consciousness was aimed at what Gordimer teras "attempts to right 
wrongs on behalf of blacks", and particularly at the presuaption that 
such representations entailed: that blacks were incapable of 
representing themselves. According to Biko, the rejection of NUSAS 
was necessitated by the symbolic and circumscribed nature of its 
multiracial ism: 
What we want is not black visibility but real black 
participation. In other words it does not help us to see several 
quiet black faces i-n a multiracial student gathering which 
ultimately concentrates on what the white students believe are 
the needs for the black students. (1979: 5) 
Equally, as a later SASO document revealed, the appeal of Black 
Consciousness for black students was a measure of the fAilure of 
liberal politics to deliver any visible results: "It might be more 
effective to go it alone instead of standing piously on ineffective 
platforms, issuing impotent fulminations •g~inst 'the s.yste111· 11 (quoted 
in Fatton, 1986: 69). Gordimer registers the i11pact of both of these 
criticisms: 
The sin for which retribution is now falling on [liber•ls'l he~d• 
fro• all sides was the sin of f•ilure. The upholders of white 
supreaacy, whether they called it Qiiik!Q or white-la~dership-
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with-justice, never really offered the black man anything more 
than a handout. The radical liberals offered everything, and 
were powerless to give anything. Even the worth of personal 
friendships that were formed between black and white, out of 
affinity, not patronage, became soured by this circu•stance. 
Against the cold measure of the need of our historical situation, 
the liberals with small or large "L" failed twice over; first, to 
gain a following where political power existed, aaong whites; 
second by inevitably falling into the role of acting proxy for 
black aspirations. Nosipho Majeke defined it the way blacks have 
to see it, rather differently, as "the role of the liberal as the 
conciliator between oppressor and oppressed". (1988: 83) 
The blurring of the individual ethical distinctions that Gordimer 
scrupulously sets out here (between "liberals" and "Liberals", 
"patronage" and affinity">, mirrors the identitarian logic of the 
Black Conciousness attack on the uniform implication of all whites in 
the institution of white power: "Whether we like it or not, whether we 
support or oppose apartheid, we whites belong by virtue of our faces 
to white power" (84). At this point of her argument it becomes clear 
that Gordimer ' s address is to whites, and that despite her atteapts to 
provide reassurances of the necessity and value of white protest 
activity, this activity finds itself with no clear area of competence 
in comparison with the effective, healing role played by blacks: 
If you students are to go on speaking out, it will on behalf of 
yourselves, and that part of yourselves which exists tangled 
inextricably in human interdependence with the lives of those you 
live among, whether or not on the surface of the skin it is their 
turn to reject you. You will affirm your right and desperate 
need to protest against the hurt and injustice done in your 
midst, not because you are white but because you are hu11,in. 
< 1988: 84) 
The general tenor of Gordimer's reaction to the criticisms of 
Black Consciousness is of a recognition of their coaprehensibility: 
"one can well see why the blacks of South Africa ara rediscovering 
negritude, if soaewhat late, why they need to discover negritudeu 
(82). Unable to defend liberal practices of representation, Gordiaer 
is conapelled to reject the•, and to confront the absence of any 
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available alternative: "If those of us who are outraged by and 
prepared to take responsibility for the injustices of our society must 
relinquish the role of proctor, what is left to us?" (84). Gordimer 
admits that she has no answer to this question beyond reasserting the 
need of protest. 
In the next chapter I will discuss the literary materialisation 
of Gordimer's rejection of liberalism, and her consequent attempts to 
find a practice of writing that is not implicated in the maintenance 
of white domination. Gordimer distances herself from the literary 
embodiment of the liberal ideology--a "tradition" of South African 
literature, and the institutions that mark it out, publicise, defend 
and disseminate it--on the grounds of its coloniality. However, her 
attempts to join an alternative "tradition" of African writing are 
frustrated by the same exclusionary logic of Black Con.ciousness she 
confronts in her Academic Freedom address. Gordimer, like revisionist 
intellectuals in general, confronts a crisis of once-stable 
representative practices and mechanis•s, which, having bean rejected 
by the r epresented themselves and ignored by the state to whom they 
were addressed, can no longer be considered effective or ethical. 
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THREE 
I 
Literary studies and literary production in general seas similar 
efforts to those made by revisionists in other fields to re-evaluate 
established paradigms and reconstruct their discipline. These efforts 
follow upon a new-found theoretical self-consciousness, in part the 
result of critiques of established practices of knowledge mounted by 
groups of people formerly the unconaplaining objects of enquiry and 
representation. Following the pattern of revisionist activity in 
other fields, the new white writing, in response to the crisis of the 
colonial order, calls into question the literary tradition associated 
with that order. Literary revisionism is a re-writing of the 
tradition, not only on the level of content (taking as its object the 
colonial moment and its continued replication in contemporary social 
life>; but, on another level, critically concerned with the colonial 
implications of the very raw materials, processes and social function 
of writing itself. In the casa of English-speaking writers and 
critics, it is a literary institution and tradition long doainated by 
the South African variant of the ideology of liberalism that becomes 
the object of revision. 
English liberaliS1A developed within Britain's ascendant bourgeois 
society during the nineteenth century and was globally dissa•inated by 
imperialism. The ideology became established in the Cape Colony in 
the late nineteenth century in response to changes in the nature and 
scale of agricultural activity in the territory <Tr~ido, 1980: 249>. 
The subsequent fortunes of the South Afric~ variant of this ideology 
follow those of the class fraction whose interests it expresses: a· 
_, 
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history of grwoig cultural marginality, political powerlessness and 
defeat. The liberal ideology, rooted in the agrarian world-view of 
the British ruling-class, failed to keep pace with the pressures of 
advancing industrialisation in twentieth-century South Africa 
<Trapido, 1980: 268). Its prominence as an ideology of social control 
declined in the face of a competing ideology of settler 
segregationism, which sought to defend a unified white state against 
the encroachments of black urbanisation and proletarianisation (Rich, 
1984b: 123). 
Nevertheless, the ideology came to exercise an influence on South 
African culture which far exceeded any political influence it may have 
had. The years before 1970 saw the dominance of liberalism in the 
narrow field of white opposition politics and in oppositional 
intellectual production, a dominance that began to decline only with 
the repression following the Sharpeville massacre. The subsequent 
phase of repression and armed struggle effectively shut down the 
narrow space of parliamentary democracy within ...tlich political 
liberalism had operated (Rich, 1984b; Vaughan: 1982, 119). Thus 
deprived of a political base, liberal practice retreated to the 
universities, from where it played out a largely gestural political 
role and occupied itself with the defence of its intellectual domain. 
Liberalism is generally defined in terms of its distinction from 
theories of the social determination of thought and political reality. 
In its incarnation as a "doctrine of possessive individualia" 
<Williams, 1976: 181>, the ideology has specific applications to the 
South African situation. In the sphere of political econoay it served 
to sever conceptually the phenoaenon of racial domination fro• the 
logic of the economy. Indeed, it was argued, apartheid was an 
illogical and essentially peripheral phenomenon, retarding the 
libertarian impulses of the econoay; the retention of racial 
structures in South African society was the result of dogaatic and 
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obsessive Afrikaner religious and nationalist ideologies. In the 
liberal view of history the apartheid state was a parenthesis in the 
logical evolution of South African society towards de•ocracy. 
Effectively, "left to its own devices" the imperatives toward freedo111 
of the economic would necessitate the withering-away of apartheid 
(Wol pe, 1988: 26). Accordingly, the ideology translates into the 
sphere of the political as a doctrine of essential quiescence and non-
intervention, of the underlying and beneficent rationality of the 
economic order temporarily obscured by the pathological phenomenon of 
apartheid. 
One of the most tenacious and well-defended of liberalism ', 
strongholds has been in the English literary field. The literary 
tradition associated with liberalism found itself increasingly 
culturally marginalised following the entrenchment of segregationist 
ideology at Union in 1910, and, as a consequence, follow. liberalis111 
into its academic enclave. The mirror-image of the tradition ' s exile 
to the narrow reaches of high culture, is the unchallenged popularity 
of the supremacist wish-fulfilments of the co lonial romance, the 
aesthetic cognate of segregationism and white hegeaonism <Rich, 
1984a.: 372-3). 23 Liberalism ' s control over the institutions 
controlling the definition, production and reception of "seriousM 
South African literature is the result of a complex of practices aade 
possible by the dominance of the liberal ideology in the English-
language cultural formation: the English-language press, publishers 
and universities. These institutions disseminated a literary-critical 
practice grounded upon liberal-humanist p~adig111s imported from 
Britain (which remained the cultural metropole of South African 
English-language culture). Liberal literary-critical and pedagogic 
practices ensured in turn the replication of liberal aesthetic values 
in the fiction produced by the writers educated, published and 
publicised by these institutions (Ryan, 1990: 1-8). This doainance 
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over the definition, publication and reception of literature allowed 
the liberal academy to create a normative canon of English and South 
African literature. While it is axiomatic that the formation of any 
canon is the result of a process of interested selection, the 
concessive admission of South African literature into a localised 
canon dominated by a "broadly Leavisite set of texts" of English 
literature (Ryan, 1990: B>, produces an extraordinarily discriminatory 
selection: 
It excludes, for example, all pre-nineteenth-century writing, the 
most notable exception being oral literature. It ignores all 
working-class literature, both African and Afrikaans, and it 
shuns large chunks of white popular literature with vehemence. 
In total, then, this "tradition" which claims to represent South 
African Literature, quite staggeringly ignores the culture and 
literary endeavours of the majority of people in this country. 
<Hofmeyer, 1979: 39-40) 
The basis for such a selection and the interests it serves can be 
deduced from the fact that the canon of South African literature 
"consists largely of texts which satisfy Cor can be forced to satisfy) 
the demands of the humanist-colonial and Leavisite critical agendas" 
{ Ry an , 1 990: 8) • 
As Ryan ' s remarks indicate, the liberal dominance of the literary 
academy saw the defence of a literary aesthetic grounded in the 
cardinal precepts of liberal ideology. The ideology translates into a 
literary aesthetic grounded upon notions of the fundamental truth 
underpinning human interactions, however obscured they ~Y be by the 
social. Vaughan has outlined the formal extensions of the liberal 
literary aesthetic: human relations, being essentially rational, are 
hence held to be "self-correcting" < 1982b: 120); the task of the 
liberal writer is then to uncover the capacity for hwaan dialogue and 
healing interaction which lies beneath the surface obfuscations of the 
historical, political and social. The liberal belief in the 
ontological certainty lying beneath the surface of transitory 
phenomena makes for an essentially realist aesthetic: 
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If individuals hold potential mastery over the real world, it 
follows that a fiction which is concerned to promote this mastery 
must set an exal!lple in its own domain. Reality must be mastered, 
rendered amenable in every facet. This implies an ideal of 
transparency--of absolute clarity. Liberal fiction aims at 
clarity, ease and concreteness of exposition. (Vaughan, 1982b: 
120) 
Moreover, the liberal aesthetic is grounded upon a binary opposition 
between self and society, with a powerful valorisation falling upon 
the first of these, subtending a belief in the immutability of the 
individual human being as the fundamental indivisible unit of the 
soci al order. Thus, in Gordimer ' s novel A_World_of_Strangers (1958), 
the Englishman Toby Hood is shown to develop from a culpable 
disconnectedness from either segment of the divided society he 
uncomfortably inhabits towards the assumption of what Clingman terms a 
"social commitment" towards healing the artificial rift between the 
black and white world. This commitment takes the Forsterian form of 
interpersonal connection, illustrative of Gordimer's projected 
r esolution of the conflict in the liberal concept of synthesising 
multi-racialism <Clingman ~ 1986: 55-7). 
But behind the proclaimed "neutrality" of liberal-realism is a 
cultur e accustomed to the unchallenged exercise of its authority, 
believing itself capable of a disinterested and accurate 
representation of reality and the lives and a.pirations of people and 
communities wholly unlike its own. Said has pointed out the close fit 
between empiricism and inaperialism, drawing attention to the material 
interests sanctioning the confident exercise of the power to 
represent. "Gaining and holding an !.!M!.@!:i.Y!!l", he notes, "means 
gaining and holding a domain, which includes a variety of operations, 
among them constituting an area, accu11Ulating its inhabitants, havi.ng 
power over its ideas, people, and of course, its land, converting 
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people, land and ideas to the purposes and for the use of a hegemonic 
imperial design; all this as a result of being able to treat reality 
appropriatively" (1979: 72>. For Said, the power of certain 
representations to attract to themselves the value of truth is an 
i ndex of the cultural strength enabling thea. In turn, that cultural 
st r ength is underwritten by the material mechanisms of political and 
cul tural power <Said, 1978: 12). The disturbances in the order of 
representation that are registered in the white writing of the 1970s 
are then signs of a disordering of the culture underlying it, and of 
t he mechanisms of white power that, in the end, guaranteed liberalism 
i t s hegemonic status as oppositional discourse. 
The baleful hold of the liberal - realist tradition over the 
production and study of literature in South Africa is de•onstrated in 
t he course of attempts made during the 1970s to revise, or, to use 
At t well ' s term, "re-narrativise" it (1990: 123>. In this chapter, I 
will deal with three instances of literary revisionism which take as 
t heir po i nt of departure the South African literary-critical 
inst i tut ion and the canon i t defends. First, I wi ll consider Mi ke 
Kirkwood ' s polemical intervention in an otherwise unremarkable 
nati onal poetry conference in 1974. Second, I will examine the 
shif t i ng valencies of Gordimer's evaluation of the central ancestor-
text of the South Af r ican tradition- -Schreiner ' s The_Stor~_of_an 
Afr ican_Farm <1883) . Third, I will consider JM Coetzee ' s 
deconstructive inhabitation, in his novels of the 1970s, of tha 
central genres of South African literature. 
II 
Att well locates an early manifestation of revisionisa within the 
i nstitution of South African literary criticisa in Kirkwood ' s critique 
of "Butleri sa", delivered at the "Poetry '74" conference held at tfle 
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Uni versity of Cape Town Summer School. 24 In his paper, "The 
colonizer: a critique of the English South African culture theory", 
Kirkwood challenged conceptions of the history, id&ntity and cultural 
function of the English speaking fraction of the South African 
population, derived from the liberal ideology, and embodied in ~ne 
mag i sterial presence and pronouncements of Guy Butler. The 
"Butl erist " perspect ive "l ooked back to the .,-rival of the 1820 
settlers in the spirit of mission, in that the particular historical 
role of the English was thaught to be an enlightening, humanizing one 
in a frontier society of harshly contending ideologies" <Attwell, 
1990: 12J-4>. From this position between the forces in contention, 
But l er could write out an salvational mission for English-language 
culture: "the English were to be the ' mediators · , facilitating the 
emergence of a more humane national culture and polity" <Attwell, 
1990: 124). 
But rather than finding themselves in the aiddle, Kirkwood 
argues, English- speaking South Africans were in fact at the top, co-
participants with Afrikaners 1n maintaining the repressive edifice of 
white power. Kirk wood ' s analysis of the social position of the white 
English-speaking fraction of the population draws on the main themes 
of revi sionism: 
It is clear that in sociological terms we are of the White 
majority, the dominant group. Our political opposition to the 
evolution of apartheid since 1948, whether voiced by the United 
Party or the Progressive Party, is limited by a discussion of the 
tactics through which domination is to be perpetuated. The 
racial oligarchy which is the political expression of our culture 
is not the creation of the Afrikaner alone. Our mining interests 
and our industries created the systea of cheap contractual and 
migrant labour, and our White working-class demanded, .nd got, a 
privileged stake in the maintenance of a prosperity dependent on 
that labour. (1974: 108) 
Kirkwood's principal source here is a key text of early revisionist 
pol i tical econoay: Heribert Adam's ~~9!CDiliDg_8ifiil_~i~!Dj1!2D 
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(1971). A central theme of Adam's book is that, rather than a species 
of atavism or nee-religious obsession, apartheid is an finely-honed 
instrument of class rule, distributing the considerable benefits of 
racial-capitalis~ fairly evenly among the two segments of the white 
population. Attempts to partially deracialise the disposition of 
domination and privilege by admitting selected blacks into the middle-
class amounted, in Adam ' s analysis, to no more than a necessary 
"modernization" of the generally efficient systea of racial capitalist 
exploitation. The effect of Adam ' s analysis, for Kirkwood, is to 
deprive Butler ' s theorisation--of a principled and humane English 
population, bent on the cultural amelioration of social conflict--of 
any sociopolitical foundation. Accordingly, Butler ' s thesis is a 
ideological production, a matter of "bad faith" and the "self-
inflating false-consciousness of the colonizer" (1974: 104, 106), 
ef fect ivel y endorsing the neocolonial project of disguised doaination. 
However, according to Kirkwood, there is more to Butlerisa than a 
mere rehearsal of the justificatory narrative of a mi~ai20 
civilatrice. Like other forms of colonial discourse, Butlerism is as 
much concerned with the project of consolidating the self a~ it is 
with undermining the other. Butler is, in Kirkwood ' s analysis, 
involved in an exercise in dall41ge-limitation and reconstruction, 
attempting to reinvigorate English cultural activity against what he 
perceives as a "crisis of identity" suffered by English-speaking 
whites. This crisis, claims Kirkwood, whatever Butler 's •ystificatory 
interpretation of it may be, is in fact a symptoa of liberal political 
marginality: 
The so-called identity cr1s1s of the English which ..-ay be dated 
from the declaration of the White Han's Republic and the 
suppression of the internal Black freedom move,..nt before .and 
after Sharpeville, is perhaps better understood as a reaction, 
accompanied by the mild shock of a belated recognition, to the 
facts of Afrikaner victory within the lil1ite caap and the 
political, if not economic, decolonization of Africa to the north 
( 1974: 111 > 
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Butler ' s construction of a strong role for the Engli.h as mediators 
between Afrikaans and black interests is thus a •ode of compensation 
for the passage of political events that have rendered them 
effectively impotent. 
Butler's remedy for the perceived "crisis of identity" of 
English-speaking South Africans is an indigenisation of their culture, 
f ol lowed by a mobilisation of its humanising values in the project of 
national reconciliation. According to the organic naetaphor which 
usually describes this process, white settlers brought with them from 
the European aotherland the embryo of their culture. Since then it 
has grown, acquired a life of its own, adapted to the rigours and 
pressures of the local. For Butler then, South African English should 
no longer be seen to emanate from a British source valorised a. 
central and definitive, nor should British national culture s.een as a 
grand model for younger varieties of that culture to aspire to. Yet, 
fo r Kirkwood, the ellbryonic history detailed in Butler ' s analysis 
conceals a phylogenetic history, the long document of barbarisa 
detailing the ineradicable connections of the local with the global 
for tunes of imperialism. Thus a South African literary culture can 
ne i ther disconnect itself from its origins, nor any longer 
unpr oblemat i call y absol ve itself of responsibility by claiming to act 
as a child of the parent culture. "CWJhat Professor Butler calls ' the 
indigenous bug ' ", remarks Kirkwood, "should not be treated as a South 
Af r ican variety of a universal phenomenon, and we argue further that 
t hese relationships with ' local colour ' are mediated through various 
facets of the ' colonizer ' role which characterizes the cultural life 
of the English South African" (1974: 109). For Kirkwood, the English-
language cultural heritage, compromised by its associations with 
col onisation, cannot be reactivated as a source of value and identity. 
Whereas Butler ' s response to political aarginality and 
disturbances to the soci~l order upon Mhich his coloni~li.t world-view 
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is structured is to propose an Arnoldian project of cultural 
resuscitation predicated upon the unrevised terms of that world-view, 
Kirkwood is concerned to reject the project of reassembly or repair of 
the colonial order and its literary manifestations. Kirkwood instead 
embarks on a three-stage characterisation of colonialist discourse, 
rewriting, as Attwell points out, 
the three phases identified by Fanon in the development of the 
national culture of indigenous peoples, namely assimilation into 
the colonial culture, followed by reaction and immersion in the 
indigenous culture, followed by revolutionary coaaiitment, from 
the point of view of the colonizer, who finds himself, as 
settler, having witnessed and lived through, if not in living 
memory then in folklore, all three phases, with the affect that 
he grows in self-awarness as he observes himself being posited as 
the object of the emergent discourse of the colonized. (1990: 
125). 
Having reached the third historical stage, Kirkwood argues, the 
colonizer must confront the fact that "the initiative passes to the 
colonized", leaving the colonizer adrift without the stabilising 
influence formerly provided by the presence of the colonized as 
subservient other (1974: 122). The role of the colonizer during t his 
stage of decolonisation is, for the first time in colonial history, a 
passive one: "It becomes possible to give a preliminary, and short, 
answer to the question: 'When does a colonizer stop being a 
colonizer? ' --It is, of course: 'When a colonized stops being a 
colonized ' (123>. 
Kirkwood proceeds to account for the coloniality of conteaporary 
South African society, arguing that a national colonizing group has 
emerged from the anti-imperiali»t struggles of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century: 
in the years since the Act of Union this colonizer group has 
achieved a formidable freedom froa external iniperialist 
taanipulation and has in the proces» forged a strong intarnal 
alliance. It now practices colonialis• in on• country: there is 
a rich, White South Africa, and · a poor, Black South Africa. 
(1974: 124-5} 
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The internal-coloniality of the South African social formation leads 
Kirkwood to a qualification of the central revisionist thesis that the 
nature of political contention in South Africa is determined by the 
cl ass interests and contradictions existing beneath the surface of 
racial distinctions. Whatever the deep reality of the South African 
situation, the central existential apprehension of that situation for 
Kir kwood is that it is colonial: "These [Marxist] truths seem to us 
somewhat abstract •••• The unity of interests which overrides class 
divi sions within the Whites and translates racism into privilege 
creates the colonizer. Capitalism ' s racial divide, which forces down 
the salaries of professional Blacks and prevents the growth of a Black 
capitalist class except in isolated pockets, creates the colonized 
around the core of the cheap labour system" (125). 
Accordingly, the principal target of black opposition in South 
Afr ica is not the rule of the bourgeoisie and the capitalist system, 
but white rule and the apartheid systea. In the face of this attack, 
t he ethical task imposed upon unwilling white colonizers is a 
recognition of t he i r position as colonizers, and a vigilant 
i nventorying of the traces of coloniality in their attitudes and 
ori entation to their society, thereby atte,npting to free the•selves of 
"al l that colonizer lullber knocking about in our Appolonian craniums" 
(118) . However, this recognition and refusal of the fact of 
col onialism does nothing to remove it. The enforced passivity of the 
ethi cal or "awakened" colonizer restricts any socially- transformative 
role to the negative one of self-decolonisation. While the role of 
the writer is that of furthering the project of "nl f-transcendence" 
in the ranks of the colonizers, Kirkwood aakes clear that mere 
cultural activity wi 11 not be sufficient: "a life technique, as well 
as an art-technique, will be required" (132>. lillile Kirkwood endorses 
a politicisation of cultural activity in the service of 
decolonisation, he seems to indicate that such activity is in itself 
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insufficient. Though he calls for a "life technique" to cultural 
ac ti vism <the term seemingly predicated upon the division between art 
and politics, or between the activities of individual reflection and 
col lective transformat f ve action>, Kirkwood nevertheless fails to set 
out the possible parameters it could entail, his essay is accordingly 
restricted to the isolated and politically ineffectual activity of 
per sonal decolonisation. 
I II 
For her part, Gordimer had set out an "inner history" of the declining 
for tunes of liberalism in her first three novels <Clingman, 1986: 6>. 
The crisis of liberalisa is charted in the desperately restricted 
t errain of opposition represented in The_Late_Bourgeois_World <1966). 
Equally, the bleak neocoloniality of post-independent Africa within 
whi ch A_Guest_of_Honour (1971> is set, forecasts an unpromising future 
for a decolonised South Africa. In both these novels, Gordimer 
applies to the fict ional events and actants a strongly real ist i c 
t ex ture, the immediate historical events of the period are 
narrativised in terms of a view of history-as-process. The Lukacsean 
historicity of the novels--history as 11 dyna.aic and d~velop111ental" 
<Lukacs , 1963: 19 ) - - is at once the registering of the present 
historical impasse and a utopian insistence on a view of the passage 
of history as sal vational, the inexorable laws of its aotion proaising 
del iverance in the long run. The strong historicity of the novels is 
t hus a response to the contradiction between the dilemmas of 
hi storical position and the promises of historical process: 11 a ... 
realization ••• that in the stilled world of the late 1960s anything 
approaching hopes of real social transforaation had to be indefinitely 
postponed " <Clingman, 1986: 133). The aesthetic associated with an 
ideology of individual development and transcendence is buried in !bl 
Conservationist, which sets off decisively in a new direction <Wade, 
1978; Newman, 1988). 
Gordimer ' s own new-found critical orientation towards the 
literary tradition with which she is associated can be demonstrated by 
an extract from The_Conservationist. 
A dinner with the Japanese or Ger~ns or Canadians and their 
wives is part of the business schedule. They all have boats or 
summer places about which, as a change from base metals, it is 
protocol to talk over food and drink. - I ' m not in the yacht-
owning class, I ' m afraid (it was charming of hi• to say). I have 
my bit of veld and my few cows. And that ' s all I want. -
In Africa! A farm in Africa! He must love Africa. And 
were there any wild animals there? (1974: 40) 
Following Gaston Bachelard, Said argues that the bluntly 
positivistic category of space is given emotional or even rational 
significance by the operations of a kind of poetics, "Nhereby the 
vacant or anonymous reaches of distance are converted into meaning for 
us here" (1978: 55). The poeticised or "imaginative" geographies that 
result from this process have the capacity to generate interest, and, 
i n t he case of imperialism, the capacity to justify the exercise of 
power in pursuit of that interest (Said, 1978: 55-8>. The imaginative 
geography given ironic treatment in the passage quoted above is the 
exotic Africa that traces its archive to the heroic accounts and 
woodcut illustrations of the explorer-writers of the nineteenth 
century, the "principal producers of Africa for European imaginations-
-producers, that is, of ideology in connection with the European 
expansionist project there" <Pratt, 198~: 141>. It is the Africa of 
the colonial romance, a substantial literary tradition stretching 
between Rider Haggard and Wilbur Smith, a compound of "images of 
women, sexuality, and penetration, with an older image of utopian 
space" <Bunn, 1988: 12>. Equally, it is a vision that has been dr.iwn 
upon by the tourism industry, co11111odifiad and •arketed among a Western 
bourgeoisie who, in Fanon ' s conteaptuous description, come to Africa 
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"as tourists avid for the exotic, for big-game hunting and casinos", 
for the "delicious depravities which their 'reserves ' hold for the111" 
<1967: 123, 124>. It was against the wish-fulfilling appeal of such 
dream Africas29 that Olive Schreiner, in the preface to the second 
edition of The_Stor~_of_an_African_Farm, felt compelled to defend har 
achromatic representation--a staging of "the life we all lead" again!it 
a backdrop painted in the "grey pig11ents" of the Karroo landscape: 
It has been suggested by a kind critic that he would better have 
liked the little book if it had been a history of wild adventure; 
of cattle driven into inaccessible "kranzes" by Bu!ihaen; "of. 
encounters with ravening lions, and hair-breadth escapes". This 
could not be. Such works are best written in Piccadilly or in 
the Strand: there the gifts of the creative iaagination 
untrammelled by contact with any fact, may spread their wings. 
But, should one sit down to paint the scenes a111ong which has 
grown, he will find that the facts creep in upon hia. Those 
brilliant pha!ies and shapes which the imagination see!i in far-off 
lands are not for him to portray. <Schreiner, 1975: 23-4) 
In Schreiner ' s day, a sensationalistic image of South Africa had 
been lodged in the minds of a British readership by the sporadic news 
of the territory reaching them. This dealt for the most part with 
border wars, raids, punitive expeditions and the lika. Equally, 
fictional accounts told tales of hunters, lions and fantastic savagery 
(Schoeman, 1989: 438). AE Voss suggests that the part-ro~nce, part-
training manual and publicity brochure aimed at prospective Briti!ih 
settlers, Mrs M Carey-Hobson's The_Farm_in_the_Karroo (1883), is 
precisely the kind of lurid and unlikely account of South African 
farming life against which Schreiner set herself in her preface. ttrs 
Carey-Hobson, in her introduction to the book, shows herself to be 
well aware of her readers ' taste for •exciting adventures and hair-
breadth escapes" and "adventure aaong the snakes, eleph.ants, tigers, 
and baboons of the great continent" <Voss, 1985: 6-10>. Moreover, 
these adventures serve as a vehicle for the project of grounding 
capitalist agriculture at the Cape. As Rich has shown in an analysis 
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of Buchan ·s Prester_John (1910), the tales of adventure and 
accumulation of the archetypal colonial ro•ance are crucial 
ideological interventions in the unstable political and economic 
environment of the rapidly developing South Africa (1983; cf Rich, 
1982: 57). 
But Schreiner ' s representation of an A-frican far• does not itself 
seem any more trammelled by the particularities of precapitalist 
sett ler agriculture than those of her competitors. Voss considers the 
t orpor and absence of productivity of Schreinar ' s farm to be 
r ealistically justified on the basis of the stricken condition of Cape 
agri culture following the drought of 1862 and the general decline of 
t he agricultural sector during the the period of the novel ·s action 
(1 858-1867, the closing decade of the pre-industrial era in South 
Afr ica> (1985: 5; cf Voss, 1977). It may be countered that the 
absence in the novel of either the possibility or the memory of 
frui tful agricultural activity would tend to indicate the essentially 
symbolic nature of Schreiner · s farm. Shadowed by the great changes 
outside its borders (the diggings and the r ailway: the repreSQntatives 
of the emergent industrial society in which Schreiner lived and 
wrote >, the farm is an outpost of values and relationships soon to be 
obsolete. The passing of the quasi-feudal order of the Boer farms, 
its only virtue that of stability and a limited and racially-exclusive 
f orm of communalism, and the episodic appearance of the econoaic 
changes that would develop into full-blown industrialisation, brought 
with them the seeds of the subsequent erosion of the political power 
of Cape liberalism CTrapido, 1980). Schreiner 's salvational project 
fo r the cruelty and inequality of the rising industrial order was 
Arnoldian: "nothing less than the production of a hua.ne Anglophone 
l i teracy in its own authorial language as a counter to the deeply 
compromised status of that sa•e articulacy in the speech and r,riting 
of the colonial power" <Pechey, 1983: 75). The novel, Mritten between 
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1876 and 1883, is thus a "political act, a timely intervention in the 
history from which it springs and to which it speaks" (Pechey, 1983: 
75 ) . 
Accordingly, Coetzee argues that the farm should be taken to be a 
cor relative of the idleness and depthlessness of colonial society that 
Sc hreiner seeks to criticise, rather than as the product of a 
realistic description of farming life (1988: 64- 6). And, rather than 
t he unadorned transcription of a readable topography, the landscape of 
t he novel is a representation of a "site of wholesale absence" 
(Coetzee, 1988: 64). Such a landscape symbolizes the unthought or the 
chaotic, a variant of the venerable literary figure of the wilderness 
beyond the c2!iQ of the factual world. 
But in spite of its opportunistically-selective representation of 
the actualities of its setting, Schreiner ' s novel has, in the process 
of canon- formation, been apotheosised as the ancestor-text of the 
realist literary tradition in South Africa--a line traced via Paton, 
Plomer and Smith, terminating or originating at SchreinQr (Gray, 1979: 
ch6) . Given that Gordimer is frequently taken t o be at the end of t he 
l iberal - realist line, it is interesting to note a significant revision 
of her attitude towards the continuist narrative2 • of the South 
Afri can literary tradition in general, and in particular to its mythic 
poi nt of origin, Schrainer ' s African_Farm. Gordimer shifts from her 
ear lier and conventional valuation of African_Farm as monumental, to a 
cr i tical orientation in respect of the novel ·s coloniality. 
Gor dimer's early response is along the same lines as the purposive use 
of the novel by the liberal literary-critical institution. Her 
revised response--involving a consideration of what liberal literary 
cr i tics generally ignored in the novel: its historical And political 
situation, and its involveaent in that situation--indicates the 
considerable distance that h•s opened betWRttn Gordiaaer and the liber•l 
i nstitution and its practices. 
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It is significant that, for Gordimer, the inadequacies of the 
narrative of literary tradition lie in its hitherto-unadnaitted 
coloniality and that this consciousness that South African literary 
history is a colonial history raises a series of formal and aesthetic 
challenges. In the essay "The novel and the nation in South Africa" 
(1961), Gordimer described her cultural situation in terms 
recognisable as those of the so-called "cultural cringe"--an apology 
for, or impatience with the local that is the product of habits of 
deference to a metropolitan culture considered to be older and better 
(Gunew, 1990: 103). Accordingly, Gordimer describes the local 
cultural texture as "pitifully thin" (1973a: 36> or "watery" (45>, 
particularly when compared to that of the "great general cultural 
tradition" of France (37). Attendant upon this cultural poverty is an 
anxiety about the absence of an organic national identity; South 
Africa is a mere "technological collectivity" without the bonds of 
community, simply thrown into being. Gordimer argues that, since 
community is impossible in the balkanised social territory of South 
Af r ica and it is the existence of community that gives body to 
culture, South African literature has no "substance" on which to draw: 
"it is out of a culture, from which aian ' s inner being is enriched as 
the substance in an integrated co111munity grows fuller, that a 
literature draws its real sustenance in the long run" (1973a: 36). 
The metaphors of cultural "substance" and of "cultural thinness" turn 
upon a logic of depth or depthlessness, a logic that in turn inforas 
Gordimer's notion of the novelistic ideal as the "enrichment of man's 
inner being", or her description of "a real novelist, one who has 
struggled with the strangeness of life, reached into the unexplored 
borders of tha imagination and taken us into the territory he has 
marked out of the unknown" (1973a: 38). Tha depthlessness of a social 
collectivity that is without co1111Unity and that is aarked only by 
difference and division stunts the production of literature, defined 
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by its depth of insight, its exploration of the inner and invisible: 
"the novel-in-depth--what one might call the ' pure' novel of the 
imagination--cannot be expected to flourish in Africa yet. We are 
still at the stage of trying to read ourselves by outwM"d signs" 
(1973a: 37). The specific pressures of living in such a society 
further generate a sense of confinemen~ in the present; the obsession 
of South African writing with the here and now in turn attests to the 
overbearing presence of the "social and political problems" of the 
place (1973a: 49). These obsessions limit the scope of South African 
literary questioning to familiar variations on race-haunted the11es: 
Mi l lin ' s God ' s_Ste~children prompts the question whether as banal an 
event as a mixed marriage could occasion a deeply-felt sense of 
tragedy anywhere but in South Africa: "at what a curious disadvantage 
it must put South African with the peoples of other nations, whose 
writers are concerned with man ' s survival and the meaning of his life 
on earth" (1973a: 41>. It is not surprising then that Gordiaer's 
sense of the oppressivity of the South Africt111 context generates the 
near-carceral description of what lies beyond the national borders as 
the "outside world" (1973a: 37>; while nationally "Cal sense of space 
seems to have oppressed us in our souls as well as in our bodies; we 
have shut ourselves in" (39). The vocation of the novel, to conduct 
an inner search for the unbounded, is ailitated against by the 
absence, or thinness, of the inner in South Africa. 
Viewed froa such a restrictive context, it is not surprising that 
the value of Schreiner's African_Farm for Gordiaer lies in its 
universality: NThe eye of Olive Schreiner ' s consciousnass opens on a 
Karroo farm in the 1870s but it takes us away to nothing aore liaitad 
than the mystery of life itself" (1973a: 49). The novel refuses to be 
incarcerated within its iaaediata historical ilnd geogr~hical context, 
thereby becoming soaething which the writers and readers of the 
present, subaerged in their own situation, can treat both as origin 
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and ideal: "The_Stor~_of_an_African_Farm ••• is not something over and 
done with; it is instead the sort of novel we can hope is to co••u 
(1973a: 49). In it. refusal to be confined by it& iaaaediata social 
reality the novel gestures towards uthe great and ineluctable", and 
thereby merits the highest literary status rather than the attracting 
only the inferior status accorded to works with local content: "Ib~ 
Stor~_of_an_African_Farm is always there to re•ind South Africans that 
though they may have changed and shaped themselves according to the 
laws and ideals within their particular situation, and though their 
no vel does and of necessity must concern itself with making sense of 
what has happened to them, they have not contracted out of the ..iider 
human condition" ( 1973a: 50>. 
The conception of literary tradition Gordimer employs hare 
approaches that outlined in TS Eliot's essay "Tradition and the 
individual talent" (1919>. Tradition, for Eliot, is an order of 
literary monuments only contingently implicated in history, 
transcending any geographical limitations (though, in the and, 
unadmittedly Eurocentric): "CTraditionJ involves ••• the historical 
sense ••• and the historical sense involves a perception, not only of 
the pastness of the past, but of its presence, the historical sense 
compels a man to write not merely with his own generation in his bone. 
with a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer 
and with it the whole of the literature of his own country has a 
simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order" <1975: 38). 
As Bhabha points out, such a conception of literary tradition depends 
on the transhistorical and transgeographical stability of syste•s of 
perception and value, and thus "on a pre-given Transcendental subject, 
which functions as both origin and end, guaranteeing discursive 
coherence" (1984: 106). Writing in the wake of the Sharpaville 
massacre and the bannings of the aass-based political organis•tions, 
in the year of the severing of syllbolic ties to th• Eapire upon 
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achi evement of the aim of Afrikan&r nationalism of an independent and 
isol ated state, Gordimer is able to find compensation in the notion of 
a l ocal literary tradition able, against the odds, to ground enduring 
l iterary value in the thin cultural soil of South Africa. In the face 
of growing cultural isolation the South African English writer can 
find comfort in what has been achieved out of similar isolation. 
Fifteen years later, in the essay "English-language literature 
and politics" (1976) , Gordimer would write of the novel, upon "reading 
i t again " , that what had once appeared to be strength was in fact 
l imitation; the novel ' s attempt to reach beyond the limitations of its 
pr esent moment amounted to an overlaying of colonial angst upon the 
topography of Africa: "in the final analysis this is a book that 
expresses the wonder and horror of the wilderness, and for the 
indi genous inhabitant that wilderness is home. The novel exists 
squarely within the political context of colonialism" (1976: 103>. 
Gordiaer consigns the novel that she had seen as capable of giving 
expression to the search for existential significance "being lived 
t hrough by many young Africans in the black townships today" C1973a: 
49> , to the restrictions entailed by its coloniality: "I have never 
met a black who has read it ••• Certainly no black could ever have 
wri tten African_Farm" (1976: 103). By thus accepting the fact of the 
r ac ial di vision of literature, Gordi~er must abandon the narrative of 
l iterary tradition as universal and compensatory. No longer the heart 
of a heartless world, the literary process is caught up in the social 
divisions of apartheid society: "any writ.er ·s attaapt to present in 
South Africa a totality of human experience within his own country is 
subverted before he sets down a word" (1976: 118). 
Clearly, for Gordimer, the liber~l-realist liter.iry tr~dition had 
by the early sevanties co11e to be t•inted by its association with 
dominative colonial syste•s of representation. Schreiner ' s novel, 
once aonuaent~l, is discredited by its p.irt in th• process of 
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i nscription of European forms upon the territory and inhabitants of 
Afr ica.. Wha.t had been presented as "fact" now appeared to be nothing 
other than a construction of colonial ideology, serving colonial 
interests. 
This consciousness of coloniality necessitate. the relinquishing 
of the liberal tradition ' s unproblematic orientation towards language 
and f orm. Where Schreiner had proposed paint i ng what lay before her 
i n preference to the imaginary landscapes of colonial romance, 
Gordimer came to view the corrective brushstrokes and "grey pigments" 
t hemselves as objects of suspicion: "politics, in the for• of an agent 
of European Imperialism--the Dutch East India Company--brought th• 
wri tten word to this part of Africa; politics in the form of European 
missionaries who spread, along with thei r Protestantism or 
Cat holicism, the political influence of their countries of origin, led 
t o the very first transposition of the indigenous oral literature to 
t he written word " (1976: 99). Spivak describes a& "epistemic 
vi olence" the imposition of Western systems of intelligibility and 
subjecti vity upon the indigenous, operating by first s il encing the 
indigenous subject then teaching it to speak: "the epistemic violence 
that constituted/effaced a subject that was obliged to cathect (occupy 
in r esponse to a. desire) the space of the Imperialists · self -
consolidating other " (Spivak, 1988: 209). Ideal-typical colonialisa 
imposes its own forms of knowledge upon its subjects, representing 
th i s knowledge as universal, as the only possible and truthful way of 
seeing the world. The mathematical sense of Gordiaer ' s term 
"t r ansposition", that of a change of valence, encapsulates the process 
whereby the arrival of writing brings Mith it the negation of 
aut ochtonous subjectivity and culture, which becoae vi&ible only 
t hr ough the superimposed grid of Western linguistic and formal 
s t ructures. In this way, language and linguistic foras of 
representation are seen to be inextricably connected to th• 
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territorialising processes of colonialism. Again following Spivak, an 
analogy may be drawn between the processes whereby colonial raw 
material is made available to Western positivi•• and colonial control 
and the processes of textuality: MAs far as I understand it, the 
.notion of textuality should be related to the notion of the worlding 
of a world on a supposedly uninscribed territory. When I say this, I 
am thinking basically about the iaperialist project which had to 
assume that the earth it territorialised was in fact previously 
uninscribed. So then a world, on a simple level of cartography, 
inscribed what was presumed to be uninscribed. Now this worlding is 
also a texting, textualising, a making into art, a making into an 
object to be understood. 11 (Spivak, 1990: 1). Thus colonial knowledge 
does not remain applied to the colony and its inhabitants as mere 
objects. Instead it is transferred to the colony and its inh.t>itants 
and put to work there (Noyes, 1990). The knowledge the earliest 
colonisers acquired and wrote into their maps and their histories 
would be the knowledge in which the colonial machinery would instruct 
its subjects. Colonial knowledge became a mode of subjectivity, a way 
for the colonial subject of seeing the world, of iaagining its place 
in it. The early colonisers were to transfer to the objects of their 
gaze Cthe surface of the territory, the native Other> a whole "mode of 
vision, a manner of constructing not only the se•n world, but also 
oneself as the viewer" <Noyes 1990, 5). 
This abstract account of the denegation of colonised subjectivity 
indicates the extent to which the liberal humanist project--
essentially that of an a,nelioration of social inequity principally 
through the in$trument of dialogue aiaed at the correction of 
individual p$ychological attitudes (Vaughan, 1982b.: 120)--cannot be 
aaintained in the face of the deforaation of subjectivity and 
communicational possibility inflicted by coloniali ... 27 
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What Gordimer confronts in her distancing from the liberal 
tradition represented by Schreiner is the realisation that no literary 
form is without history, and that in South Africa that history is one 
of colonial domination. 2 • With this realisation comes the question of 
the complicity of literature in the processes of doaination: 
Olive Schreiner's conscience was to reject colonialism, and her 
creative imagination to disappear in the sands of liberal 
pamphleteering, many years later. Perhaps she would have written 
no more imaginative work, anyway. But perhaps she took the 
conscious decision that Jean-Paul Sartre, in the context of the 
Pan-African struggle, has said any writer should aake--to stop 
writing if he is needed to do any other task that, as he sees it, 
his country requires of him. It is certain that political 
pressures, in the form of a deep sense of injustice and 
inhumanity existing within their society, can cause certain 
writers to question the luxury value of writing at all, within a 
country like South Africa. (1976: 103> 
The South African situation gives heightened visibility to the class 
divisions within cultural activity, "layCingJ bare the class 
privileges and the leisure which it presupposes for its enjoyaent" 
(Jameson, 1971: 161 >. The overlap between race and class in South 
Africa means that white writing is condemned to be bourgeois writing: 
"The white writer, aseptically quarantined in his test-tube i.U .. t@ 
existence, is cut off by enforced privilege fro• the greater part of 
the society in which he lives; the life of the proletariat, the 19 
million whose potential of experience he does not share, fro• the day 
he is born Qi!!i to the day he is buried in his segregated ce•tery" 
(Gordimer, 1976: 118>. In a revision of her earlier valorisation of 
the "inner" or subjective as the specialised reala of aes.thetic value, 
Gordimer now confronts the association of the "inner" with private 
luxury and gratification, and with racial and class guilt. What had 
earlier appeared to be a turning inward in search of the universal, 
now appeared to be little more than a flight fro• unpalatable reality 
to the haven of the inner. The contradiction between the supposed 
universality or liberatory value of art and its co .. odification and 
distribution in a class society, is further exacerbated in the 
colonial situation, where art or literature aust confront the 
ineradicable signs of its origins in an imposed culture and its 
complicity with the overall project of colonial doaination. 
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Gordimer ' s early attempt to ground the trajectory of the novel in 
South Africa in a narrative of progression towards enlightenment is 
contradicted by the participation of the literary and particularly of 
accounts of its humanising value in the task of ideological discipline 
in the colonial context. A useful illustration of this hegemonizing 
role of the literary can be drawn from Ngugi ·s Decolonising_the_Nind 
(1986). Ngugi quotes Cheikh A•idou Kane on the way the violence of 
initial colonial penetration was followed by the psychological 
violence inflicted by the colonial classroom. 
On the Black Continent, one began to understand that their real 
power resided not at all in the cannons of the first morning but 
in what followed the cannons. Therefore behind the cannons was 
the new school. The new school had the nature of both the cannon 
and the magnet. From the cannon it took the efficiency of a 
fighting weapon. But better than the cannon it a.de the 
conquests permanent. The cannon forces the body and the school 
fascinates the soul (in Ngugi, 1986: 9). 
There is an instructive homophony between the "cannons." of blunt 
colonial power and the "canons" of literary tradition. The school, 
and the values it imparts--the values of the 11Graeco-Latin pedestal 
the triumph of the human individual, of clarity and of beauty", of 
which Fanon speaks so scathingly (1967: 36)--is as much an instrument 
of colonial hegemony as the repres.sive apparatuses of military power 
that are the guarantee, in the last instance, of the stability of the 
colonial order. The curriculum and the c~on it transmits, the 
touchstones of truth and beauty of the English literary heritage are 
revealed as part of the process of delivering colonial subjects into 
the economy and forms of sociality of the colonial state. 
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Gordimer's rejection of the coloniality and a.rginality of the 
South African literary tradition generates the problem of a 
prospective mode of writing that is not comproaised by its ongoing 
association with discredited colonial mechanisas of representation. 
The question she faces is: how does one write in a way that does not 
replicate the colonial order of representation of others in the 
dominative interests of self7 I shall consider an aspect of 
Gordimer ' s response to this question in the next chapter. 
IV 
Coetzee ·s definition o-f "white writing", grounded as it is upon a 
conviction that the present South African social formation is a 
species of colonialism, can be considered a retrospective theoretical 
formulation of the concerns of his fictional writing of the 1970s. 
According to Attwell, while Coetzee ·s work deaonstratas a strong 
identification with the discourses of structuralism and 
poststructuralis111, the synchronic features of these discourses are 
relocated within a diachronic colonialism-decolonisation-
postcolonialism "master narrative" that underlies Coetzee ·s 
understanding of South African history (1990: 98). The existence of 
such a "master narrative" is attested to both by Coetzee ·s. "white 
writing" formulation and by his earlier remark that, in his. view, the 
South African "experience remains largely colonial" (1978: 24>. 
Watson has remarked on the centrality to Coetzee's fiction of this 
experience of South African reality: "Given his particular 
understanding of the historical process of which present-day South 
Africa is both product and part, as well as of its iaportanca, it is 
not surprising that JH Coetzee's four novels to date should all be 
situated in colonial tinies and should deal with one or other of the 
various aspects of colonialisa" (1986: 370). Thus Coetzee's first 
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novel, Dusklands (1974), deconstructs the fiction& of exoticisa and 
barbarity that underwrite colonial conquest and aggression. The novel 
dissects the processes whereby the alien topography of the colonial 
wilderness is domesticated by being re~itten in the term. of a 
Western system of recognition. The same logic of the colonial 
construction of its objects of knowledge while claiming merely to 
represent them, is found to inform the coloniser ' s relations with the 
people of the territory. In_the_Heart_of_the_Countr~ <1977) again 
engages with the question of how colonial relations are written, 
parasitically inhabiting the textual forms of its colonial 
predecessors, in this case a major tradition of South African 
literature, that of "romantic pastoral" <Dovey, 1988: 10>. In ~!lllag 
for_the_Barbarians <1980>, set on an ideal-typical imperial frontier, 
Coetzee dissects the atomised, doomed forms of dissidence available in 
the face of the implacable manicheism of the colonial situation. The 
story of self told by Coetzee · s magistrate replicate& the self-
j ustifications of the narrators of the novels of liberal hwnanisa. 
But , in the context of a dying empire in which he finds himself, the 
magistrate runs up against the violence of both the colonial system 
and of the system of representation in which he is the unwilling 
par ticipant. 
These remarks make clear the extent to which, at least on the 
level of content, Coetzee ' s writing concerns itself with a colonial 
problematic. But, equally, this concern with the coloniality of the 
South African experience and its literary history can be found 
operating on the level of form. For Watson, Du»kl.nd. deviates 
sufficiently from the South African litarary canon to be taken to 
inaugurate a "modernist" or •po.t111odernist" 11oaent in South African 
literature. uNever before", state. Watson, "had a South African novel 
broken so obviously, even self-consciously, with tha conventions of 
realism and so candidly announced its own artificiality, its oi,m 
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fictionality" (1986: 372>. For Dovey, the novel has clear technical 
aff inities with the metafictions and fake documentaries of the 
American postmodernists (particularly Barth, Gass, Barthelae, 
Brautigan> (1988: 67). According to Dovey, the novel appropriates 
characteristically post•odernist self-reflexive narrative strategies 
in order to distance itself not only from the content of its colonial 
history, but equally from the forms with which that history is 
wr i tten. Put more simply, Ousklands (and the texts that follow it> is 
concerned to exhibit its distance from its narratological as well as 
cul tural conditions of possibility, rooted as they are in colonial 
str uctures. Moreover, the novels are concerned with the possible 
complicity of certain forms of representation in the general project 
of colonialism. As Dovey writes, "the colonizing activity and the 
modes of writing it serves to allegorize have their source in the saae 
quest for identity and the same historical trend towards 
i ndividualism, individuation and selfhood, which manifests itself as 
an assertion of mastery " ( 1988: 70}. 
V 
But, however technically exceptional Coetzee ' s transformations of his 
"particular understanding" of the construction of South African 
soc iety into the content of his writing, the exaaples of Kirkwood and 
Gor di•er make clear that such an "underst~ding" is not peculiar to 
hi m. A concern with the coloniality of the present South African 
s ituation and with the origins of that situation in a colonial past 
can be found in a nulllber of works of the period. 
Stephen Clingman has provided a useful 5Ch .. atic account of a 
seri es of paradigm shifts detectable in South A-frican literature, of 
wh i ch the new writing of the 1970s is the most recent. Clin9•~ 
argues that there is a •saquance of shifts in teaporal preoccupation" 
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in the South African literature of the last one hundred years. For 
Clingman, these shifts constitute "crucial historical signposting of 
deeper transformations of consciousness in society" (1990a: 42, 43). 
The ancestor-texts of South African literature, Schrainer ' s Ih!_§12Cz 
of_an_African_Farm (1883) and Plaatje's ~bygi <c. 1920>, written in 
the midst of epochal changes, react to the deaands a.de by their 
present situations by concerning themselves with a disappeared or 
disappearing past. However, according to Clingaan, this concern with 
an absent past gives way, in the writing that follows, to an i1111ersion 
in the present. The demands of the present moment at once produce and 
limit the South African literature of the period batween 1920 and 
1970, containing it as a conceptual horizon. It is not until the 
1980s that a further shift in literary perspective becoaes evident: 
"If there has been this shift over the course of the century away from 
concerns with the past and towards successive engagements with the 
present, now it seems South African literature has a new obsession: it 
is preoccupied with issues of the future" <Clingman, 1990a: 43). In 
the context of the growing crisis in South Africa, the "future" that 
the literature of the period finds itself facing is that of revolution 
{1990a: 44). Clingman's narrative of South African literary history 
frames the discontinuous instances of the individual texts making up 
that history; the texts can be considered as demonstrations or 
anticipations of the literary tendencies or the historical processes 
to which they are responses. Thus Clingman is able to accord to 
Schoeman ·s ~~-Qi@_g~li!fQ@_l~QQ (1972) and Gordinaer's Ib! 
Conservationist (1974) the status of vanguard-texts of a literary 
tendency that had become relatively coaaionplace by the 1980s. 
Clingman ' s account of a series of shifts in ideological 
orientation in the past one hundred years of South African literature 
provides a useful means of aapping the relation between the literary 
texts under consideration here and the wider social situation which 
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they occupy and in which they participate. The analysis turns on his 
theorisation that the texts make visible a wider "ideological shift" 
that had been conditioned by the state of economic and political 
crisis that South Africa entered in the 1970s. The texts of the 
period register with varying degrees of sensitivity the strain 
inflicted by societal crisis upon what Raymond Willia•s has described 
as a "sense of absolute because experienced reality" <1980: 39), the 
habits of consciousness disseminated and underwritten by the dominant 
culture. As the structures supporting white hegemony begin to crack, 
literary texts provide seismic warnings of future upheaval: "the 
novels of the 1970s perhaps stand as advance signals of a fundaaental 
historical change in South Africa; especially ••• in terms of what the 
cr i sis of subjectivity signifies--the destabilization of a whole 
framework of reality and its eventual replacement" <Clingman, 1986: 
155). 
For Clingman, the definitive feature of this "fraaawork of 
reality" is that it is colonial. Earlier, in his book on Gordimer, 
Clingman argued that "CThe_Conservationistl stands, especially when 
taken together with other tendencies within white fiction of tha early 
1970s, as part of the next great literary signposting, after 
Schreiner, in·•the history of a colonial consciousness in South Africa 
(1986: 136; cf Cling•an 1990b: 151). To elaborate: Schreiner and 
Plaatje can be taken to inaugurate the "colonial problematic" that is 
to tax the South African literature that follows them. Their work 
revolves around the questions of origin, belonging and possession that 
arise in the colonial situation, a situation in which, as Fanon has 
demonstrated, neither settler nor native can be at home: "This hostila 
world ••• represents not merely a hell fro• which the swiftest flight 
possible is desirable, but also a paradise close at h•nd which is 
guarded by terrible watchdogs" <F~on, 1967: 41>. But, again 
following Fanon, it is this very unandurability of the colonial 
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situation that generates the necessity and the form of its overturn: 
"In decolonization, there is therefore the need of a complete calling 
in question of the colonial situation. If we wish to describe it 
precisely, we might find it in the well-known words: 'The last shall 
be first and the first last' 11 (1967: 28). The texts of the 1970s and 
1980s are thus extensions of the central project of South African 
literature since Schreiner and Plaatje--the representation of an 
untenable present. But, at the same time, they are significant 
variations upon that project in that they are newly concerned with the 
apocalyptic possibility of the end of that present. It is this 
awareness of the imminence of decolonis~tion, as well as a Fanonian 
figuring of decolonisation as a vindicatory setting right of litthat 
colonisation had overturned, that is illustrated in the concluding 
sentences of The_Conservationist: "at last; he had come back. He took 
possession of this earth, theirs; one of them" (1974: 267). 
Following Clingman then, the texts of the 1970s face, at tha end 
of a long history of colonisation, a revolutionary future. Th•y 
imagine that future, or they imagine revolution, as decolonisation. 
In the writing of the period we find a working through of the concerns 
generated by a situation at once intolerable and precarious. In the 
particular case of the dissident white writer, neither identifying 
with the present order nor with any secure grounding in the order of 
the future, the precariousness of this situation generates only 
uncertainty. The white writing of the 1970s can be seen as a 
differentiated set of attempts to negotiate a way out of tha interim, 
the terrain of the "not yet 11 • In the "new, neocol onial II period of 
South African history described by Coetzee, white writing becoaas 
increasingly threat•ned by and determined to distance itself fro• all 
that renders it "white". Accordingly, two linas of questioning 
connected to apprehensions of a revolutionary future can be found 
threaded through the texts of the period: a raflactiva quastion--how 
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did we get here, to such a point?--and a speculative one--what futura 
do we have here? Both questions and the responses that they generate 
are the result of wider social crisis and, in particular, of the 
destabilisation of the cultural sphere that forms part of that crisis. 
The first line of questioning provides some context for the fact that 
Gordimer ' s The_Conservationist, along with a number of the literary 
texts and literary criticism by white writers and critics of the 
period, is critically disposed towards not only general colonial 
history, but equally towards the implication of literary production in 
that history. In turn, the set of pressures that prompt the second 
question help to explain the preoccupation of South African literary 
and cultural discourses during this period with the issue of the 
artist ' s or writer ' s responsibility. 
VI 
Following Said, the connections between works of art and artists 
could, befo re moderni sm, be perceived organically. Narratives of 
literary history told of one generation of artists giving birth to 
another, or of the authority of the monumental works of the culture 
that have preceded the individual artist and that M"e seen to have 
given rise to his or her horizons of ambition and possibility. But, 
in the reified conditions that follow the penetration of the market 
relation into the sphere of the cultural such organic conceptions of 
the connections between works of art and culture and their society, or 
between artists and their contemporaries or predecessors, are no 
longer available. A mode of compensation for the loss of 
authoritative tradition or co,amunity lies in the structures, 
institutions and discourses of affiliation. 
Freud's psychoanalytic guild and Luk~cs's notion of th• v.nguard 
party are no lass providers of what we might call a restored · 
authority. The new hierarchy or, if it is less a hierarchy than 
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a community, the new com,nunity is greater th.n the individual 
adherent or member, just as the father is greater by virtue of 
seniority than the sons and daughters; tha ideas, the values, and 
the systematic totalizing world-view validated by the new 
affiliative order are all bearers of authority too, with th• 
result that something resembling a cultural syate• is 
established. Thus if the filial relationship was held together 
by natural bonds and natural forms of authority--involving 
obedience, fear, love, respect, and instinctual conflict--the new 
affiliative relationship changes the bonds into what seem to be 
transpersonal forms--such as guild consciouaness, consensus, 
collegiality, professional respect, class, and the hegeaony of a 
dominant culture. The filiative scheme belongs to the realms of 
"nature" and "life", whereas affiliation belongs exclusively to 
culture and society. <Said, 1983: 19-20) 
The examples of Kirkwood, Coetzee and Gordimer have demonstrated a 
comparable rejection of the filiative claims of a discredited liberal 
tradition by modernist white writers and critics. According to 
Attwell, Coetzee's novels demonstrate a rejection of the filiative 
claims of the liberal-colonial literary tradition. What is then seen 
played out in the sequence of Coetzee's novels is a "search within an 
affiliative culture of intellectual and literary-critical 
relationships--affiliation that undeniably requires the institutional 
base provided by scholarship, specifically by universities 
117). Coetzee's first two novels, argues Attwell, 
" < 1990: 
can be described as delivering a critique of the forms of 
filiation that must be felt as chains of imprisonment by any 
critical or reflective white South African. The !ihaer violence 
and at times almost oppressive power, as well as the avant-garde 
features of the prose in these novels, reveal a struggle froa 
within the colonialism, with its attendant discourses, that 
defines the affiliative »tructure (1990: 117). 
A similar process of rejection of the claias of established cultural 
and intellectual formations has been seen in the general revisionist 
activity of the period. 
In attempting the prospective activity of affiliating theaselves 
with an alternative culture, literary writers and critics are faced 
with the unrevised coloniality of the situation which they occupy.· 
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Having distanced themselves from the hege•ony, they confront the fact 
that there is no easy access to the emergent cultur.l formations 
associated with n.tionalist movements. Clearly, though revisionist 
intellectuals have rejected white power, they will continue to feel 
its baleful effects as long as the structures of that power rem.in in 
place. During the 1970s and early 1980s, a central problem.tic that 
modernist white writing must confront, is precisely the obstinate 
whiteness that continues to identify it with the very .ystem from 
which it wishes to distance itself. 
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FOUR 
I 
I have argued that the revisionist "movement" within a number of 
academic disciplines develops as a response to the erosion of white 
intellectual hegemony and the gathering crisis of the neocolonial 
status quo. Revisionist scholars sought to rid themselves of the 
cumbe~some and outmoded ideological baggage inherited from liberalism, 
baggage they found to be unsuited to the accelerating pace of »ocial 
and economic change during the 1970s. Whatever the variety of 
i nnovations that revisionism brought to long-unchallenged paradigms, a 
common feature of the early manifestations of the movement is an 
ini tial critical e >: amination of the complicity of existing intellectual 
practice in the project of white domination. Persuasive intertexts for 
t hi s exam1nat1on were provided by the critical anti - human i sm of 
structuralist, poststructuralist and postcolonial thought. In its 
dri ve to rid itself of any further association with the institutions of 
white power, and frustrated in its attempts to form affiliations with 
emergent social forces, revisionism then gravitates towards an attitude 
of intellectual vanguardism. Nevertheless, Turner ' s example has 
revealed the uncertainty of revisionism ' s practitioners about the 
pretensions of white intellectual activity to social leadership. The 
anti-intellectual rhetoric of the new populist movements and their 
suspicion of white, western theoretical innovation, provided a 
challenge to received understandings of the specialised and privileged 
position of the intellectual within society and the processes of 
production. 
Postliberal white writing can now be situated within the general 
intellectual context it shares with academic revisionis•, a context 
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which provokes in that writing similar responses of critical 
introspection and self-challenge. Equally, white writing performs the 
same uneasy negotiation seen in revisionist discourses, between, on the 
one hand, an avantgardist equation of theoretically self-conscious 
writing with revolution and, on the other, a pragmatic negativism, the 
"mute self-contradiction" identified by Eagleton as characteristic of 
Modernist art (Eagleton, 1990: 349 ) . 2 • Literary writers, as 
intellectuals, contribute to the creation, transmission and criticism 
of the ideas making up a culture (Sinfield, 122). But, however much it 
is a product of its intellectual context, literary writing and literary 
activity in general is not unproblematically homologous with 
developments in e:<traliterary spheres of activity. The inodernist white 
writing and criticism of the period, preoccupied as it is with the 
question of the vocation of literary writing in conditions of social 
crisis, can thus be productively read as a response to the precarious 
situation of the white writer and of white writing in the »hifting 
space of the literary-cultural during the 1970s. A central component 
of t hat situation, is, as the term "white writing " itself indicates, 
the e>:i stence of a racial division in South. African literature, a 
division which postl i beral literary developments both consolidate and 
render problematic. 
I I 
The term "wh1 te writing", according to Coetzee, does not "i,apl y the 
existence of a body of writing different in nature fro,n black writing" 
(1988b: 11>. But to delineate a "white writing 11 in a context in which 
cultural production is neither exempt from the pathological racisa 
infecting South African society nor serenely unconcerned with it, is to 
effectively presume its separation and difference froaa "black writing". 
Coetzee·s disclaimer seems to indicate, I would argue, that "whrte 
writing" cannot be essentiali sticall y distinguished fro• "black" on the 
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basis of the racial origin and circumstances of its writers. Coetzee ' s 
conception of white writing can be characterised as, broadly, devolving 
upon a theory of literary Qroduction, as opposed to literary f[~~ti2~· 
Writing, for Coetzee, is generated by historical pressures, is subject 
to ideological impulses and to necessary closures. The effect of this 
model is to diminish the importance of the individual writer; the 
literary text is produced instead by "the pressure and play of extra-
individual forces, rather like commodities manufactured in a factory, 
i tself the intersection of economic and technological drives" 
<Berthoud, 1989: 81>. This concentration on the structural, 
institutional and impersonal pressures which generate writing leave 
little room for conceptions of the individual writer's autonomy and 
capacity for initiative (Berthoud, 1989: 81). The picture of Coetzee ' s 
white writers which emerges from his readings of "the culture of 
letters in South Africa" is one of producers responding to pressure and 
limitation: employing the discursive material available to them in the 
service of both ideological as well as formal, literary aims, limited 
and directed by those same pressures. Thus, in Coetzee ' s readings of 
the novels of Sarah Gertrude Millin, we find the novelist ' 5 racism 
accounted for by the limited field of operation she occupies as a 
~riter in her specific historical and social context. Millin, 
according to Coetzee, is "a child not only of the isolation and 
i ntellectual sterility of South African society but of the 
ethnocentrism of the sciences of man of her day" (1988b: 158-9). As a 
"child", Millin cannot be held responsible for her views or for their 
expression in her writing. The powerful racist discourses she draws 
upon for the content of her work, in turn encourage in her an 
uncontrolled, even obsessive, fascination with miscegenation and blood-
mingling. For Coetzee, the interest of Millin ' s writing to the 
present-day reader lies not in its ideological repugnance, but rather 
in the way it represents a resolution of, on the one hand, the 
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socioh1storical pressures and their psychological cognates that impel! 
the production of writing and, on the other, the constraints imposed by 
discursive raw material out of which that writing is produced: 
An y view of Millin as a woman imbued with the racial prejudices of 
white South African society and using her novels as a means of 
propagating and justifying these prejudices must therefore be 
tempered by a view of her as a practising novelist adapting 
whatever models and theories lie to hand to make writing possible. 
< 1 988b: 162) 
The existence of a distinguishable body of "white writing" within 
South African literature is thus the result of an extraliterary, 
contextual factor: its generation by a group of people caught up in 
(or, made "white" by ) the problematic situation of the "not yet". 
Accordingl y , a shift in the historical c~rcumstances that at present 
produce a writing identifiable as white, could render the category 
redundant. But in the specific historical situation of the 1970s, 
where whiteness becomes marked out as the definitive sign of a 
thr eatened pri vilege, white writing can be expected to demonstrate 
considerable discomfort with the position it finds itself occupying. 
It is significant that Coetzee ' s term mirrors the title of Richard 
Ri~e ·s autobiography Writing_Black (1981>. Rive explains his choice of 
ti tle as intended to articulate his commitment to non-racialism while 
r ecording the reality of racial division which impedes the fu lfilment 
of that commitment. And, like Coetzee's '.'white writing", Rive's 
for mulation of the forms taken by "writing black" makes it clear that 
it is to be regarded as an interim phenomenon, necessitated by the 
pressures of the present historical situation, to be redeemed by 
inevitable historical process. "I look forward to the day", he 
comments, "when it will not be necessary for writing in my country to 
be tied to ethnic labels, when the only crit•ria will be writing well 
and writing South African" (1981: vii). Rive later ascribed the 
separatist impulses which led to the formulation of the programme of 
resistance set out in Writing_Black to the state's tactic of isolating 
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and then targetting black writing and its writers during the 1960s and 
earl y ?Os. Particularly, it was the banning of six prominent black 
writers during 1966 in terms of the Suppression of Communism Act that 
meant, for Rive, that "South African literature became white by law" 
(1989: 51 ) . Though resistant to the state ' s attempts to choke off 
blac k writing, the self-consciousl y "black" writing of the 1970s 
nevertheless confirms the terms of the state-induced division of 
liter ature. 
The brief flo urish of black writing during the 1950s, primarily 
j our nalism and autobiography associated with the newspapers and 
magazines aimed at an emerging black reading public, had been silenced 
by the pol i tical turmoil of the post-Sharpeville period. The 
systematic repression of any but the most symbolic forms of black 
r esistance saw many black writers banned, imprisoned or forced into 
exi le, their writing further inhibited by a growing network of 
censorship laws (Visser, 1976). These events established and 
consolidated a racial division in South African literature. For a 
considerab le peri od of time it was wr i ti ng by blacks that was the 
t arget of censorship, while, for the most part, white writers escaped 
the fu ll f orce of the various silencing mechanisms. Gordimer has 
suggested that this disparity can be accounted f or by the state ' s 
conception of the difference in audience and style between black and 
whi te writers- -the white "critical and protestant", the black 
"inspirational" and hence more likely to fan the flames of insurrection 
(1988: 215) . However much this might be the case, it should be added 
t hat the relative freedom from direct censorship enjoyed by white 
writers is a mark of racial privilege, a measure of the degree of 
access to due process and publicity available within the enclave of 
white power. The result of the silencing of black literature ha~ been 
described as a "literary vacuum", with white writers more isolated than 
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ever from the writing and the everyday existential realities of their 
black counterparts <Rich, 1982: 55). 
Though the preferential treatment of white writers was not 
~aintained, it had, by the 1970s, wrought considerable damage to the 
possibility of nonracial unity among writers. The articulation of 
varying forms of political protest and commitment by white writers led, 
during the 1970s, to a confrontation with the state. Brink's novel 
Kennis_van_die_Aand (1973), banned in 1974 under the provisions of the 
Publications Act, became the first novel in Afrikaans by a white writer 
to suffer this form of censorship. 30 With this event conmences a 
period Brink terms the ~![tgQ~[k, a "phase of more or less naked 
confrontation between dissident writers and censors" that continues 
until the 1980s CCoetzee, 1990: 59; Brink, 1983, 1985a, 1985b). 3 ' 
Writing in 1982, Brink argued that the direction of censorship 
mechanisms against white writers during the second half of the 1970s 
had the result that "a new awareness of a common [nonracial] identity 
as writers has arisen, creating a new sense of solidarity in a body of 
informed and articulate resistance t o oppression" (1983: 253 ) . But 
thi s unity-in-adversity of writers ran up against the demographic and 
political polarisations that r esulted from the burgeoning crisis of 
apartheid society. Further, the rac ial division of literature set in 
place by selective state repression was consolidated by the cultural 
influence of the ideology and organisations of Black Consciousness. As 
Brink notes, a s ymbol of potential nonracial writerly unity, the Soweto 
branch of the PEN club, found itself split apart along racial lines 
(1983: 254 ) . The branch closed down in 1981, effectively as a result 
of the Black Consciousness-motivated boycott of umulti-racial" 
organisations. It was not until the revival of the fortunes of the 
ideology and organisational structures of nonracialism during the mid-
1980s that deracialised cultural alliances were again aade possible. 
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I I I 
The Black Consciousness Movement attempted to set up new affili.tive 
structures aimed at encouraging and directing cultural production and 
bypassing what was seen as the white liberal stranglehold upon 
publishing and criticism (Sole, 1983: 50) . The Moveaent was successful 
in promoting cultural revival, initially giving emphasis and support to 
oral and participative forms such as poetry and drama. This 
concentration on non-written forms, necessitated by pressures of 
censorship and by the urgings of populist ideology, initially r-ept the 
black literary revi val out of the marketplace and out of the highly 
restricted pur view of mainstream literary studies (Vaughan, 1982a: 43}. 
Some important poetry by black writers (notably Serote and Oswald 
Mtshali ) had been published during the early part of the decade. But 
i t was not until the latter half of the decade, however, that new 
written literature by black South Africans, aided by the establishment 
of Staffrider and Ravan Press and by the unprecedented flexibility of 
t he censorship apparatus , decisively br oke the long silence of the 
1960s (Vaughan, 1984)~ The Soweto Revolt of 1976 gave i111petus and 
thematic focus to the new writing. The Revolt visibly brought to an 
end the long history of undisputed white rule, demonstrating the new-
f ound ability of the black population to challenge the control of the 
r uling class <Hirson, 1979: 9). As such, it represented a profoundly 
transforming experience for many black writers of the period, its 
impact summed up in a comment made by a character in Serote ' s novel !2 
Ever:cBi rth_i t s_Bl ood ( 1981) : "South Africa wi 11 never be the same 
again, you know why? People have realised, have discovered who they 
are, and what they can do" (1981b: 193). To self-discovery can be 
added other central thematic concerns of the new writing, "revolt, 
death, detention and exile", themes appropriate to the centrality of 
the experience of the Revolt and its repression in the lives of ·black 
writers <Mzamane, 1988: 5). While the bulk of the new writing was 
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poetry, a significant number of black writers began, during the latter 
half of the 1970s, to employ the medium of prose fiction and the novel, 
written in English (Sol e, 1988: 65). 
The attent ions of a repressive state and the pressures of 
political necessity combined to give considerable unity to the formal 
and thematic interests of the bl.ck writing of the 1970s and 1980s: "A 
particular sense of a histor y in opposition, a frequently troubled 
awareness of a shared destiny under oppression and of efforts to end 
t hat oppression and transf orm the society, are the qualities that most 
commonly characterize black writing" <Trump, 1990: 165). To this l ist 
could be added an acute sensitivity to the elitist implications of 
ind ividual literary activity and of literary language and form. "A 
writer", commented Mafika Gwala, "cannot throw straw on this country ' s 
contr oversial ideas, its centres of culture, its institutions of 
l earning and yet use ' literary ' language as opposed to the language of 
the people " (1989: 73 ) . The uniform tendentiousness characteristic of 
the blac k writing of the 1970s can be attributed to its writers ' desire 
to counteract the negat ive associations that attach to literary 
activity in a s ituation of crisis by stressing the potential political 
instrumentality of writing. The elitism and sheer material uselessness 
of art and literature is thus redeemed by giving emphasis to its 
cognitive and ethico-political capacities. 
" I began to realise", Serote claimed of a turning-point in his 
earl y wr-iting career, "that writing can become an instrument for 
liber-ation, can express what our people are fighting for" (Ngugi & 
Serote, 1988: 32). The critiques of Black Consciousness had reve.led 
the relationship of white intellectual activity to political and 
economic privilege. Blac k writers were concerned not to be seen as 
attempting to procure similar privileges for themselves: "telling the 
world how my people are suffering and being hounded is aore import.nt 
than being a literary figure" (Gwala: 1989: 70). The anticolonial 
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critique of literary activity as an instrument of domination had tended 
to counteract popular prejudices holding it to be nothing more than a 
feminine realm of beauty or distraction, without any capacity f or 
material intervention in the world. At the same time, the repression 
of openly political activity created an area of political opportunity 
for the relati ve obliquities of poetry and literary prose. 
Consequently, writers influenced by Black Consciousness were able to 
compensate for the l uxur y of artistic production by stressing its 
instrumental capacity to further the aims of politics, and its 
liberatory potential if utilised in the service of the oppressed. 
Writers could offset the elitist associations of their activity by 
submitting it to the discipline and demands of political praxis, and 
writing in a form justifiable as informative, politicised, 
i nspirational and emancipatory. 
However, the mediating effects of the processes o~ reflection and 
the restraints of literary form tend to distance the writer from the 
socia l and political. This autonomy of literary practice, so v~lued by 
Modernist ideology, is for the populist writer a considerable 
liability: "Alienation for a cultural worker", Serote has asserted, "is 
shame and death " (Ngugi &.Serote, 1988: 33). As a consequence, 
committed literature gi ves emphasis to "the specificity of setting, the 
familiarity of character, recognisable events in either recent or 
dist ant history, and other similar factors that ground a work in time 
and space" (Ndebele, 1984: 441. This bodying-forth of a familiar and 
readily-apprehensible actuality helps to contain the signals of 
literariness given off by a piece of writing: 
In societies such as South Africa, where social, economic and 
political oppression is most stark, such conditions tend to 
enforce, almost with the power of natural law, overt 
tendentiousness in the artist ' s choice of subject matter, and in 
the handling of that subject ~tter. It is !JUCh tendentiousness 
which, because it can most easily be interpreted as "taking a 
position", earns a work of art displaying it, the title of· 
"commitment", or "engagement". Clearly, then, according to this 
attitude, artistic merit or relevance, is determined less by a 
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work ' s internal coherence <a decisive principle for autonomy>, 
than by the work ' s displaying a high level of explicit political 
preoccupation which may not necessarily be too critical of the 
demands of the artist i c medium chosen. (Ndebele, 1984: 44) 
In the soc i al situation that Ndebele outlines, ethical or responsible 
writing i s writing which loo ks like militancy and not like literature. 
Consequent upon this suspicion of literary form is a series of 
aesthetic prescriptions to the writer. The literary-critical 
discourses associated with the Black Consciousness Movement promote an 
aesthetic that favours documentary forms engaged with perceptible 
r eality or history , expressed i n accessible and easily i ntelligible 
forms. Forms are favoured that are able to deal with a content which 
i s of interest to the broadest possible range of people, a content 
which should be of motivat i onal or informative use to them. The 
authenticity of a given piece of writing is measurable by the accuracy 
of i ts representation of immediate political concerns and the social 
conditions in which they take place: 
We see t he new wr i t i ng as part of what is happening. It is a type 
of writing t hat is perf ectl y suited t o t he t i mes. We need a 
writing that records exactly the sitaution we live in, and any 
type of writing which ignores the urgency of political events will 
be irrelevant. (Mutloatse et al., 1981: 42 ) 
However , it i s clear that mor e immediately documentary forms such 
as journa l i sm and historiography are better disposed to record-keeping 
and truth-telling than is literary writing <Ndebele, 1984: 47). The 
writers of the 1970s consequently found themselves having to defend 
residual literary attributes such as style, personal utterance and 
sub j ect - centeredness in their writing. The narrativisation of 
individual experience in the writing of the period, rather than being 
an account of existential particularity, thus tends to situate that 
experience within larger historical processes. "There is an intense 
need for self-expression among the oppressed in our country", S~rote 
maintained. But, as he explained, this was not to encourage a project 
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of individuated utterance: "When I say self-expression I don ' t me.in 
people saying something about themselves. I me.in people making history 
consciously" ( 1981a: 32). 
As the ambiguities of the term "making history consciously" 
indicate, the relationship of the new writing to an extrinsic, stable 
and ascertainable "truth" or "reality" is not as unproblematic as it 
would seem. The normative and conative interests of the writing direct 
the process of selection and organisation of its historical material, 
and, following the characteristic turn of ideological processes, 
describe what is constructed as the "real" or "natural''. As Sole has 
demonstrated in a reading of the novels of the Soweto era: 
On the one hand, these novels describe and extrapolate from 
political and social life in South Africa today. On the other, a 
political community of black people is being naturalized and 
called into action by both the activists in the novels and by the 
no vels themselves. In constructing this community, the novelists 
to some degree ignore its social cleavages and contradictions. A 
process of structuring of social identity and political morality 
is indicated by these books, from the point of view of a radical 
intelligentsia denied access to political power and seeking to 
identify with and conscientize other blacks in a struggle for 
fr eedom. ( So 1 e, 1988 : 79-80) 
As Fanon recognised, the imperatives of anticolonial resistance 
engender a manichaean politics of truth: "Truth is that which hurries 
on the break-up of the colonialist regime; it is that which promotes 
the emergence of the nation; it is all that protects the native, and 
ruins the foreigners" (1967: 39). Similar concerns in the South 
African situation encouraged the formulation of a politicised literary 
.aesthetic, which, though nominally realistic, is infused with the 
propagandising or didactic preoccupations associated with its political 
activism <Sole, 1988: 69). 
The formal inconsistency between the black writing of the 1970s 
and an ideal-typical "realism" indicates that, in the South Afric.in 
context at least, "realism" and "modernis11H function not so much as 
formal or stylistic descriptions but rather as characterising historic 
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modifications to the cultural sphere and to the social function of art 
and literature: 
Seen ••• in social terms, the moment of realism can be grasped ••. 
as the conquest of a kind of cultural, ideological, and narrative 
literacy by a new class or group: in that case, there will be 
formal analogies between such moments, even though they are 
chronologically distinct from each other. Thus, as Colin Maccabe 
has suggested, one may see the "realist moment of film carrying 
out some of the ideological tasks for the 20th century industrial 
working class that the 19th century realist novel had undertaken 
fo r the bourgeoisie" (Jameson, 1991: 156) . 
The realist novel developed as a form coterminously with the globally 
tr ansforming economic and political systems of capitalism. Its purpose 
can be seen as conservative in function, as the cultural representati ve 
of the dominative and dispossessing logic of the developing capitalist 
system out of which it emerges. However, the extension of the logic of 
the market into the sphere of human relations brings with it a 
corresponding rationalisation of cognitive experience. The realist 
novel then functions as a form of compensation for what has been lost: 
"to [the novel ' sJ subjecti ve and critical, anal ytic, corrosive mission 
must now be added the task of producing as though for the first time 
that very life world, that very "referent"--the newl y quantifiable 
~pace of extension and market equivalence, the new rhythms of 
measurable time, the new secular and "di senchanted " object world of the 
co mmodit y system, with its post-traditional daily life and its 
bewilderingly empirical, "meaningless", and contingent ~!!!~~!t--of which 
this new narrative discourse will then claim to be the "realistic" 
reflection (Jameson, 1981: 152). In the South African case, the 
realist novel becomes a vehicle for the nationalist project ot 
consituting and mobilising a cross-clas. alliance against the white 
state, in search of economic and political power: 
Perhaps, then, Serote'a choice of the novel as the privileged 
vehicle for the process which he depicts in To_Ever~_Birth_lts 
~!2~Q is not so strange; and neither is the fusion of linear tiae 
with national aspirations and national identity among black people 
in the latter stages of his narrative. The regulation--in this 
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case re-definition and re-regulation-- of time can bind together 
groups of people and individuals who conceive of themselves as 
part of the same social entity, even if they are strangers to each 
ot her. The same conception of identity among strangers who 
nevertheless identify themselves as part of a common social 
bonding is essential to nationalism. (Sole, 1991: 70-1) 
During the latter part of the decade a shift towards a gradualist 
pol it ics of hegemonic struggle was to give additional strategic weight 
to the activities of cultural production. The Soweto Revolt had 
~,dermi ned monolithic conceptions of the system and of its adherents 
and antagonists, thereby exposing the fractures concealed by 
theoretical delineations of South African society into two seamless 
antithetical blocs. The divide-and-rule reforms instituted by the 
st at e , coupled with its attempts to widen the extent of consent to its 
rule, required oppositional forces to seek new alliances, as well as 
new f orms and terrains of struggle (Swilling, 1988). Recognising this, 
t he ANC in 1978-1979 shifted its understanding of its strategic task 
f rom an emphasis on armed insurrection to political mobilisation and 
organisation of the wider population, "carving open and occupying legal 
and semi - legal space inside South Africa" <Barrell, 1990: 43). 
Accor dingly, hegemonic struggle--the "elaboration of a set of ideas, 
coun t erval ues, cultural styles, which are virtual or anticipatory, in 
the sense that they ' correspond ' to a material, institutional base that 
has not yet ' in reality· been secured by political revolution itself" 
(Jameson, 1988b.: 49)--assumes increasing importance in the last years 
of the decade. It is in such a context, that culture comes, as was 
i ncreasingly to be the case in the 1980s, to be regarded as an 
i nstrument of struggle. The repression of mass action necessitated a 
degree of acculturation of politics. As a consequence, discussions of 
culture came to be dominated by issues of political obligation and by 
demands for a politically-committed literary practice. In recognition 
of the groundswell of cultural production resulting from the 
accelerating pace of political development, cultural associations w.re 
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formed with broadly political agendas and sets of interests, allied to 
mass-based political movements: "The call to build a national culture 
in South Africa has become an important element of the political 
programmes of most organizations within the liberation movement" 
<Press, 1990: 22 ) . Broadly, the "national culture 11 campaign of these 
movements is aimed at the production of cultural discourses which would 
uni fy the diverse groups making up the disenfranchised majority in 
South Africa and direct them to the goal of national liberation.· To 
this end the campaign attempts to recruit artists into an alliance with 
i ts programme and structures, encourages the democratic distribution of 
skills of producing and appreciating art and culture, and emphasises 
the need for forms both easily accessible to oppressed groups and which 
give expression to the histories and aspirations of those groups 
(Press, 1987: 36-7). 
But there is little correspondence between the shifts in the 
terrain of political action and the fortunes of the politicised 
literary aesthetic that had emerged out of the period of Black 
Consciousness . Writing in 1989, Ndebele complained that while the 
brutal social polarities and injustices which dominated the content of 
the early protest literatur-e of the 1960s and 1970s were being 
graduall y replaced with a more subtle system of repressions and 
rewards, the flexibility of the state was not met with a 
correspondingl y articulate cultural counter-strategy. Literary 
production and the literary-critical debates surrounding it remained 
locked into a binary master-code characteristic of early protest 
literatur-e. The intervention of Black Consciousness, reversing the 
polarity 1n order to reposition the inferior term of the binary as the 
superior, had done nothing to transcend this fundamental master-code 
(1989: 44). Sole has pointed out that the debates surrounding the 
establishment of a "people's" or "national" culture during the mid-
1980s tended to be restricted to the narrow ter•s established by the 
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earlier Blac k Consciousness-dominated debate (1983: 67). Moreover, 
Ndebele maintains, the debate on the ethically-proper position of the 
writer in the particular conditions of contemporary South African 
society have been restricted by the uncritical conceptions of the 
content and form of committed writing, deriving without reconstruction 
fr om the mani cheism of the protest ethos (1989: 46). Accordingly, 
aesthet i c and liter ary-critical discourses and much of the literary 
output assoc i ated with the national culture movement accordingly 
cont inues to circulate between the empiricism and idealism 
characteristic of the Blac k Consciousness- influenced literary acti vity 
of the 1970s (Sole, 1983: 66 ) . 
IV 
The term "white writing" does not divide up South African literature in 
conventional linguistic nationalist terms, but instead in terms which 
deri ve f rom a history of neocolonial political practices. Accordingly, 
in additi on to a lluding t o the broad terms of the r aci a l di vision i n 
South African literature, the term white writing covers the recent and 
r e l ated phenomenon of the increasing opening of the borders that have 
separated English from Afrikaans literature. This categorical boundary 
i s r ooted i n a history of cultural mobilisation of Afrikaner ethnic 
nat i onalism32 in t he service of economic and political interests: 
"Afrikaner literature ••• initially was no more than a means to an end, 
that end being the political emancipation of the Afrikaner" <Brink & 
Coetzee, 1986: 9) . While the phenomenon of the growing congruence 
between English and Afrikaans class interests, particularly since the 
Second World War, tends to deprive this division of some of its 
sociopolitical foundation, its continued existence is a measur• of the 
residual power of the ideologies of ethnic nationalism in South Africa 
and the role they continue to play in political life. Afrikaans 
writers had retained a close relationship with the Afrikaner 
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nationalist-dominated state they had helped to establish (Anapie 
Coetzee, 1990: 345>. This relationship isolated Afrikaans writing from 
the oppositional sphere in which black and white English writers 
operated. The division is further aided by the organisation of the 
primary institution of literary-critical and cultural discourses in 
South Africa, the universities. Here, a disciplinary division of South 
African literature into that covered by separate departments of English 
and Afrikaans Literature dominated by metropolitan traditions is 
maintained. However, the recent rise of alternative cultural 
st ructure: promoting a unitary national culture has seen a further 
erosion of linguistic literary divisions and of the project of 
mobilising cultural initiative in the service of ethnic nationalisms. 
Although the project of inventing an Afrikaner national 
consciousness in the service of anti - imperialist interests had 
preoccupied Afrikaans literary activity practically since its 
fo undation, it was, ironically, not until the 1960s that the first 
concerted attempt was made by Afrikaans writers to liberate themselves 
and their writing "from the constraints of der ivative, colonial forms" 
(Brink & Coetzee, 1986: 9). The movement that came to be known as the 
"Sestigers"33 saw the rapid generation of a series of formal 
renovations in Afrikaans prose, producing a form of writing "wesenlik 
anders" from the mere "karring in die vanselfserekende" that had 
occupied its predecessors <Brink, 1967: 125, emphasis original). On 
the level of content, the writers of the movement rebelled against 
direct representation of the actualities of the South African landscape 
and situation--the fiction of drought and poor whites that had hitherto 
dominated Afrikaans prose--searching instead for new stories to tell, 
as well as new ways of telling them. The Sestigers .introduced into 
Afrikaans writing the styles of thought and literary form current in 
the Europe of the period--experimentalism, postaodernisn, and 
particularly existentialism. The influence of n.w insights into the 
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nature of existential reality and experience led many writers of the 
mo vement to question accepted notions of the capacity of the novel to 
be a faithful representation or mirror-image of an unproblematic 
"reality". Instead, the Sestigers set out in their manifestoes 
t heorisations of the novel as a specialised form of language, 
autonomous of extraliterary pressures, to be judged in terms of its own 
t extual and f ormal strategies. In pursuance of its self-perceived 
att i t ude of "rebelliousness", the texts of the movement challenged the 
moral, religious and sexual taboos of mainstream Afrikaans culture 
(Galloway, 1990: 29). 
A f ormative experience shared by many of the writers of the 
movement was a period of voluntary exile, usually in Europe and 
centered upon Paris. There, they experienced with exilic intensity the 
unf amiliarity of the present, the absence of the familiar. The motif 
of exile is appropriate as a characterisation of the movement and its 
tr oubled relationship with its native culture. In what Said has 
fru it fu l l y termed "the perilous territory of not - belonging" (1984: 
162) , a f or m of Afr ikaans pr ose writing devel oped differi ng 
dramat icall y from the writing of insiders which had hitherto dominated 
Afri kaans culture <Brink, 1983: 104-5; Ampie Coetzee, 1990: 344) . The 
phys i cal separation of these writers from the culture and society to 
which they belonged grew into a form of alienation. Thus, while their 
ex perience abroad was a directly enabling condition for the expansion 
of the stylistic hori:ons of Afrikaans literature, it was also the 
pr ecipitant of what Brink has termed "existentialist agony" (1983: 
105) . The experience of of many Sestigers was the nomadic, unhoused 
and schizoid state of exile. They were physically removed from their 
culture and community, yet they remained ineluctably connected to them: 
•Essentially they were torn between different sets of forces: Europe 
(through the existential nature of their experience and self-discovery> 
and Africa <though the n~ture of their language>; the local and the 
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universal; the group and the individual" <Brink, 1983: 105). The 
nature of this experience required a refashioning of the expressive 
possibilities of the Afrikaans language itself. Brink describes the 
stimulation of escaping the narcosis that its long alliance with 
Afrikaner ethnic nationalism had imposed upon the language and its 
literature. The experience was that of exploration, the widening of 
frontiers, the conquest of new territory: ~Every page we wrote was also 
a mapping of wild and new territories: not only in terms of the 
experience expressed, but primaril y in terms of l~agy~gg" (Brink, 1983: 
106) . 
In the end however, the avantgardism of the Sestigers was 
frustrated by the unshaken hegemony of the culture from which it 
attempted to distance itself. Increasingly, the work of the movement 
became the subject of the flattering attention of the cultural 
~achinery of Afrikaner hegemony, was awarded prizes, published by 
establishment publishers and reviewed and marketed extensively in 
nationalist newspapers (Ampie Coetzee, 1990 : 245). The Sestigers found 
themselves drawn into the deadly embrace of the nationalist cultural 
establishment , memorably described by Breyten Breytenbach as "the lords 
of culture and of tribal identity" (1984: 321). The critical distance 
the mo vement had attempted to establish for itself was ef fici ently 
closed by the machinery of the national culture: "1t was not seen that 
the enfants_terribles were endowing the Afrikaner establishment with a 
greater supp l eness to resist real transformation, and simultaneously 
serving as lightning conductors to close the eyes and minds of people 
to the true death (and hope ) moving deep down through the land" 
<Breytenbach, 1984: 323). What made such co-optation easier was that 
the .very rebellion against the constraints of the nationalist culture, 
produced a literature with only marginal connection to South African 
realities, eschewing them in favour of a concern with univer»al 
existential agonies. While the movement could be said to have been 
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cr itical of colonial forms, it nevertheless found itself relying on the 
i mpet us of Western cultural fashion for its lead: "The umbilical cord 
s till l ed to Europe, although the domicile was Africa " (Ampie Coetzee, 
1990: 344 ) . Brink ' s predictions, in a text that can be considered a 
manifesto, that the movement would fail unless it were to engage with, 
or come to terms with South African "aktualiteit '', or the South African 
"gegewe", were confirmed (1967: 129- 131 >. 
Assessing the achievements of the movement in the essay "Tussen 
sestig en sewentig" (1968) , Brink asserted that it had "in die loop van 
di e afgelope dekade ' n bewuste stryd gevoer om van kolonialisme tot 
selfregering te vorder" (1985a: 43 ) . But while the renewal in 
Afri kaans prose had certainly helped to free Afrikaans prose from a 
moribund literary tradition, it had not escape the reorganised 
di sposit ion of political and cultural power that has been described as 
"neoc ol onial " . The movement ' s fascination with hi gh - tech for111al 
i nnovations in European literature, its distance from political 
actuali t y and i ts enduring links with the hegemonic cultural 
establi shmen t meant that its pr oj ect of "sel freger ing" could not be 
disassociated with the self-government and internalised colonial-style 
po wer r elations of South African society. 
It i,Jas not until the defection of a number of intellectuals from 
Afri kaner culture and state institutions dur i ng the 1970s, that 
Afrikaans writing came to occupy the oppositional and culturally-
i solated posi tion that characterises the modernist white writing of the 
period. The increasing distance between dissident Afrikaans writing 
and the official culture of a hostile state is measurable by the 
banning of Kennis_van_die_aand in 1974 and by Breytenbach ' s "show 
t rial" and imprisonment in 1975, the latter representing a "sweeping 
propaganda victory" for the state (Lazarus, 1986: 179-80). Both event~ 
had a considerable politicising effect among hitherto-uncomaitted 
Afrikaner intellectuals (Aalpie Coetzee, 1990: 3~3. Earlier, in. paper 
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delivered to the UCT Summer School in 1973, Breytenbach had Minounced 
t he death of the Sestiger movement and set out a survival strategy for 
Afri kaans literature i n the deteriorating social and political 
conditions it faced. 34 This paper had a provocative effect on the 
Afrikaans literary scene, and was to become a central document in the 
growing debate on relationsh i p between literature and politics, the 
political possibilities of literary acti vity and on the relationship 
between Afrikaans literary culture and the state (Galloway, 1990: 140-
147) . Since the delivery of the paper constitutes the first time 
Breytenbach had set out before an audience of Afrikaans writers and 
intellectuals the convictions that were to culminate in hi~ 
i mprisonment, it is worthwhile considering in detail his analysis of 
t he prospects for literary activity in the 1970s. 
The ideals of the Sestiger movement, Breytenbach claimed, had been 
compromised by the Nat i onalist culture which had tolerated and 
cultivated it for its own purposes. The movement served as the 
"watchdogs " and shoc k abs orber» " of the white establishment, the very 
fact of its exi s t ence serving to prove the capac ity of the enl ightened 
stat e t o tol er at e ideological dissension (1980: 158). According to 
Lazarus, 
[Breytenbach ' sl central contention was that no c ontemporary 
Afr ikaans writing, not even that of the ~~~ti9~[ writers, could 
possibly be free of the inhumanity, the stunted sensiti vity, of 
Afri kanerdom in its Nati anal i st phase: "our 1 i terature, no matter 
how clever sometimes, is largely a product of our stagnation and 
our alienation and ••• cannot be anything else, gi ven the 
framework within which it or i ginates. This state of affairs was 
not a matter of artistic choice. It was an objective 
determination, given in the nature of the environment in which 
Afri kaans writers were working. Afrikaans writers did not merely 
float on the surface of this environment, moreover. They belonged 
integrally to it. They were bound by its traditions, and were 
actively engaged in shaping its development. Apartheid had been 
sown, and was still being sown. And just as their predecessors 
had in the past, so the writers of the present were directly 
involved in the sowing process. At the very least, they were 
jllg~i09 it to continue. Their involve .. nt served to bind _the• 
ever more tightly into the closed ranks of apartheid under siege. 
C 1986: 173) 
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But, as Breytenbach pointed out, the state ' s reformist "forbearance" of 
the innovations of its writers, did not extend very far: 
It ' s good, they say, that you wish to concern yourself with the 
freedom of the Afrikaner. But to meddle with the freedom of man, 
of the individual, which would necessitate an about-face within 
the framework of society--that ·s a horse of another colour so to 
speak. That's subversive. That is not of our people, but alien, 
they say. (1980: 155) 
For Breytenbach, confronting the bleak future that he prophesies ("this 
night we now enter " (158]), the survival of Afrikaans and its writers 
depends on the rejection of such racial restrictions upon the social 
responsibility of writing. Drawing on the examples of Godard and 
Pasolini and the sociolinguistic theories of Jakobsen, Braytenbach 
argues that writing is capable of being wielded as a weapon against the 
status quo. Writing should pose a threat to the establishment, not 
dance to its tune. Afrikaans writers should detach themselves froa 
their comfortable alliance with the state, Breytenbach argued. Rather 
than concern themselves with metaphysical revolt and novelties of form, 
wri ters should write about the here and now , the act ual and political 
< 1980: 160) . 
It can be immediately remarked that Breytenbach sets out a 
position largely cons~nant with Sartre ' s description of a litt~rature 
~ng~g§~ capable of combatting the deleterious effect of the class-
in terests written into literature. However, Sartre 's prescription that 
writers write for the emergent class of the future, is complicated for 
Breytenbach by a long history of zealous application of a politics of 
identity and otherness: 
In that part of our blood which comes from Europe was the curse of 
superiority. We wanted to justify our power. And to do that we 
had to consolidate our tribal identity. We had to fence off, 
defend, offend. We had to entrench our otherness while retaining 
at the same time what we had won. We made our otherness the norm, 
the standard--and the ideal. And because our otherness is 
maintained at_the_exQense of our fellow South Afric.ns--and our 
South Africanhood--we felt threatened. (1980: 1:56) 
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The outcome of the guilt and isolation Breytenbach describes is a 
cogni tive inadequacy, the failure of "whitish or off-white" South 
Africans to know their place: "What do we know of the rest of South 
Africa? Do we have any knowledge other than the fearful knowledge of 
the master ?" (1980: 157) . 
For Breytenbach, apartheid and its predecessors v-e a subject-
constituting project. The operation of an exclusionary otherness is 
intended to set in place a version of white identity antagonistically 
set off against what it is not. But, for Breytenbach, rather than 
creating a stable identity, this process results in a groundlessness, 
an inability to know either the same or the other. Writing in the face 
of the disrupti ve displacement of authority, the rejection of white 
rule by the forces of oppositional nationalism ("consciousness"), 
Breytenbach can find in the politics of identity only the source of his 
present predicament and the absence of any secure way out of it: 
And in this night we now enter, the fires of nationalism will be 
fanned, will flare up even brighter and more destructive. It will 
be said that is "us'' or "them"--without our knowing who "us" is, 
without our ~DQ~iD9 "them ". That side which we are going to have 
to choose, is it going to be a knowing choice? (1980: 158-9) 
What is found set out in Breytenbach ' s paper then, is the central logic 
upon which much of his writing of the 1970s will be subtended: a 
negative critique of a situation that is found to be intolerable, but 
from which there seems to be little hope of escaping. 
V 
I have been arguing that, in a situation where the cultural sphere is 
divided along the lines of an increasingly racially-polarised political 
situation, white writing comes to be associated with the dangerous 
privileges attaching to its colour. It is for this reason that the 
modernist white writing of the 1970s finds it necess•ry to distance 
itself from increasingly discredited cultural institutions and fro• its 
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"white" literary tradition. In its consequent preoccupation with the 
formal and ideological assumptions of that tradition, white writing 
becomes distanced in turn from an emergent populist mode of writing 
which eschews aestheticist concerns in favour of a direct engagement 
with political actuality. Gordimer ' s essay, "Living in the 
interregnum" (1982), provides some clarification of these assertions. 
While the essay contains an account of the situational dilemmas 
confronting white writers during the 1970s, it is, as I will indicate, 
written from a position that is no longer wholly enclosed within that 
situation. As such, it provides an invaluable retrospective account of 
the situation of white writers and their writing in the period I have 
delineated. 
Writing for an American audience38 , Gordimer describes herself as 
"a white; a dissident white; a white writer " in a South Africa 
oc cupying the "interregnum" between the protracted death of the old 
order and the birth of the new. The great wave of African national 
li beration struggles that had been moving southward since the 1950s, 
bringing about the violent demise of the settler regimes of Mozambique, 
Angola and Zimbabwe, was about to achieve a final victory: "The sun 
that never set over one or other of the nineteenth-century colonial 
emp ires is going down finally in South Africa " (220). In this 
precarious state of crisis and decline, the slow dissolution of the 
col onial order gives rise to "a great diversity of morbid symptoms" 
(1 988: 220; cf Gramsci, 1971: 276). This Gramscian characterisation 
has acquired widespread currency in cultural discourses where it is 
employed as a description of the situation that had been reached in 
South Africa by the 1980s. At the end of a decade of erosion of its 
political and ideological authority, the state retained sufficient 
coercive power to frustrate the emergent oppositional political forces, 
while unable decisively to reestablish its doainance. This situation 
has been variously described as "stalled revolution", "unstable 
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equilibrium" or "virtual stalemate" (Wolpe, 1998: 103; Swilling, 1987: 
421). But the motionlessness that is suggested by such terms, or the 
process of inert decay evoked by the Gramscian ter~, is deflected by 
Gord imer ' s description of the ambience of the interregnum: 
I live at 6000 feet in a society whirling, stamping, swaying with 
the force of revolutionary change. The vision is heady; the image 
of the demonic dance--and accurate, not romantic: an image of 
actions springing from emotion, knocking deliberation a&1de. The 
city is Johannesburg, the country South Africa, and the time the 
last years of the colonial era in Africa. (220) 
The dominating impression this description communicates is of a 
situation that is palpably unstable, unpredictable. There can be 
li ttle certainty of its future, no idea which way it will go. The 
i nterregnum, notes Gordimer, is a "place of shifting ground" (235). 
Deprived of any secure footing, the writing that emerges from such a 
situation can be expected to show signs of disorientation, the 
energetic directionlessness that characterises its immediate context. 
"I am going, quita fr equently, " writes Gordimer, "to let events 
personally experienced as I was thinking towards or writing this paper 
interrupt theoretical flow, because this interaction--the e&sential 
disruption, this breaking in upon the existential coherence we call 
concept--is the very state of being I must attempt to convey" (220). 
This concern with finding a form of writing appropriate to its own 
historical situation is, for Gordimer, an essential task imposed upon 
her as a "white writer" living in the interregnum. The question 
Gordimer confronts in the essay--how to write in such times?--i s a 
result of the extension into the realm of writing of what Gordimer 
argues to be the particular preoccupation of dissident whites: finding 
ways in the unsettled present of securing a place in the future: 
there is a segment [of the white population] preoccupied, in the 
interregnum, neither by plans to run away fro• nor merely by ways 
to survive physically and economically in the black &tate that is 
coming. I cannot give you numbers for this segaent, but in 
~asure of some sort of faith in the possibility of structuring 
society humanly, in the possession of skills and intellect to 
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devote to this end, there is something to offer the future. ~g~ 
to offer it is our preoccupation. Since skills, technical and 
intellectual, can be bought in markets other than those of the 
vanquished white power, although they are important as a commodity 
ready to hand, they do not constitute a claim on the future. 
That claim rests on something else: how to offer one ' s_self 
(222). 
Gordimer distinguishes intellectual and technical knowledge, dismissed 
as commodities tradeable for some kind of insecure temporary residence 
in a new order, with a deeper level of belonging and acceptance. In 
order to be accepted as part of a future society, whites need to make 
an "offer" (in the sense of a presentation for acceptance or rejection) 
significant, or attractive enough to create, if it is accepted, a 
"c laim on the future". At first glance, the problematic Gordiaer 
confronts here turns upon the logic of sacrifice and reward 
underpinning the concept of commitment. What must be given up, 
Gordimer asks, what risks taken in the interim so as to ensure a place 
in the future? But the legal language of Gordimer ' s formulation 
undercuts the nobler sense of "offer " as sacrifice. A sacrifice 
creates no obligation on the part of its recipient or any "claim" on 
the part of the offerer. A sacrifice can be noted or ignored. The 
l anguage of claim and contract with which the necessity for finding 
acceptable forms of commitment is set out here, indicates that Gordimer 
is able to assume the existence of an interlocutor willing to be the 
r ecipient of her offer. Once accepted, the offer can become the basis 
of a "claim". But the reaction of Gordimer ' s interlocutor is a matter 
of uncertainty, the subject of what is described as a •Pascalian wager" 
(226 ) . "I can only report", Gordimer writes, "that the way to begin 
entering history out of a dying white regime is through setbacks, 
encouragements and rebuffs from others, and frequent disappointments in 
oneself" (233). 
That Gordimer is able to consider the possibility, however 
tentatively, that she as a white writer may acquire something as 
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substantial as a "claim on the future" is the result of a crucial shift 
in the wider situation to which her essay is a response. While the 
historical situation Gordimer describes and from which she writes was 
still conditioned by the structural crisis entered in the 1970s, at 
least one of the pressures felt by white writers had begun to show 
signs of easing. A crucial political shift became evident by the end 
of the decade--the waning of the ideological energy, "the phasing out 
or passing usefulness", of the Black Consciousness Movement (1988: 
226). This shift is acutely felt by Gordimer, for whom the 
exclusionary ideology of the Movement, ruling out any capacity for 
whites to negate the implications of their race and identify themselves 
with the cause of the oppressed, had been particularly distressing 
<Clingman, 1986: 182). But while the upturn in the fortunes of 
nonracial alliance politics in South Africa brought new possibilities 
of a role for white writers in the liberation struggle and in the ne~ 
order it aimed to bring about, the events of the 1970s had entrenched a 
racial division in South African literature. 
In the context of terminal deterioration of the colonial status 
quo, outlined by Gordimer, a mode of writing identifiable as "white" 
will tend to be disposed of as one of the "morbid symptoms" of the 
dying racial order. White writing will be coloured by its association 
with a settler culture determined to outlive its historical moment, 
marked by the increasing social displacement of the segment of South 
African society of which it is the cultural analogue: "The bl.1ck writer 
is ' in history ' and its values threaten to force out the transcendent 
ones of art. The white, as writer and South African, does not kno~ his 
place ' in history' at this stage, in this time" (231). 
The destabilisation of the colonial order necessitates a revision 
of the habits of subjectivity .uthorised by such an order. "In the 
official South African consciousness, the ago is white: it has always 
seen South Africa as ordered around it", notes Gordiaer <221). But 
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"the hierarchy of perception that white institutions and living habits 
implant throughout daily experience in every white, from childhood" 
cannot be maintained in the present uncertain ti•es. 
The interregnum is not only between two social orders but also 
between two identities, one known and discarded, the other unknown 
and undetermined. Whatever the human cost of the liberation 
struggle, whatever "Manichaean poisons" must be absorbed as 
stimulants in the interregnum, the black knows he will be at home, 
at last, in the future. The white who has declared himself or 
herself for that future, who belongs to the white segment that was 
never at home in white supremacy, does not know whether he will 
find his home at last. It is assumed, not only by racists, that 
this depends entirely on the willingness of blacks to let him in; 
but we, if we live out our situation consciously, proceeding fro~ 
the Pascal1an wager that the home of the white African exists, 
know that this depends also on our finding our way there out of 
the perceptual clutter of curled photographs of master and servant 
relationships, the 78 rpms of history repeating the conditioning 
of the past. (226). 
We can extrapolate from these remarks a number of generalisations about 
the conduct of white writers who, like Gordimer, inhabit the 
in terregnum and are determined to survive it. First, in facing the 
future, the white writing of the seventies begins by examining its 
past: the "curled photographs" and "78 rpms" that impede progress 
towards a new consciousness of situation. This examination takes the 
form of an initial negation; white writing distances itself from a 
rel ationship of simple identity with the settler culture of the past, 
adopting instead a critical orientation towards its cultural history. 
This orientation is most usefully described by invoking Gramsci ' s 
assertion that the "starting point of critical elaboration is the 
consciousness of what one really is, and is 'knowing thyself ' as a 
product of the historical process to date which has deposited in you an 
infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory" (1971: 324). In her 
book on African literature, The_Black_InterQreters (1973b), Gordimer 
recognised the necessity of "the attempt to assess the past not just in 
the moral-tale terms of wicked conqueror and wretched victim, but also 
as an interaction of human concepts of destiny, in all their 
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painstakingly justified self-interest and self-accomodating idealism" 
(15i. Gordimer adverts here to the tendency of the ideological nature 
of a particular mode of orientation to reality to become obscured by 
frequency of use. This softening of the ideological into the habitual 
r equires the disillusioning effort of historical reconstruction to lay 
bare the origins of what appears commonsensical, to reveal the 
interests it serves and the lines of power that are threaded through 
it : "The recreation of the past in imaginative writing is one of the 
ways by which a people may learn to recognise such phenomena 1n 
themselves" (Gordimer, 1973b: 15-6 ) . Restoring the hidden history of 
colonial modes of thought and orientation, entails tracing their 
institutional origins and the constituencies they serve. Such a 
project is a commencement of the process of "unlearning" the modes of 
thought that have become habitual in a society with a colonial history, 
c learing away the "perceptual clutter" that remain even when the 
institutions and structures of colonialism have been dismantled <S•id, 
1978: 28 ) . 
But, in turn, this critical process of historical "recreation " 
comes to vi ew the instruments of that recreation critically. Gramsci ' s 
prescription for critical thought, that of an enquiry into the 
historical processes of which the enquirer is the product, must 
logically require an acceptance that the enquiry too is potentially a 
mere effect of historical process. Perhaps the clearest demonstration 
of this paradoxical logic in a text of the period can be found in 
Coetzee's Du»klands. It is a text which foregrounds the question of 
the implication of the present in the construction of the past. The 
second part of the novel--The_Narrative_of_Jacobus_Coetzee--is a 
fictive "work of history" (1974: 108) that stresses, in the process of 
its historical recre•ti on, the "work" that goes into the representation 
of history. The project of writing history is found to bear upon the 
project of the self: history is written in order to construct a stable 
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identity in the present that can then turn to the task of the 
reconstruction of the past. In Coetzee·s novel, the present, the past 
and the forms they make available to the work of historical 
r econstruction are found to be colonial. Coetzee thus utilises the 
capacity of postmodernist strategies to foreground epistemological 
controversy, thereby distancing himself from the realist narrations 
that derive their certainty from being underwritten by a "system of 
power that authorizes certain representations while blocking, 
prohibiting or invalidating others" (Owens, 1983: 61). By drawing on 
t he critical impetus and theoretical resources of Western European 
s tructuralism, Coetzee uncovers the origins of contemporary habits of 
t hought and writing in a colonial past: "These structuralists question 
humanism by exposing its hero- -the sovereign subject as author, the 
subject of authority, legitimacy and power. There is an affinity 
between the imperialist subject and the subject of humanism" <Spivak, 
1987: 202). 
But the introspecti ve and aesthetic i st concerns of white writing 
pr oduce a form of wri t ing alienated from its own cul t ural traditions 
and inst i tutions and unable to participate in the emerging literary 
pr oject of a popul ar-r ealism operating under the governance of 
pol it ical interests: 
This [Brechtianl mode of writing was the beginning of the black 
writer ' s function as a revolutionary; it was also the beginning of 
a conception of himself differing from that of the white writer ' s 
self-image. The black writer ' s consciousness of hi•self as a 
writer comes now from his participation in those living 
conditions; in the judgement of his people, that is what makes hi~ 
a writer--the authority of the experience itself, not the way he 
perceives it and transforms it into words. (230) 
The black and white postliberal writing of the 1970s is accordingly 
divided along formal lines. The enforced unity of a black population 
targetted uniformly by apartheid repression and the practice of 
politically-instrumentalist writing had provided a way for the black 
writer to "break the alienation of the artist/elitist in the black mass 
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of industrial workers and peasants" (231). But the dissident white 
writer is at once too close to the benefits of power and too distant 
from any existing community to facilitate a similar commitment: 
.The white writer has to make the decision whether to remain 
responsible to the dying white order--.nd even as dissident, if he 
goes no further than that position, he remains n@g2iiY~!Y within 
the white order--or to declare himself positively as answerable to 
the order struggling to be born. And to declare himself for the 
latter is only the beginning; as it is for whites in a less 
specialised position, only more so. He has to try to find a way 
to reconcile the irreconcilable within himself, establish his 
relation to the culture of a new kind of posited community, non-
racial but conceived with and led by blacks. (232-3). 
Formulated here in imperative language is the necessity for white 
writers to detach themselves from the old order and associate 
themselves with the new in a manner substantial enough to go beyond 
mere declaration. This contrasts with the hesitancy ("try to find a 
way", "a new kind of posited community") of Gordimer ' s directions to 
the locality in which new attachments should be sought. This 
circulation between, on the one hand, a rejection of the past and a 
commitment to combating its continued influence upon the present, and, 
on the other, a consequent disorientation in the face of an uncertain 
future, is the logic upon which much of the essay is subtended. "We 
whites", Gordimer claims, "have still to thrust the spade under the 
roots of our lives" (227). In the interregnum, the forms of belonging 
associated with the old order are no longer tenable. Gordi111er ·s 
metaphor condemns whites to self-inflicted der·acinati on and not-
belonging, without any clear prospect of rootedness in the order of the 
future. 
While her situation as a white writer in the interregnum condemns 
Gordimer to an exilic and alienated state, modernist ideology presents 
her with a opportunity to defend the value of the alienated perspective 
and the writing it produces. In the concluding section, I will ex.mine 
Gordimer's qualified modernist defence of her aesthetic principles and 
practice. 
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VII 
I would argue that it is the issue of commitment that is a key term 
directing the series of formal shifts Gordimer ' s writing undergoes as 
it moves away from liberal aesthetics. An examination of Gordimer ' s 
critical writing and public utterances during the postl1beral period, 
indicates that the central question that she confronts is that of how 
to write in such times. The ambiguous interrogati ve--how--indicates 
that ther e are two levels of enquiry contained in Gordimer ' s question: 
that into possibility and that into means. The pressing urgencies of 
political crisis militate against the private and reflective processes 
of literary writing. Equally, those same urgencies tend to make the 
writing that does get done susceptible to the charge that it is 
unethical. While the concept of commitment seems to offer a way to 
continue writing ethically, the pressures towards a tendentious and 
uniform mode of writing entailed 1n the version of commitment 
circulating in the South Africa of the 1970s, frustrate the fu lfilment 
of such commitment by a white writer such as Gordimer, who is both 
isol ated by social pri vilege and who draws on the self-critical 
r esour ces of western modernism and postmodernism to enable her writing. 
The imperatives of commitment that derive from the Black Consciousness 
period direct one to write about about here and now and to write for 
and about the people who have been left out of writing altogether. 
But, as has been indicated, the pressures of Gordimer ' s situation as a 
white writer (of which a schematic list would cover: censorship, the 
apartheid-created divisions of existential reality, conditions of mass-
illiteracy, the separatist tendencies of the forces of opposition to 
the apartheid order) militate against the production of an adequately 
committed writing. It is Gordimer ' s inability to comply with the 
prescriptions of commitment that compels her to a defence of the 
ideological and formal autonomy of her aesthetic practice. The 
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progress of Gordimer ' s enquiry into the possibilities and parameters of 
an authentic literary practice and her attempted resolutions of the 
opposing pressures she confronts can be followed in the essay "The 
essential gesture" (1984). The essay presents a convenient assembly of 
the positions in respect of the issue of commitment that Gordimer had 
been developing in response to changing cultural conditions since the 
early 1970s. 
Gordimer describes her first attempt at writing "at the age of 
nine or ten " as "what I have come to believe is the only real 
innocence--an act without responsibility" (1988: 238). But such 
i nnocence is no longer possible in a fallen world where 
"Cr]esponsibility is what waits outside the Eden of creativity" (239). 
The specific conditions of the contemporary South African social order 
demand "responsibility for the social significance of being a writer 
••• : a double demand, the first from the oppressed to act as 
spokesperson for them, the second, from the state, to take punishment 
f or that act " (240 ) . These demands are perceived as weighty, a 
"burden", and contr adict the directions of the impulse to creativity. 
This results, for the writer, in a "opposition of inner and outer 
demands " : the "inner" (creativity; the solitary, introspective, self-
r eflexi ve act of writing; the tendency of literary writing towards 
st yle, personal utterance, private language) subjected to the pressures 
of the "outer" <the social, historical, the "world situation" of the 
writer [242) ) . 36 This characterisation of the contradictory pres&ures 
upon writing, between a "creativity" originating from inner pressures 
and desires ("this most solitary and deeply marvellous of secrets--the 
urge to make with words" [239)) and the outer pressures of the social 
and historical, replicates the familiar notion of the 
i ncommensurability of the libidinal and the social, the line drawn 
between "art" and "society". In certain situations however, what 
Jameson has termed the "ratio of the political to the personal" (1986: 
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69) is weighted in favour of the political or Gordi11er 's "outer" realm. 
The value of the "inner" becomes so diminished that writing ends 
altogether; the writer abandons the indefensible activity of writing 
and enters wholly the realm of the "outer'', becoming an activist, a 
soldier. Gordimer quotes Camus ' s remark: "It is from the 1110111ent when I 
shall no longer be more than a writer that I shall cease to write" 
(242). In the face of a paticular confluence of external pressures, 
writing comes to be seen as, at best, an activity supplementary to 
political acti vism, at worst, redundant. 
Camus ·s conviction of the insufficiency of "mere" writing i~, 
according to Gordimer, prompted by a "demand outside himself", the 
pressure of his historical situation (1988: 242). In conteaporary 
South Africa similar series of pressures bears upon the "mere" writer. 
A reconciliatory possibility exists in continuing to write, yet to 
write in such a way as to contain the signals of inwardness emitted by 
l iterary writing; writing in a form which may be justified as a 
contribution to the project of liberation. This is the context of the 
emer gence of what Gordimer terms the "honourable category" of "cultural 
worker " whereby "there is--just--the possibility for a writer to be 
' onl y ' a writer, in terms of activity, and yet ' more than a writer' in 
terms of fulfilling the demands of his society" (244). The recovery of 
nonracialism during the 1980s had given white writers the opportunity 
of fulfilling the requirements of acting as a "cultural worker". In 
Barbara Masekela ' s definition, cultural workers ttare an intergral part 
of the overall struggle, not artists who merely contemplate on the 
cataclysms of our era" {1989: 252). The category offers then a form of 
belonging, distinguished from the contemplative distance of the 
•artist", a distance which implies isolation and alienation. The 
integration of the individual artist into the general process of the 
struggle, the willing or prudent sub~ission of the artist to the 
overall discipline of the political movement, are demanded in exchange 
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for the multiple forms of support which an affiliative structure 
provides. As Gordimer points out, the category and the "national 
culture" project with which it is associated, emerges from the 
politicisation of culture in the wake of the insurgent 1970s: 
The [1976J uprising began as a revolt of youth and it brought to 
writers a new consciousness--bold, incantatory, messianically 
reckless. It also placed new demands upon them in the essential 
gesture that bound them to a people springing about on the balls 
of their feet before dawn-streaks of freedom and the threat of 
death. Private emotions were inevitably outlawed by political 
activists who had no time for any; black writers were expected to 
prove their blackness as_a_revolutionart_condition by submitting 
to an unwritten orthodoxy of interpretation and representation in 
their work. I stress unwritten because there was no Writer ' s 
Union to be expelled from. But there was a company of political 
leaders, intellectuals, and the new category of the alert young, 
shaming others with their physical and mental bravery, to 
ostracise a book of poems or prose if it were found to be 
irrelevant to the formal creation of an image of people 
anonymously, often spontaneously heroic. (1988: 245> 
This passage makes clear the ambivalence of Gordimer ' s response to the 
emergent "national culture" project. However sympathetic she is to the 
project, Gordimer finds in the aesthetic prescriptions that it 
promulgates a discomforting conflation of solidarity with conformity. 
The modernist aspects of her work, which defend the heterodox, the 
particular, the different, tend to view with scepticism demands for a 
uniformit y of political purpose and expressive form. The description 
of a "people springing about on the balls of their feet before dawn-
streaks of freedom" bring to mind the visual rhetoric of socialist 
realism. Equally, comparisons with expulsion from a "Writer 's Union" 
serve, in spite of Gordimer ' s negative phrasing, to introduce the 
spectre of Stalinist policing of writerly dissidence. At the same 
time, Gordimer recognises the "shaming" irrelevance of writing that 
does not respect the heroism of political activism. 
Gordimer ' s own "essential gesture" is towards a synthesis of the 
oppositions she has identified, thereby atte11pting to reconcile the 
pressures of responsibility and the writer's tendencies towards 
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inwardness: "Will the world let him, and will he know how to be the 
i deal of the writer as a social being, Walter Benjamin ' s story-teller, 
the one ' who could let the wick of his life be consumed completely by 
the gentle flame of his story' ? " (1988, 250). Yet it has been shown 
that in Gordimer ' s schema it is the "inner" which favours the 
production of writing, while the demands of the "outer" at times 
threaten to put an end to writing. Thus Gordimer ' s description of 
"creati vity tt as an "Eden" can used to di r ect a reading against the 
grain of her essay: on the one hand, that the inner realm of "pure" 
creativity is essential ly unreal and mythological; on the other hand, 
that creativity is edenic insofar as it remains desired, yearned for, 
directing us to what has been lost, the place from which the world has 
fa llen. It becomes possible to describe Gordimer ' s conception of 
creati vity here as utopian, fo llowing the twin connotations of that 
wor d: as a sense of dissatisfaction with the present either on the 
basis of a metaphysical nostalgia for what is no longer and cannot be, 
or , on the basis of a sense of what things ought to be, a projected 
po int of resolution of the "stubborn negat ion'' of things as they ar e 
now (cf Jameson, 1974: 111 ) . On this basis, the "i nner " site of 
creati vity , the pri vate r ealm of writing, can be read as either a 
lamented lost state of grace, or a gesture to the future: in both cases 
a s ite of desire. 
It should be stressed that it is the realm of the "inner " which 
r emains, in Gordimer ' s conception, the realm of a writer ' s freedom, the 
"outer" being the sour ce of pressure and limitation: "Everywhere in the 
world, [the writer] needs t o be left alone and at the same time to have 
a vital connection with others; needs artistic freedom and knows it 
cannot exist without its wider context ••• " (1988: 250 ) . In the 
"Interregnum " essay, Gordimer ' s stresses that the particular de,unds of 
her situation require of her "compromises" and "sacrifices", and 
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require a relinquishing of aesthetic principles which could elsewhere, 
at another time, be maintained: 
There are two absolutes in ~y life. One is that racism is evil--
human damnation in the Old Testament sense, and no compromises, as 
well as sacrifices, should be too great in the fight · against it. 
The other is that a writer is a being in whose sensibility is 
fused what Lukacs calls "the duality of inwardness and outside 
world", and he must never be asked to sunder this union. The 
coexistence of these absolutes often seems irreconcilable within 
one life, f or me. In another c ountry, another time, they would 
present no conflict because they would operate in unrelated parts 
of existence; in South Africa now they have to be coordinates for 
whi ch the coupling must be found. The morality of life and the 
morality of art have broken out of their categories in social 
f l ux . If you cannot reconcile them, they cannot be kept from one 
another ' s t hroats within you. (1988: 231-2 > 
In the fa ce of the "irreconcilable", support for one side of the 
warring categ ories must be abandoned. This is less the product of an 
eth ical dec i sion than a matter of the writer ' s survi val, a response 
compelled by the pressure of situation. This conclusion can be drawn 
fr om the unequi vocality of Gordimer ' s language here: "have to be", 
"must be " , "have bro ken", "cannot " . It remains unclear whether 
Gordi mer f ee l s she has been able to reconcile the "i r reconcilable": "If 
you cannot rec oncile them .•• ". 
Gordimer thu= confronts the problem of finding mediations between 
the pri vate, inner realm that is both the source of writing and a place 
of r ef uge from t he stric ken outer world of division and conflict, and 
the ethical demands made on the writer by the outer and the social. 
Unable to accept the compromises entailed in the "cultur.l worker" 
position, nor able to endorse an opposite tendency such as the 
narcissistic f ormalism of the nouveau_roman, Gordimer opts instead for 
a modernist defence of the speciality and autonomy of artistic 
practice. "The transformation_of_exQerience", Gordimer maintains, 
"remains the writer ' s basic essential gesture; the lifting out of a 
limited category something that reveals it. full meaning and 
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significance only when the writer ' s imagination has expanded it" (249). 
She continues: 
Writers 1n South Africa who are "only writers" are sometimes 
reproached by those, black and white, who are in practical 
revolutionary terms "more than writers", for writing of events as 
if they themselves had been at the heart of action, endurance and 
suffering •••• their claim to generalize and speak for a human 
predicament in extremity comes from the lesser or greater extent 
of their abil1tL_to_do_so; and the development of that ability is 
their responsibility towards those with whom they are united by 
this e:{trapol ati on of suffering and resistance. ( 1988: 250 ) 
Gordimer is =oncerned to defend the consideration of individual 
"abil ity" that is threatened by its association with the discredited 
cause of personal ambition. For Adorno, writing in a time where 
collecti ve politics no longer held any potential for liberation, "even 
part of the social force of liberation may have temporarily withdrawn 
to the individual sphere " (1974: 18) . Gordimer, confined to the 
situation of a white writer, kept from emergent collective politics by 
the constraints of her racial and class privileges, mounts a similar 
defence of the ind ividual sphere and its literary cognates: self-
consc iousness, style, the body. However, it is a measure of the 
situation she occupies that the indi vidual sphere is at once a source 
of anxiet y and of writing itself. 
VIII 
We have seen that in Coetzee's literary-critical model, writing seems 
to emerge from some unspecified impulse to write (Millin as "a 
practising novelist adapting whatever models and theories lie to hand 
to make writing possible" [1988b: 162]), an impulse which is directed 
and constrained by social and historical pressures. It is these 
pressures, issuing from what Gordimer terms the "outer", which 
determines the form of the literary work. There is little space given 
in Coetzee·s model to Gordimer ' s uinner" realm, from where issuas the 
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i nitial i mpulse to write. All that remains of Gordimer ' s charged 
pr ivate and personal space of creati vity, is something appro.ching 
sheer technique or skill: "Was Van den Heever unable to achieve 
smoot her, mo r e deceptive, more ' natural · , less ' dualistic ' effects 
si mply because he was a clumsy novelist ? Yes; but this is only part of 
the an s wer" (1988b: 114 ) . 
But i t i s aga i nst this same mode of reading that Coetzee he 
ar ticulates a modernist def ence of the autonomy of writing. In a 
speech deli vered at the 1987 Weekl~_Hail Book Week, Coetzee, 
"tsJpeaking as a novelist " , set out "some observations on the relation 
of novels and novel - writing to the time and place in which we live" 
(1988a: 2) . This relation between writing and situation turn» out to 
one of opposition. Coetzee refers to the tendency ( "a powerful 
tendency , perhaps even dominant tendency" C2J), in this place and in 
these t i mes, to subsume the novel under history. Specificall y , Coetzee 
ci tes the po li t ic ised demands (associated with the "national culture" 
pr oj ect > that nove ls retell the story of the "historical present" of 
which the def in i tive acc ount has already been given by t he discourse of 
hi st ory, t hat t hey investigate "real historical forces and 
ci r cumstances "; he cites too a percei ved tendency to devalue those 
nove ls which do not per f orm such investigations (2). These demands 
amount to cens orship, "laying down rules that stories may not 
t ransgress, and enforcing these rules " (3) , rules which amount to the 
allocation of "stories" to a supplementary position, required to fill 
out and enhance the master-discourse of history. Thus, "in times of 
in tense ideological pressure like the present, the relationship between 
the novel and history is placed under strain (3)". The novel, novel-
writing, story-telling in general are threatened with "colonisation", 
consumption by the "appropriating appetite of the discourse of history" 
(3 ) . The historical modes of reading and the prescriptions placed upon 
writing are nevertheless contextual phenomena, the product of "times of 
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i ntense ideological pressure like the present" (3). Thus it is 
possible to imagine a time when history and the novel are able to 
coexist peacefully "like two cows on the same pasture". In the 
meantime novel-writing faces the stark choice between co-option and 
exclusion, belonging and isolation. 
It can be noted that the particular conception of history here is 
as determining, pressurizing, limiting. It is the work of its 
hi storical situation that writing is white: the fact of a particular 
body of writing ' s generation out of a particular position within the 
narrative framewor k of process from colonialism towards decolonisation. 
But there is a sense also, in Coetzee ' s conception, in which history is 
salvational, promising delivery from an intolerable present. It is 
therefore possible to project a time when writing can no longer be 
white: when the drawn-out era of the "not yet'' in which white writing 
finds itself is ended. It is similarly possible to project a time when 
the relationship between writing as impulse and the impulses of history 
i s not one of limitation, but rather of mutuality. Thus at the 
conc lus i on of his examinati on of some South African versions of 
pastoral--the farm novel and the plaasroman--Coetzee comments self-
r ef lexivel y upon his own reading practice and on the model of literary 
production which subtends that practice: 
Our ears today are finely attuned to modes of silence. We have 
been brought up on the music of Webern: substantial silence 
structured by tracings of sound. Our craft is all in reading the 
other: gaps, inverses, undersides; the veiled; the dark, the 
buried, the feminine; alterities. To a pastoral novel like In~ 
~§2Q!~ we give an antipastoral reading like the present one, alert 
to the spaces in the text (Where is God? Where is Africa? ). Only 
part of the truth, such a reading asserts, resides in what writing 
says of the hitherto unsaid; for the rest, its truth lies in what 
it dare not say for the sake of its own safety, or what it does 
not know about itself: in its silences. It is a mode of reading 
which, subverting the dominant, is in peril, like all triumphant 
subversion, of becoming the dominant in turn. Is it a version of 
utopianism (or pastoralism) to look forward <or backward> to the 
day when the truth will be (or was) what is said, not what is not 
said, when we will hear <or heard) music as sound upon silence, 
not silence between sounds? (1988b: 81) 
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It is a complex moment, structured upon an equipoise of oppositions: a 
turning-away (not here, not now) at the end of a consideration of the 
(to us, here and now) culpable turning-away that constitutes the 
pastoral mode; a looking forward and backward, lush pastoralism in the 
midst of a dry and scholarly consideration of edenic desires; green 
dreams in an arid landscape. Arguably, the contemporary white writing 
which Coetzee seeks to defend occupies the very situation of sustained 
paradox described here. It is a form of writing committed to the 
sounding of silences, insofar as, in its sustained negative critique of 
the colonial history ingrained in the forms of a colonial aesthetic, it 
strives to bring to the surface what has long been repressed. But such 
an activity is precarious, vulnerable to the unsympathetic and 
subversive reading of its own subversions. Behind Coetzee ' s utopian 
formu lation lies the anxi ety of white writing: it falls only between, 
it is no longer where it was, but it is not yet anywhere else. It is a 
fiction orientated toward the other, not yet capable of occupying the 
place of that other. Finally, Coetzee ' s gesture to a future where 
there will no longer exist the present antinomy between wr iting and 
reading enables us to describe the present master-discourses which 
would translate writing into a mere allegory of its situation: modes of, 
discourse which turn "writing" into "white writing". Coetzee 
articulates the desire that what is presently turned into white writing 
by the mechanisms of situation should no long9'" be taken to be an 
allegory of its situation but ra~ler itself--writing. Coetzee ' s 
fiction can, it i5 ... ·gued, ·be productively considered to be set out 
upon a resistance to all that would limit it to its situation. The 
formal strategies which turn Coetzee's fiction in upon itself--(its 
self-reflexivity, its insistence on its materiality as writing, its 
designation of the processes of its own material production as its 
content>; all that would seem to limit it to mere writing, unresponsive 
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to its situation and hence irresponsible--can be interpreted as a for~ 
of resistance to the confinement of situation. 
I have quoted Coetzee ' s remarks here in order to point up a 
deficiency in this study of the literary activity of the 1970s. The 
theoretical grounding of my understanding of literary form and the 
categor y of modernism has been the contention that both the formal 
characteristics of an individual text and aesthetic phenomena in 
general should be considered to be ideological productions. Following 
Jameson, "ideology is not something which informs or invests symbolic 
production; rather the aesthetic act is itself ideological, and the 
production of aesthetic or narrative form is to be seen as an 
ideolog ical act in its own right, with the function of inventing 
imaginary or formal · solutions ' to unresolvable social contradictions" 
(1981 : 79). Accordingl y , the appearance of certain modes of writing in 
a particular context can be read as an attempt to resolve the 
contradictory pressures brought to bear by a particular historical 
situation. Rather than confining a text to the mere reflection of its 
social ground, by interpreting form itself as the social content of 
aesthetic production such a reading respects the specificity of 
literary or artistic activity: »symbolic action ••• is a way of doing 
something to the world, to that degree what we are calling ·world ' must 
inher e within it, as the content it has to take up into itself in order 
to submit it to the transformations of form" (J.meson, 1981: 81). This 
requires a dual reading. The first attempts to reconstruct the set of 
determinants generating a text and its reception and which govern the 
val encies of its use in various contexts and among various 
constituencies. The second concerns itself with the iniplications of 
considering the text as a form of ideological wish-fulfilment, the w.y 
it looks forward or backward to a world that is without contradiction, 
taking into account what Adorno felt to be the •deepest and mo&t 
fundamental promise" found in all art--ohne_Angst_leben (J~eson, 1971: 
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35) . What has been neglected in this study then is a consideration of 
the interim utopias set up within the literary texts of the period. In 
Coetzee ' s res i stance to the appropriating mechanisms which colonise 
t exts, we are reminded of the properly political sense in which such 
t exts are utopian: reminders of the world we have lost and the world we 
have yet to gain, which in turn undo the mechanisms of forgetting which 
makes us take our situation for our world. 
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NOTES 
NOTES_TO_INTRODUCTION 
1 I use upper-case "Modernism" here as shorthand for a 
historically and geographically-specific aesthetic movement--canonical 
Western Modernism. More i di osyncrati call y, 1 ower-case "modernism" 
r efers to the space within cultural life occupied by non-popular forms, 
self-consciously distinguished from their own aesthetic traditions and 
from their popular or "mass" cultural competitors. 
2 For a survey of this body of work see Ashcroft et al., 1989; 
Young, 1990 . 
3 Nor indeed do they remain consistent within Fanon ' s critique 
itself. As Adele Jinadu points out, there is "an uneasy combination of 
ethical relativism and ethical universalism in Fanon" (1986: 1~2>. 
While Fanon denounces the universalist pretensions of Western humanism 
as a mask concealing the violence with which that universalism is 
ensured, he nevertheless claims for the anticolonial project 
supr~cultural humanist ambitions, as the closing peroration of Ib@ 
Wretched_of_the_Earth indicates-- ~For Europe, for ourselves, and for 
humanity comrades ••• we must work out our concepts, and try to set 
afoot a new man" (1967: 255; Jinadu, 1986: 151-2>. 
But rat her than at tempt i ng t o unravel the ambiguities (or 
strategics > of Fanon ' s anti-humanism here, I am interested in the 
effect of a nominally dissonant and non- syncretic theory such as 
Fanon ' s upon universalist discourses such as liberal-humanism (cf 
Young, 1990: 156 ) . 
4 This term is employed to distinguish the aesthetic associated 
with the new social movements of the 1970s from the liberal-realism of 
the established South African literary tradition: "That ' reality ' is 
rendered in a non- problematic mode, as immediately and concretely 
available to perception, is related to a conviction amongst writers 
that their work makes a contribution to the solution of urgent social 
and political tasks. However, the ' realism ' of liberal aesthetics is 
based upon an ontology of the individual, whereas that of populist 
realism is based partly upon individualist conceptions, and partly upon 
conceptions of the collectivity--the co1H1unity--the people" (Vaughan, 
1982b: 133 > • 
5 "The existential-phenomenological rhetoric of the Continental 
philosopher cannot mask the constant theme of the conservative 
fictionalist who would like to leave the living to the servants, but 
who couldn't respect himself if he did. I have called this the posture 
of existential aestheticism; probably a better term in view of Sartre ' s 
more critical side is, simply, guilty aestheticism" (Lentricchia, 1980: 
53). 
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6 In existentialist terms, within the world of the novel the 
alienation of the self from the world and others is ended--the novel, 
created or read, is a synthesis of self and the world, a for-itself-in-
i tself (Aronson, 1980: 124) . 
7 Sartre, 1948: 13. "Presentation des Te111Qs_Modernes 11 • Trans. 
Francoise Ehrman, quoted in Aronson, 1980: 117-8. 
8 This contention is lent support by Stephen Clingman ' s study of 
Gordimer (1986, cf 1984a>. According to Clingman, Gordimer ' s writing 
is both generated and limited by a fundamental subjective "split ", 
which is in turn a product of the wider "systematic social fracture" 
within South African society (1986: 207). While Clingman concede» that 
'' CiJdeologically Gordimer's work has ranged both within and beyond her 
'class ' situation" (1986: 208), it is in the end unable to evade the 
fundamentally limiting effects of social split: "at a deep level the 
fact of limitation still applies" (1986: 208). This fundamental split 
is that between her own, white "world" (her existential situation as a 
nii ddl e-cl ass white in contemporary South Africa) and the black "world" 
for which she longs but to which she cannot belong. Gordimer, an 
inhabitant of the fractured society bodied forth in her fiction, is cut 
off from the experience of the very people whom she desires to address. 
"On a deep level, therefore, a whole do111ain of South African life 
belongs to the "unconscious" of her fiction--the repressed black world 
that her writing cannot really be part Qf and from which (much like the 
individual unconscious) it cannot directly speak" (C lingman, 1986: 
210i . 
On the subject of Gordimer ' s "solution" to the frustration by 
social fracture of subjective desire, Clingman refers to Sartre ' s 
concept of a "virtual public" (1986: 213). Gordimer locates her 
vir tual public in a politically repressed yet forcefully emergent black 
world. However, since she is alienated from that public, unable to 
address it directly in its languages and forms, her writing therefore 
represents, Sartre-like, an asymptotic attempt to reach it: "if ••• she 
cannot write directly f.Q!: her virtual public, she can at least write 
1Q~2!:Q§ it, addressing the question of its oppression, the justice of 
its cause and the eventuality of its triumph" (Clingman, 1986: 214). 
However, in the final chapter of this study, I will argue that 
Gordimer ' s reconciliation of the situational pressures she confronts as 
a writer depends on a more complex negotiation between the competing 
clai ms of modernism and commitment than would appear from Clingaan 's 
statement. 
9 See Thody (1977) for an account of the polemical tone of 
Writing_Degree_Zero as a mode of compensation for Barthes·s enforced 
inactivity during the war and Occupation. cf Fages, 1979: 22. 
NOTES_TO_CHAPTER_1 
10 On the subject of the controversial ,tatus within 
historiography of periodization itself, I should note that this study 
is not intended to provide an exhaustive or homogenizing de,cription of 
the historical period in question. Rather my intention is to sketch 
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something like the "look" of the times, the parameters of the 
historical situation that produces and limits writing. Such an account 
is intended to be sufficiently widely-focussed to allow· for the 
possibility of the exceptional (in Raymond Williams ' s sense of the 
"residual" or "emergent") (Williams, 1980: 40; Jameson, 1988: 178-80). 
Following Jameson, "period" is best understood "not as some omnipresent 
and uniform shared style or way of thinking and acting, but rather as 
the sharing of an objective situation, to which a whole range of varied 
responses and creative innovations is then possible, but always within 
that situation ' s structural l1m1ts 11 (1988: 179). A description of a 
given "period" should attempt to give a sense of the articulation of 
the historical and textual in terms other than those of "background" 
and "foreground" with which much historicising literary criticism is 
constructed, terms ~<Jh1ch are, moreover, particularly problematic in the 
contemporary South African situation where history is frequently seen 
as intrusivel y present, "fierce and feverish, baring its deformities 
and demanding immediate attention" (Bundy, 1990: 140). 
11 Though the measurable significance of the successful 
decolonisation of these three countries is in its effect on the state ' s 
military and political strategies, the encouraging example of 
successful liberation struggles conducted by military means against 
technologicall y-sophisticated European powers was an important 
psychological factor contributing towards ending the relative 
quiescence of the decade which had followed Sharpeville (Stadler 1987, 
20). 
12 See, eg., Sepamla ' s A_Ride_on_the_Whirlwind (1981), Serote ' s 
To_Ever~_Birth_its_Blood (1981i, Gordimer ' s Burger ·s_Daughter (1979), 
and (though their treatment of the subject is more oblique) Coetzee·s 
Waiting_for_the_Barbarians (1980) and La Guma ' s Time_of_the_Butcherbird 
< 1979 > • 
NOTES_TO_CHAPTER_2 
13 By analogy with Benedict Anderson ' s term "official 
nationalism"--"something emanating from the state, and serving the 
interests of the state first and foremost" (1983: 145). 
14 In spite of this endorsement of cross-disciplinary enquiry, 
and while versions of revisionism do find their way into a wide range 
of academic disciplines, the influence of revisionism upon the field of 
South African historiography is perhaps the most far-reaching and is 
certainly the most thoroughly documented. It is for that reason that I 
draw most of my contextual material from recent accounts of the 
emergence of the "new history". 
15 The best-documented example of which is the rise of the 
"social history" school and the History Workshop Project (Bozzoli, 
1990). 
16 See Randall (1973), the final co-ordinated report of the 
Project, for an overview of the work of the co11M11issions. 
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17 Rich reports a comment by Frederik Van Zyl Slabbert, at a 
seminar on strategies for political change held in 1973, to the effect 
t hat the book's utopianism "led it away from the path of feasible 
political action" (1989: 121. 
18 It is interesting to speculate whether this distinction 
results from the presence of a version of Sartre in Turner's analysis 
t hat is absent from later revisionism. Turner wrote his doctorate in 
Paris in the late 1960s on the political work of Sartre, and his book 
shows clear signs of Sartrean influence (Morphet, 1980: xiv). 
Certainly, Turner ' s work at times performs a Sartrean negotiation 
between the determining effect of transindividual forces upon human 
action and the material effect of intentional individual action. In 
addition, Turner is sensitive to the inertia and density of social 
i nstitutions in place, the phenomenon Sartre termed, in The_Critigue_of 
D1alectical_Reason, the "practice-inert" (Young, 1990: 31; Jameson, 
1971: 244-6 ) . Clearly, for Turner, the "practice-inert" institutions 
of colonialism order and circumscribe relationships between people and 
their r elationship to their material environment, whatever their 
conscioLls intentions may be. "In South Africa," he claimed, "whites as 
well as blacks are victims of the social structure" (1980: 10). The 
solidity of that social structure neutralises individual oppositional 
efforts, and fr ustrates the formation of political collectivities (the 
Sartrean "group" ) capable of dislodging it. 
19 There is no shortage of such histories. Gerhart (1978) 
situates the Black Consciousness Movement within the longer South 
Af r i can political tradition of African nationalis~. Hirson's (1979) 
account, which fo r ms par t of his history of the 1976 Soweto Revolt , is 
useful, though i t is strongly coloured by his determination to relegate 
t he Movement to its theoretically proper place--trailing behind the 
pace- setting black working class. Equally, Hirson is dismissive of the 
Movement ' s estimation of cultural work, which he treats as an index of 
i ts limited following among an aspirant intelligentsia. Fatton (1986) 
i s less critical. While his book does give attention to the cultural 
i mp act of Black Consciousness, he is far more concerned with arguing 
f or the Movement ' s crucial transformative role in South African 
politics. Most recently, Mangena (1989) offers an autobiographical 
account of the Movement, written from his perspective as a rank and 
f ile member and later as National Organiser of the BPC. Sole (1983, 
1986, 1988, 1989, 1991) has comprehensively assessed the degree of 
influence of the Movement ' s ideology and cultural initiatives on the 
black writing of the 1970s and 1980s. 
20 The term refers to the ideology expressive of a situation 
where the dominant social contradiction is not that between classes, 
but is nevertheless overdetermined by class contradiction: where "the 
dominated sectors would not identify themselves as a class but as 'the 
other · , ' the counterposed ' to the dominant power bloc, as the ~ng,cggg. 
If the first contradiction--at the level of •ode of production--is 
expressed on the ideological level in the interpellation of the agents 
as a class, this second contradiction is expressed through the 
interpellation of the agents as 1b@_Q!2Ql!• The first contradiction is 
the sphere of £!ea!_~1c~gg!@; the second that of Q2Q~!ic:g!!Q£C~1i£ 
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§![Y991~" (Laclau, 1977: 106-7, emphasis in original; cf Sault Gelb, 
1986: 153, 162). 
21 Liberalism shared this stage with an "opportunistic" cla$S of 
bureaucrats and entrepeneurs in the bantustans, which carried on a one-
sided "dialogue" with the regime in exchange for political and economic 
favour within the apartheid-created bureaucracies <Saul~ Gelb, 1986: 
102; Lodge, 1983: 322>. The most significant political actor to make 
use of the opportunities provided by segregation was Inkatha, which 
mobilised a conservative ethnic nationalism around the symbols of the 
Zulu past, at the same time maintaining an ambiguous relationship with 
white power (Marks, 1986) . The organisation seems to have had little 
impact upon the elite, urban cultural scene described here. 
22 On the phenomenon of Academic Freedom lecture see Rich, 1984b: 
133-4, who regards these events as exemplary signs of the degeneration 
of liberalism ' s substantive political activity into empty ritual. 
NOTES_TO_CHAPTER_3 
23 The case of Wilbur Smith demonstrates that the broad terms of 
this distinction continue to be maintained. Smith's writing represents 
a capable playing of the market in colonial nostalgia. His novel» are 
a persistence of the "masculine and racially divided world of 
colonialism" given expression in the writing of Kipling, Buchan and 
Rider Haggard <Rich, 1983: 428; cf Maughan-Brown, 1990). Smith ' s 
mobilisation of colonial dreams and anxieties have resulted in massive 
national and international popularity (50 million copies sold of twenty 
novels (Maughan-Brown, 1990: 134J>. By contrast, the modernist strain 
of South African writing occupies the contemporary mutations of the 
restricted markets of the liberal-realist tradition, and are contained 
within the realm of "elite" or "academic" culture locally, and marketed 
internationally as "testimony", or as the "novels of information" 
whereby metropolitan reading publics keep up with politically-charged 
national situations and the interesting cultural products they 
generate. This replicates the paradox of the contemporary "Third World 
novel" which, however concerned with national dilemmas or agonies, 
remains essentially a minority form nationally, and com11unicates most 
widely within what are essentially neo-colonial international networks 
of information distribution <Brennan, 1990: 56>. Thus Jane Kramer 
suggests that, rather than mere pleasure or distraction, modernist 
white writing offers catharsis--"tonic cataclysm"--to its Western 
readership. "We judge South African writers less by their quality than 
by the risks they take in putting the wall of their own dissidence 
between ourselves and the black Africa we praise and fear. We love 
them for being South African for us. They are our surrogates in 
resistance" (1982: 8). 
24 The conference is a sequel to the 0 S.stiger conference held in 
1973, discussed below pp138-141. 
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25 The term is Gordimer ' s, describing the unreality of the 
continent of magical plenitude and community projected by the ~i9[it~Q~ 
poets (Gordimer, 1973b: 6). 
26 This terminology follows Bhabha ' s description of historicist 
and teleological narratives of literary production (of which Leavis ' s 
"Great Tradition" has perhaps been the most influential in the colonial 
situation> as providing an account of "Literature and History, as well 
as the history of literature" that enables "a perspective of essential 
order, coherence, culmination and Culture" (1984: 94). The Tradition 
narrative is continuist in that its beginning and end are connected; 
the traditi on is driven forward by the desire to reach the point at 
which it began. This seems particularly descriptive of the liberal-
realist "tradition" in South African literature, where the "line" could 
be said to be, in effect, looped. Schreiner ·s novel so dominates the 
tradition that the succeeding novels "take The_Stort_of_an_African_Farm 
as a sole common origin without significant regard to intermediate 
variations" (Gray, 1979: 136). 
27 Gordimer ' s understanding of this fact on the level of the 
immediate macropolitical events of the early seventies is demonstrated 
by an appendix to "The novel and the nation" essay, written in 1972. 
There, Gordimer revised her earlier conclusion that the contemporary 
South African novel was "making heard" the dialogue that is, in 
Nietzsche's aphorism, the beginning of truth: "Finally, I quoted 
Nietzsche in my essay: Truth begins in dialogue. No need to point out, 
from hindsight, that it was not the kind of dialogue sought after by Mr 
Vorster that I had in mind" (1972a.: 52 ) . Gordimer refer» here to 
Vorster ' s "outward looking" policy of "dialogue" with African states 
that was intended to move towards eventual "git~atg". This movement 
towards improved relations with the rest of Africa was enabled by the 
degree of confidence in the continued prosperity and survival of the 
state and by the faith of western governments and local business elites 
in the long-term capacity of economic growth to correct the racist 
irrati onalities that were the result of the apartheid system. The 
policy was a revision of the earlier confrontational attitudes of the 
South African state towards a rapidly decolonising Africa, and, on one 
level, is the forerunner of the "reform" policy of subsequent National 
party regimes. However, the actual results of the policy--which 
involved the cultivation of such dubious allies as the comprador 
regimes of Malawi and the Ivory Coast and the assumption of an 
interventionist military role in the various Southern African 
decolonisation struggles--amounted to a form of regional neo-
colonialism <Clingman, 1986: 116). Internally, the "dialogue" policy 
amounted to the co-optation of the petty-bourgeois class in the 
bantustans. The indecisiveness of the liberal establishment in the 
face of the policy and the degree of political self-confidence on the 
part of the state that it reflects is a further measure of the 
political crisis facing liberalism (Rich, 1989: 5, 19). 
28 The negativity of Gordimer ' s treatment of the literary 
tradition in the 1976 essay is made clear by her later softening of her 
line on Schreiner and African_Farm. In a review of First and Scott's 
Olive_Schreiner:_A_BiograQh~ (1980), Gordimer writes sympathetically of 
Schreiner ' s attempts to find a Mfora to carry her advanced 
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perceptions". It is admitted that Schreiner "was hampered crucially by 
the necessity of fighting the ways of thought which imprisoned her and 
others, equipped only with the modes available within those concepts" 
(1980: 918). Gordimer's view of Schreiner thus moves, to employ 
Raymond Williams ' s terms, from a blunt dismissal of "historical error" 
to the sympathetic reconstruction of "historical perspective" 
(Williams, 1973: 10). 
NOTES_TO_CHAPTER_4 
29 It is particularly in the fiction of Coetzee that the latter 
tendency is most visible. Coetzee ·s description of the textual 
strategies of such works as Nabokov ' s Pale_Fire, Barth ' s Lost_in_the 
Funhouse, Beckett ' s The_Unnameable as a "poetics of failure, a program 
for constructing artefacts out of an endlessly regressive, etiolated 
self-consciousness lost in the labyrinth of language and endlessly 
failing to erect itself into autonomy" (1977b: 293), provides an 
interesting comparison with Eagleton ·s description of Modernism as an 
essaying of impossibility. According to Coetzee, the formal manouevre 
whereby a poem or fictive work ends by consuming itself is a familiar 
device. A poem which contains a retraction or denunciation of its own 
status nevertheless, by a paradoxical movement acquires the steady 
ontological status of the self-consuming artefact, in the very process 
of undermining its own pretensions to ontological self-sufficiency. 
But there is a difference between the self-cancelling found in Sterne 
and Cervantes and the more threatening game encountered in Eliot ' s 
Et~ftQ£~. For Eliot this self-consumption impinges both upon the self 
which is written and the self which writes, and the means whereby both 
purport to exist . For Coetzee, between the "adventures of the self " of 
nineteenth-century realism and the 11 metafictional comment.ries on the 
fic tionalit y of self" of modernism and postmodernism lies the decline 
of the romantic-liberal notion of the self (1977b: 293). The poetics 
of failure is a mode of compensation for this decline, a strategy for 
evading its subject-obliterating implications. How can I write the 
self when it does not exist, when it has no stability, no objectivity? 
Who is the I who seeks to write? The answers to these questions lie in 
the poetics of failure. I will write of the impossibility of success, 
I am prepared for it, it is what I am planning for. It is thus a 
poetics of paradox: "The poetics of failure is ambivalent through and 
through, and part of its ambivalence is that it must parade its 
ambivalence •.• (1977b: 293)". The dooming absence of the sovereign 
self-consciousness which was once the hero of literature, is 
compensated for by a triumphant parading of its body. "The poetics of 
failure erects absence into presence by an undenied trick of 
prestidigitation, whose success nevertheless depends on the left hand 
not knowing what the right hand is doing" (1977b: 293). 
30 Shortly after the establishment of the Public.tions Act 
machinery in 1963, there was widespread speculation that two texts of 
the nascent Sestiger movement, Etienne Leroux ' s Sewe_dae_b~_die 
Silbersteins <1962) and Brink's Lobola_vir_die_lewe (1962) would be 
banned. It is significant, however, that the objection to these texts 
was based on their "i11morality" rather than any political 
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controversiality (Galloway, 1990: 28). The absence of any direct 
action against Afrikaans writers before 1974 should not obscure the 
i nhibiting effect for those writers and their publishers of the mere 
presence of the censorship machinery (Galloway: 1990: 98-117). Brink 
has, since the 1960s, produced a body of writing that amounts to a 
comprehensive assessment of both the measurable and invisible effects 
of censorship upon contemporary South African literature. See 
Galloway, 1990: 323-24 for a bibliography of this work and Coetzee, 
1990, for a overview of Brink ' s attitude to shifting trends in literary 
censorship. 
31 The selective liberalisation of literary censorship during the 
1980s (compensated for by the ability of the state to enforce its 
authority by other means ) has been attributed to the recognition by the 
state of the political marginality of the print media <Coetzee, 1990). 
During the confrontational 1970s, however, the paranoid surveillance of 
white literary production by the state gave rise to inflated 
interpretations of its weight as an oppositional practice. Thus Brink, 
who is particularl y ambivalent about equations of writing with 
political transgression, uses as the epigraph to his Literatuur_in_die 
~i[l~ggck (1985a} a remark of Italo Calvino: "nobody these days holds 
t he written word in such high esteem as the police states ... Where it 
i s the object of such attention, literature gains an extraordinary 
authority , inconceivable in countries where it is allowed to vegetate 
as an innocuous pastime, without risks". See Chapman, 1988 for a 
survey of literary censorship in the 1970s and 1980s. 
32 The concept of "ethnic nationalism " finds it» most purif i ed 
ex press ion in the discourses of the apartheid ideology (Sharp, 1988: 
82-3 ) . In the vision of ethnic nationalism "ethnic groups" and ethnic 
consc ious ness could at cer t ain times take the form of a nationalism, 
attempting to win autonomy for a particular group from other groups 
seen as di luting or repressing it. Nationalism is thus seen as the 
developed and political expression of what are imagined as the deep 
ti es of blood and language: "in everything ' natural · there is always 
something unchosen. In this way nation-ness is assimilated to skin-
colour, gender, parentage and birth-era- -all those things one cannot 
help " <Anderson, 1983: 131 ) . The "core beliefs" of Afrikaner 
nationalism--that of an initial groe~sgebondenheid maintained 
t hroughout the long history of the volk (obedient to the requirement 
t hat the nation be venerable, that it "loom out of an immemorial past" 
[Anderson, 1983: 19]>, that the existence and destiny of the volk is 
the will of God or nature and not of human history <Sharp, 1988: 82-3)-
-were at a crucial point in South African history mobilised in the 
service of the economic interests of the Afrikaner. Writers played a 
vital role in this mobilisation. Against the disintegration of the 
older platteland communities by the effects of capitalist development 
and the urbanisation and proletarianisation of sectors of the ~Q!k, 
Afrikaner intellectuals and writers constructed powerful 
r epresentations of a rural Gemeinschaft, aobilising and uniting the 
dispirited (and increasingly class-contradictory> ~gl~ by means of a 
nationalist narrative of blood and soil and a heroic past (O'Heara, 
1983: 53-54). 
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33 For a history of the movement and an assessment of its 
situation in the history of Afrikaans literature, see Kannemeyer, 1983. 
34 The paper, "A view from outside" [ ' n_Blik_van_buitel, is 
reproduced in Breytenbach ' s account of his short visit to South Africa 
in 1972-1973, A_Season_in_Paradise (1980: 153-160). 
35 The essay, as 1t appears in the collection The_Essential 
§~§!~rg, is a revised form of a lecture delivered by Gordimer to New 
York University ' s Institute of the Humanities in 1982 and published in 
the New_York_Review_of_Books of 20 January, 1983 <Gordimer, 1988: 
274n.). 
36 Gordimer ' s association of the self-consciousness and the 
somatic stimuli that produce writing with a pleasurable, though guilty, 
secrecy is a consistent topos in her work. In the autobiographical 
essay "A bolter and the invincible summer" (1963), Gordimer describes 
how, when she had run away from school she imagined attending another, 
"jolly , competitive, thrillingly loyal" (1988: 16) . This invention of 
a more satisfactory life in order to compensate for the inadequacies of 
the real one, reveals to Gordimer "a device of the personality that, 
beginning at that very time perhaps, as a dream-defence, an escape, 
later became the practical sub-conscious cunning that enabled me to 
survive and grow 1n secret while projecting a totally different, 
camouflage image of myself" (1988: 16). The terms "device", 
"practical" and "cunning" indicate the tensions Gordi1Rer experiences 
between the sensuous pleasures enabling writerly productivity and the 
guilt that it occasions. And, like the privileging of an edenic inner 
realm in the "Essential gesture" essay, it can be noted that it is the 
inner, "secret" world that 1s the source of survival and growth for 
Gordimer here. The outer world, by contrast, is the place where it is 
necessary to project a dissembling "camouflage image". Equally, in the 
image of the young Gordimer, alone in the summery veld, creating an 
imaginary school "to which I felt that I longed to belong" (1988: 16), 
are the terms of the dialectic between detachment (or alienation) and 
belonging (or conformity) that John Cooke has identified as central to 
her writing (1985). 
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